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PLENARY SESSION 

 

Reva O.N.
1
, Mwita L.

1
, David A.

2
, Lyantagaye S.L.

2
, Lapa S.V.

3
, 

Safronova L.A.
3
, Avdeeva L.V.

3
 

COMPARATIVE GENOMICS AND BARCODING OF PLANT GROWTH 

PROMOTING BACILLUS STRAINS. 
1
Centre for Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, University of Pretoria, South Africa;  

2
College of Natural and Applied Sciences, University of Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania;  

3
D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

oleg.reva@up.ac.za 

Bacillus strains from rhizosphere are effectively used in agriculture for plant 

growth promotion and plant protection against phytopathogens. Despite a long 

history of application of biopesticides in agriculture, it is still unclear what the 

difference is between selected biologically active strains and multiple less active 

isolates from plant rhizosphere belonging to the same species of Bacillus. In the 

current work, twelve bacterial strains obtained from the Ukrainian Collection of 

Microorganisms belonging to the species B. subtilis, B. amyloliquefaciens, B. 

atrophaeus and B. mojavensis were fully sequenced and their activities were 

tested in multiple bioassays on various in vivo and in vitro models. The assays 

included testing of the strains on their antagonistic activity against 

phytopathogens, crop shelf life prolongation, promotion of the growth of different 

plant seedlings, plant protection against drought and insect pests, and improving 

of the stress tolerance in plants. The strains were selected in a way to represent 

biologically active organisms and their less active counterparts from the same 

species. Comparative genomics revealed sixteen genes characteristic for the 

most active biotechnological strains but absent in the less active organisms 

independently on species belonging. Among these genes, there were oxidative 

stress and antibiotic resistance genes, sugar permeases, transcriptional 

regulators and endonucleases. Involvement of the horizontal gene transfer was 

supposed. A new technique was developed for genetic barcoding of the strains of 

industrial importance to allow identification of species, subspecies, clades and 

individual strains in the environment by using metagenomic approaches. 

Validation of the innovative barcoding techniques on publically available 

metagenomic datasets demonstrated preferences in distribution among different 

ecological niches between different sub-species of the studied Bacillus 

organisms. This analysis will be helpful to identify biotechnological strains to be 

the most appropriate for a specific crop or soil type. 
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Potters G. 

CORROSION OF BALLAST TANKS – HOW TO FACTOR IN 

THE MICROBIAL PART? 

Antwerp Maritime Academy, Antwerp, Belgium. 

geert.potters@hzs.be 

The degradation of metallic surfaces due to atmospheric corrosion is a well-

known problem for many exposed steel structures such as ships, bridges, storage 

tanks and pipelines. Bringing seawater into this equation causes an even more 

aggressive environment and an increased corrosion effect. As such, corrosion is 

a major cause of marine structural failures: it results in loss of structural strength 

at local and global levels, and leads to fatigue failure and stress corrosion 

cracking. Consequently, the costs pertaining to corrosion are sky high: a 2006 

study indicates that the US Navy alone incurred 2.44 billion dollars’ worth of 

damage due to corrosion; for the U.S. marine shipping industry, the annual 

corrosion-related costs were estimated at $2.7 billion. The latter cost is 

associated with new construction ($1.12 billion), maintenance and repairs ($ 810 

million), and corrosion-related downtime ($ 785 million). For the whole U.S. 

economy, the 1998 cost of corrosion amounted to $275.7 billion in 1998 alone. 

Moreover, corrosion can become a safety issue on board of ships. Statistics show 

that 90% of ship failures were attributed to corrosion. With our economy relying 

strongly on maritime transport and the construction of offshore platforms for (deep) 

sea mining, damage to these structures should be limited as much as possible.  

This is due to the sometimes harsh conditions under which ships have to 

perform. A non-exhaustive list of these conditions comprises a high temperature, 

the amount of dissolved oxygen in the ballast water, a high humidity (even in an 

empty ballast tank), the presence of high concentrations of salts in sea water and 

the atmosphere, the temperature of the water the ship frequents, the use of steel 

of inferior quality during the construction of the ship. In order to account for the 

most important conditions, different corrosion models have been created based 

on laboratory experiments as well as on in situ observations. The introduction of 

the double hull configuration (Oil Pollution Act, USA, 1990), in response to the 

Exxon Valdez accident, made the situation even worse. Our own research 

indicates that the first signs of coating failure and corrosion onset are visible in a 

standard ballast tank after around five years. After 10.4 years, the condition turns 

to fair, and after 22 years, the average ship is in a poor condition. From a physical 

point of view, a suitable coating is the best instrument for corrosion protection 

with or without the support of sacrificial anodes. 
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But how do we factor in the presence and action of the biological actors in a 

ballast tank? Hypotheses were put forward which state that bacteria merely 

modulate the corrosion in ballast tanks; however, models of corrosion onset do 

not reveal any other influence besides the classical physicochemical processes. 

To what extent can we compare ship ballast tanks with stationary pile sheets or 

larger offshore constructions? And how should we use this knowledge for future 

strategies in the discovery of the real extent of biocorrosion in ship’s ballast tanks? 

 

Safronova L.A. 

THE PROBIOTIC ATIVITY AND THE EFFECTS ON THE MACROORGANISM 

OF PREPARATIONS ON THE BASE OF BACTERIA BACILLUS GENUS. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

safronova_larisa@ukr.net 

The study is devoted to investigation of probiotic properties of bacteria of 

Bacillus genus and interaction of the preparations on their base with 

macroorganism. 

Accurate taxonomic position of the strains Bacillus sp. UCM B-5139 and 

Bacillus sp. UCM B-5140 was determined. Their membership of the species 

B. amyloliquefaciens ssp. plantarum was substantiated. Antimicrobial 

characteristics of the strains UCM B-5139 and UCM B-5140 was examined. 

Ability of the strain UCM B-5140 to synthesize antibiotics surfactin, fengycin, 

bacillaene, macrolactin and difficidin, and also siderophore bacillibactin was 

established. It was demonstrated that the strains UCM B-5139 and UCM B-5140 

of the bacteria B. amyloliquefaciens ssp. plantarum synthesize the complex of 

proteases, bacteriolytic and yeast-lytic enzymes, extracellular amino acids and 

exopolysugars. 

In the experiments in vivo the effect of veterinary preparation Endosporin on 

immune reactivity indices of macroorganisms was studied. Endosporin facilitates 

the increase of macrophages and lymphocytes activity, normalization of immune 

system status in animals with dysbacteriosis, it is also characterized by antitumor 

properties. 

Probiotics’ effect for medical practice of Biosporin and Subalin was 

investigated.  In the experiments in vivo the ability of the preparation Subalin to 

increase the effect of anti-tumor vaccine was demonstrated.  

Safety and efficiency of Biosporin for treatment of children with perinatal 

pathology for correction of disorders in intestinal microbiocenosis was proved. 

Ability of Biosporin to restore microbiocenosis content of oral cavity and distal 
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intestine, to reduce the severity of  inflammation signs in mucous membrane of 

oral cavity and recurrences rate in complex treatment of children with recurrent 

aphthous stomatitis was demonstrated. Application of Subalin for correction of 

endogenous intoxication syndrome in treatment of children with chronic hepatitis 

was substantiated. 

 

Iutynska G., Biliavska L., Tsygankova V., Galkin A. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR-GENETIC BASIS OF IMMUNE-

PROTECTIVE AND PLANT GROWTH STIMULATING PROPERTIES OF NEW 

BIOFORMULATIONS FROM SOIL STREPTOMYCETES. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

galyna.iutynska@gmail.com 

The new polycomponent bioformulations on the base of selected soil 

streptomycetes: Streptomyces avermitilis IMV Ас-5015 (Avercom, Avercom nova-

2), S.netropsis IMV Ас-5025 (Phytovit) and S. violaceus IMV Ас-5027 (Violar) 

were elaborated. These bioformulations contain the biologically active metabolites 

of producers: antiparasitic antibiotics, free amino- and fatty acids, lipids, 

phytohormones (auxins, cytokinins, gibberellins and brassinosteroids). Impact of 

new polycomponent microbial products was studied on various crops: wheat, 

canola, tomatoes, cucumbers, Chinese cabbage, and potatoes. These plants 

were grown on natural background and in condition of artificial nematode invasion 

with plant parasitic nematodes (Heterodera schachii Schmid or Melodoigyne 

incognita). It was revealed that the new bioformulations increased plant 

resistance to damaging action of parasitic nematodes. The analysis of density of 

nematode population complex showed the diminishing of total amount of plant 

parasitic nematodes in plant roots that were treated by Avercom,  Averсom nova-

2, Violar and  Phytovit by 4−10 times as compared to untreated control plants.  

The considerably differences in the index of Dot-blot hybridization between 

cytoplasmic mRNA isolated from control unaffected by nematode and untreated 

by microbial bioformulations plants and small regulatory si/miRNA isolated from 

experimental affected by nematode and treated by bioformulations plants were 

found. In the wheat embryo cell-free system of protein synthesis the increase of 

silencing activity of si/miRNA isolated from experimental plants on the template 

both own plant mRNA and nematode mRNA as compared to lower activity of 

si/miRNA isolated from control plants was revealed. The obtained data evidence 

in favor of the fact that microbial bioformulations cause reprogramming of plant 

genome, i.e. induce synthesis in plant cells of small regulatory si/miRNA with 
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immune-protective against plant parasitic nematodes properties. As a result plant 

resistance to this pest is increased, the improving of the crop quality and yield 

increase are observed. 

 

Fomina M.A. 

THE NATURE OF TOXIC METALS SPECIATION IN THE PROCESS OF 

BIOGEOCHEMICAL ACTIVITY OF MICROSCOPIC FUNGI. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

M.Fomina@ukr.net 

Microscopic fungi and their symbiotic associations are actively involved in the 

elements cycling in nature, including the cycling of metals and transformation of 

minerals. Detailed knowledge of the chemical nature of the speciation of toxic 

metals immobilized by microscopic fungi is not only of fundamental theoretical 

value for the understanding of biogeochemical processes of the Earth and the 

new minerals formation, but is also important for practical application in the 

development of bioremediation technologies. 

The most common in nature formation of amorphous or poorly crystalline 

metal complexes in the biomass greatly complicates the work with biological 

systems and requires the precise and complex modern methodological 

approaches. Our research was focused on the elucidation of the nature of 

chemical speciation of toxic metals: copper, lead, zinc and uranium 

bioaccumulated by fungi in the process of minerals transformation by using 

synchrotron X-ray absorption spectroscopy. 

The bioaccumulated toxic metals were found to be predominantly coordinated 

by oxygen ligands: phosphate and carboxylate. It was demonstrated that the 

nature of the ligands depended on the fungal species, the chemistry of the 

mineral, the age of mycelium and the nutrient medium, particularly on a nitrogen 

source. 

Using the method of microfocus X-ray absorption spectroscopy we 

established the spatial-temporal dynamics of the biogeochemical transformations 

of copper in a fungal colony. This research revealed the succession of copper-

binding phosphate, carboxylate and sulfide ligands as well as the redox 

transitions of bioaccumulated copper showing that with mycelium ageing over 

time copper accumulated in the fungal biomass is transformed from typical for 

juvenile hyphae less stable and more toxic monovalent copper into less toxic 

divalent copper. 
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Patyka V.P. 

BIOLOGICAL NITROGEN AND A NEW STRATEGY OF CROP PRODUCTION 

MANUFACTURE IN UKRAINE. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

vpatyka@mail.ru 

Highlights key approaches to stimulate plant-microbe interactions, in particular 

biological nitrogen fixation. Biological nitrogen fixation is a powerful factor in the 

preservation and reproduction of soil fertility, increase productivity of 

agrocenoses. It is shown that stabilizing the foundation of most technologies for 

growing crops are legumes, which share in the structure of sown areas should be 

25-40%. Considerable attention is paid to the study of the microflora of the soil 

under the sowing of the plants, which are the agents of the effect of external 

factors and indicators of ecosystem status and succession processes taking 

place in it. The widespread use of environmentally safe technologies using 

microbial preparations nitrogen-fixing microorganisms is an important prospect of 

obtaining high-quality competitive agricultural production, soil conservation and 

the environment. 

It is shown that the balance of nutrients in agriculture of Ukraine, which is 

calculated by the indicators of nutrient removal and supply, is negative. Deficiency 

of major nutrients (NPK) is 50 kg / ha, due to low levels of application of mineral 

fertilizers and the extremely inefficient use of biological nitrogen and phosphorus. 

The attention is paid to the low percentage of crop rotation saturation (2.1%) 

with leguminous plants, which affects biological nitrogen fixation, and to the loss 

of precursor for winter crops, such as peas. Increase in soybean seeding (9.5% 

saturation of crop rotation) somewhat increases the level of biological nitrogen 

fixation. The nitrogen is not only the main biogenic element - the main component 

of living matter, which plays a crucial role in the life of plants and animals, but 

also the key nutrient in agriculture. 

 

Polishchuk V.P. 

CRISPR/CAS, MIMIVIRE AND CO-EVOLUTION OF PHAGES AND BACTERIA. 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine. 

pvp@univ.kiev.ua 

The problem of antiviral ‘immune’ protection of bacteria and archea is 

considered important not only from the point of fundamental science (molecular 

mechanisms of realization of genetic information, evolution and co-evolution, etc.) 

but also in a rather practical aspect. CRISPR is a system of specific ‘immunity’ of 
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prokaryots described for both ‘classical’ bacteria and archea. CRISPR systems 

are composed of genomic cassettes used for recording data about viral and 

plasmid invasions, and of Cas-proteins serving as molecular components of such 

immunity. The memorization of previous infections is a key feature of the 

CRISPR-Cas system protecting bacteria and archea against foreign mobile 

genetic elements. After the infection, a short motif of viral DNA is included into the 

CRISPR massive of bacterial genome, ultimately resulting in the ‘memory bank’ 

and providing immunity upon repeated infection. Such events play major role in 

the evolutionary pathway of not only bacteria and archea, but also in that of their 

phages, forcing them to find a way of evading the immune protection of the host – 

a scenario common for viruses of warm-blooded animals. Interestingly, quite 

recently some viruses (Mimiviridae) were shown to possess protection systems 

called MIMIVIRE which were similar to bacterial ones. Avalanching evidences 

suggest possible deciphering the mechanisms of bacterial immune protection in 

the near future. This will form the base for better understanding of mutual 

evolution of phage-bacterium, as well as for making highly efficient phage-based 

antibacterial compounds. 

 

Beregova T.V., Skochko N.S., Torgalo E.A., Ostapchenko L.I. 

AN EXPERIMENTAL GROUND OF APPLICATION OF MULTIPROBIOTIC AS 

GEROPROTECTORS. 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine. 

tberegova@univ.kiev.ua 

The results showed that basal acid output in the stomach of young rats 

increased by 408.6% compare to juvenile rats. In all other age groups (early and 

late mature, elderly and senile rats) basal acid output in the stomach reduced by 

2 times compared to young rats. Carbacholin stimulated acid output increased at 

all age groups in comparison with juvenile rats, except senile age. Acid output of 

senile rats didn’t significantly differ from juvenile age. Basal pepsin output of 

young rats was the same as in juvenile. In early matured rats it decreased by 

38.4% (p<0,05) compare to juvenile and remained essentially unchanged until the 

end of life. Carbacholin stimulated pepsin output of rats didn’t change until they 

reached the early mature age. In eldery carbacholin stimulated pepsin output 

decreased by 26,7% (p<0,05) l compare to juvenile and remained unchanged in 

elderly rats. Absorption of water and Na+, Cl- ions increased in colon of elderly 

and senile, but secretion of K+ remained constant. In colon fecal bioptate of 

senile rats reduced Bacteroides quantity, increased number of E. coli with normal 
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and altered enzymatic properties, opportunistic enterobacteria, Clostridium and 

Candida yeasts. In blood serum, organs of the digestive tract of rats with age 

pro/antioxidant balance disturbed, the content of lipid peroxidation products 

increased and antioxidant enzymes diminished. Periodic multiprobiotic "Symbiter" 

administration along the life resulted in normalization of basal and carbacholin 

stimulated acid output, had no effect on pepsin output, enhance secretion of 

water Na+, Cl- ions across the epithelium of the colon, prolongated life and 

reduced the concentration of urea nitrogen, biomarkers of aging, in senile rats. 

 

Hnatush S.O. 

MICROORGANISMS THAT SUPPORT SULFUR CYCLE IN THE NATURE 

UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF HEAVY METAL IONS. 

Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, Ukraine. 

gnatuk88@ukr.net 

Microorganisms that support processes of sulfur compounds conversion were 

obtained from water of Yavoriv lake and investigated. Bacteria Desulfovibrio sp., 

Desulfomicrobium sp., and Desulfuromonas sp. take part in organic compounds 

transformation by its usage as the electron donors while dissimilatory sulfate-, 

sulfur- or metal-reduction. Sulfur-reducing bacteria Desulfuromonas sp. use Fe
3+

 

and Mn
4+

 as the final electron acceptors with various intensity while anaerobic 

respiration. It demonstrates significant role of these microorganisms in redox 

detoxification of technogeneous transformed environments from heavy metals. 

Hydrogen sulfide interacts with metal ions that results in formation of insoluble 

metal sulfides. The intensity of sulfate-reduction in sulfate-enriched water 

determines the growth rate of purple and green photosynthetic bacteria 

Chlorobium sp., Thiocapsa sp., Lamprocystis sp. Metal ions cause formation of 

reactive oxygen species. Superoxide dismutase and catalase of Desulfuromonas 

acetoxidans ІМV В-7384 cells are involved into detoxification of reactive oxygen 

metabolites that are generated under the influence of ferric (III) citrate. The 

changes of glutathione peroxidase, glutathione S-transferase and glutathione 

reductase activity depends on the salt concentration and duration of bacteria 

cultivation. Increase of activity of glutathione system enzymes indicates it 

significant role in antioxidant cell defense. Accumulation of high quantities of lipid 

peroxidation products and additional carbonyl groups of proteins at the influence 

of ferric (III) citrate on D. acetoxidans ІМV В-7384 and at the influence of copper 

(II) sulfate on Chlorobium limicola ІМВ К-8 indicates the intensification of lipid 

peroxidation, protein oxidation and free radical chain reaction mechanism of lipid 
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damage of cell membranes and proteins. Fatty acid composition of bacteria 

changes under the influence of various concentrations of heavy metal salts. Our 

research is important for understanding the pathways of metabolism regulation of 

these microorganisms while process of water treatment. 

 

 

ORAL/POSTER SESSION 

 

Biliavska L.O. 

LIPIDS OF SOIL STREPTOMYCETES. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

bilyuvskal@gmail.com 

The filamentous soil bacteria of Actinomyces genus are active producers of 

secondary metabolites. Most of the substances synthesized by actinomycetes 

have antibiotic properties. Furthermore, these microorganisms synthesize and 

other physiologically active metabolites: amino acids, enzymes, vitamins, lipids. 

Among the biologically active substances lipids are essential. Lipids are part of 

cell membranes, also are energetically favorable substrate for oxidation, exhibit 

antioxidant properties and are involved in the synthesis of antibiotics. The 

representatives of the Streptomyces genus are promising objects of 

biotechnology. 

From the black earth and chestnut soils we were selected and identified of 

streptomyces strains producing the antibiotics of different chemical structure: 

S. avermitilis IMV Ac-5015 ‒ macrolide (avermectin), S. netropsis IMV Ac-5025 ‒ 

polyene and S. violaceus IMV Ac-5027 ‒ anthracycline antibiotics. The goal of 

this work was to study of lipids biosynthesis by the above strains. 

To study the biosynthetic activity the above strains were cultivated in liquid 

soybean medium for 7 days. The ethanol extractes of microbial biomass was 

used to determine the lipids. A wide range of lipids was determined in biomass of 

studied strains: free fatty acids, phospholipids, mono- and diglycerides, sterols, 

triglycerides, waxes and sterol esters. In biomass of S. avermitilis IMV Ac-5015, 

the predominant fractions were phospholipids (up to 29%), sterols (22%) and 

triglycerides (14%). In the lipid composition of biomass S. netropsis IMV Ac-5025 

and S. violaceus IMV Ac-5027 the next fractions were predominant: triglycerides 

(more than 50%), as well as phospholipids (18%). Evaluating the probable 

influence of microbial lipids on plants it should be noted that the phospholipids 

provide plastic fluidity properties of plant cell membranes, as well as playing an 
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important role in energy processes and in the formation of induced plant 

resistance to pathogens. Our results have revealed the ability of S. avermitilis 

IMV Ac-5015, S. netropsis IMV Ac-5025 and S. violaceus IMV Ac-5027 to 

synthesize a wide range of lipids. 

 

Diakiv S. V., Hnatush S. O., Semenyna O. E., Brygilevych O. M. 

CELLULOLYTIC ACTIVITY OF GANGUE FROM COAL PITS WASTE HEAPS. 

Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, Lviv, Ukraine. 

kuzmishyna_S_@ukr.net 

Technogenic landscapes are viewed as a complex biological systems, which 

are formed on the minerals extraction places. 211 ha are allocated for waste 

heaps of stockpiled gangues from coal pits of Chervonograd mining region. 

Gangue contains high concentrations of heavy metals. Gangue is inhabited by 

Bryophytes for the first time. Thus the study of soil microbiota cellulolytic activity 

of zone around rhizoids is important. The samples from the top, terrace and base 

of Central Enrichment Plant (CEP) main dump the same as from dumps of coal 

pits “Vizejska” and “Nadija” were analyzed. Experimental samples were taken 

under the mosses and control – from bare substrate. 

In contrast to the roughly invariable pH value and soil humidity the cellulose 

destructors number varies noticeable during seasons. A significant 

microorganisms amount (90–100%) was observed in winter. Bacteria number 

reducing (to 50–20%) took place in April, typically for seasonal dynamic of this 

group. Probably it occurs due to the start of vegetation season and low reserve of 

organic matter in substrate. Given the dry hot summer herbs from dumps sooner 

go dormant or wither. Thus cellulose reserves form, necessary for the cellulolytic 

bacteria development. In autumn was a tendency of cellulolytic activity raise (in 

1,3–10,63 times) in samples from the moss, compared to the control. The activity 

of red overburn gangue was higher (in 1,6 and 25,38 times both on “Nadija” and 

CEP respectively) than of black still not overburn gangue. The highest activity 

(8,55–40,29 %) was observed for gangues from “Nadija” dump according to the 

highest substrate temperature both on surface and on depth of cloth burying. The 

least activity (0,08–3,87 %) was revealed for CEP gangues with high acidity value 

and almost lacking of vegetation. Thereby, cellulolytic activity the same as 

cellulose decomposing aerobic bacteria number of waste heaps changes 

seasonally depending on soil and climatic conditions. Progressive reclamation of 

technogenic landscape will increase bacteria enzymatic activity, and hence 

improve the properties of the substrate. 
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Yaroshko O.M.
1
, Halata M.S.

1
, Shepelevych V.V.

1
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1
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ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECT OF FLOWER EXTRACTS ON MICROORGANISMS 

ISOLATED FROM HONEYCOMBS WITH AFFECTED BEE BROOD. 
1
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine;  

2
Institute of Beekeeping named after P.I. Prokopovich, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

90tiger90@mail.ru 

It is known that for some bacterial diseases in is characteristic the phenomenon 

of "self-curing" that may be associated with the therapeutic and prophylactic 

properties of melliferous flora. The scientists proved the effectiveness of the effect of 

plant extracts of garlic, onion, pine tree and other plants on bacterial diseases in bees. 

The aim of the work was to investigate the antibacterial properties of plant 

extracts of melliferous flowers against some bacteria isolated from the 

honeycombs with the affected bee brood. 

The objects of study were 15 bacterial strains isolated from 10 samples of 

honeycombs with enclosed brood, selected in May-August 2012-2015 in Kiev and 

Zhitomir regions. Antibiotic activity of alcoholic extracts of flowers of 153 plant 

species was studied with disk-diffusion method. 

It was found that the antibacterial effect on strain 8 (Melissococcus pluton) 

was showed by flower extracts of 14 plant species, on bacteria of the 

genus Bacillus, isolated from the pathological material – by 27 flower extracts of 

early blooming plants, including 10 species of ornamental plants, trees and 

shrubs, and 17 wild plants. We can assume that the nectar of spring flowers, 

especially the nectar of trees and shrubs is the most healthful for bees. 

These melliferous plants, namely Lamium album, Acer campestre, Prunus 

tomentosa, Calluna vulgaris, Pulmonaria officinalis, Scilla bifolia, Stachus 

sylvatica, Veronica verna, Allium cepa, Tagetes patula, Spiraea japonica, Achillea 

millefolium could be recommended for the prevention of bacterial diseases of bees. 

 

Suslova O., Tashyrev O. 

CAVE YEASTS EXTREME RESISTANCE. 

D.K. Zabolony Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kiev, Ukraine. 

olga.suslova11@gmail.com 

Karst caves are new perspective ecosystems for isolation industrially 

promising strains for biotechnologies (for instance, metals containing wastewaters 

treatment). As it was shown the unexpected antibiotic resistance of karst caves 

microorganisms in several studies we decided to check the toxic metal resistance 
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of karst caves microorganisms. From clays of Mushkarova Yama cave (Western 

Ukraine) it was isolated pink-pigmented yeast strain primarily determined as 

Rhodotorula sp. The strain was tested for toxic metal resistance by cultivation in 

Cu(II)-containing medium in a concentration gradient (50-1000 ppm of toxic ion in 

cloride and citrate form). Toxic concentrations of Cu(II) frequently leads to 

oxidative stress with oxidative protein damage, DNA damage and lipid 

peroxidation. The ability of strain to interact with metal ion was tested by 

hydrosulfide method which based on dark brown-pigmented CuS formation. After 

cultivation it was shown that maximum permissible concentration of toxic Cu(II) 

for these yeast was 700 ppm using cloride form of Cu(II) and 1000 ppm using 

citrate form. Thus, cloride form of of Cu(II) was more toxic then citrate. It could be 

explained by the fact that citrate made a big complex compound with Cu(II), and it 

couldn’t be transported into the cell. It’s also was shown the ability of the strain to 

accumulate Cu(II) in the biomass avidenced by changing of biomas pigmentation 

– from pink to dark brown. Both these two aspects – high resistance to Cu(II) and 

accumutation of the ion could be the evidences of the perspectives to use this 

strain in new bioremediation biotechnologies, for instance, in wastewaters 

treatment. 
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Post-milking teat dip isused for mastitis prevention in cows. This can be 

accomplished by disinfecting teats of the dairy animal before and after milking 

with topical antiseptic composition commonly known as a “teat dip.” “Povidone-

protekt” contains povidone-iodine 5000 ppm., Allantoin and Glycerin. Such 

formula kills or reduces the number of microorganisms on the teat surface before 

the microorganisms can migrate either during milking into the teat canal, or they 

can enter the teat via lesions or injuries. In fact, more than 50% of new udder 

infections can be prevented by disinfecting teats with an effective product 

immediately before or after every milking. 

Mastitis is a major worldwide problem for dairy farms. It is caused by 

infections of the mammary or milk-producing glands with a broad spectrum of 
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pathogenic microorganisms. Our study aims to evaluate bactericidal effect of a 

post milking teat dip on pathogens generating mastitis such as E.coli, 

Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus agalactiae, Candida spp, Aspergilus spp. 

Microbiological analyses milk samples (0.01 ml) were plated on 5% sheep blood 

agar and were cultured using routine laboratory methods. 150 clean cultures were 

isolated from clinical and subclinical mastitis. The bactericidal effect was 

determined by a diffusion method. After having distributed suspension over the 

surface its remains are removed and the plates are dried in the thermostat. The 

holes are made in in culture medium surface, then the test formula is added and 

incubated for 18 hours at 37°С. 

It was shown that Streptococcus agalactiae, Candida spp, Aspergilus spp. had 

100% bactericidal effect compared to E.coli (75%), Staphylococcus aureus (78%). 

“Povidone-protect” is recommended for post-milking teat dip. Taking into 

account this situation there is a need for a regular disinfectant sensitivity testing 

because farms strains might become resistant to germicides. 
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The effectiveness of UV rays depends on UV light dose, that is on the amount 

of absorbed energy. It is known that low doses of radiation can stimulate the 

growth, reproduction and biochemical properties of microorganisms, while high 

doses (high 200 J/m
2
) cause inhibition of metabolic processes, cause changes in 

cultural and physiological properties of microorganisms, including hereditary 

ones. 

The aim of the given work was to investigate the influence of different doses of 

UV-C irradiation on survival rate of bacterial genera Pseudomonas, Pantoea. 

The subject of research were strains of Pseudomonas sp. and Pantoea sp. 

bacteria, isolated from epiphyte seeds of Oenothera sp., selected in the 10-

kilometer Chernobyl exclusion zone and museum strains of Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa ATCC 27853, Pantoea agglomerans UKM B-33248. 

UV irradiation was performed in the dose range of 40-600 J/m
2
. The dose 

(J/m
2
) was determined with the help of radiation dosimeter DAU-81. The 
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estimation of colonies was carried out in 3-5 days depending on the length of lag 

phase strain growth. The number of bacteria surviving after UV irradiation was 

determined. Survival of microorganisms after UV irradiation was estimated by 

changes in the percentage of surviving cells in spite of their original number. 

Thus, we received cell survival curves of Pseudomonas sp., looks like a 

sigmoid curve with a so-called "shoulder". This form of curve is typical for 

heterogeneous strains of bacterial cultures for its sensitivity to radiation. As a 

result we registered a type of a curve explains that bacteria of one population 

exhibit different adaptive capabilities in the context of extreme factor action. 

It was revealed that sublethal dose of UV (LD 99.99) for museum strains of 

Pantoea agglomerans UKM B-33248, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853, 

was 75 - 80 J/m
2
. At the same time the strains of studied bacteria Pantoea sp. 

had 80 J/m
2
, Pseudomonas sp. - 100 J/m

2
. These sublethal doses of UV (LD 

99.99) show that all tested strains of Pseudomonas and Pantoea are UV 

sensitive. 
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It is known that the urogenital system of the female body is represented by an 

ecological niche; corresponding to a specific population of microorganisms. The 

mucous membranes of healthy women are colonized by a large number of 

microorganisms that make up biocenosis, characterized by diversity of bacteria and 

include wide range of microaerophils. Bacterial vaginosis (BV) is contravention of 

vaginal microecology, which is reflected in the decrease of the number of dominant 

lactobacilli and prolifiration of various opportunistic microorganisms. 

Earlier BV was associated with the detection of the bacteria Gardnerella 

vaginalis and the disease was called gardnerellosis. However, later it was found 

that Gardnerella vaginalis - is not the only cause of BV. These very 

microorganisms are also a part of the normal microflora. The purpose of this 

project is to determine a variety of opportunistic pathogens associated with 

bacterial vaginosis, using the polymerase chain reaction in real time (RT-PCR) 

using the test-system "Femoflor-16," manufactured by "DNA Technology" 

(Russian Federation). 
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As a result of this work, we have received various microorganisms 

associations such as facultative anaerobic: Enterobacteriaceae family, 

Streptococcus spp., Staphyiococcus spp., obligate anaerobic - Gardnereiia 

vaginalis, Prevotella bivia, Porphyromonas spp., Eubacterium spp., Sneathia 

shh., Leptotrichia spp., Fusobacterium spp., Megasphaera shh., Veilonella spp., 

Dialister spp., Lachnobacterium spp., Clostridium spp., Mobiluncus spp., 

Corynebacterium spp., Peptostreptococcus spp., Atopobium vaginae; yeast-like 

fungi - Candida spp., Mycoplasma - Mycoplasma hominis, Ureaplasma 

(urealiticum + parvum), Mycoplasma genitalium. This method not only allowed for 

the determination of the diversity of microbial associations, but also to evaluate 

the quantity of the microorganisms in the biotope, in the complete absence of or 

reduced numbers of lactobacilli. RT-PCR method has an advantage over the 

culture technique of diagnostics since it gives the opportunity to identify hard 

cultured microorganisms. 
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Nowadays, the use of biological products including inoculants for seed 

treatment is very important, it gives an opportunity to significantly increase the 

productivity of the culture, while not harming the soil. An important factor that 

influences the effectiveness of these products is their proper application, as 

improper treatment of preparation loses its effectiveness. Therefore, an 

experiment was conducted using various forms Rizoaktiv inoculant for soybean 

seed treatment. The product contains strains of Bradyrhizobium japonicum, which 

come in symbiosis with the plant and fix atmospheric nitrogen. The aim was to 

determine the best way to pre-treatment of seeds. To the preparation was added 

a special fluorescent colorant that made possible to identify of the degree of 

product coverage for different methods of seed treatment. For conventional 

manual method of processing and using the liquid formulation coated seeds were 

50-60%, peat form of adhesive and Rizoaktiv to log pow activated carbon with 

adhesive provide 45% coated seeds. Processing of seeds secured using 

concrete coated seeds 80-95% regardless of the form of the preparation. For 

seed treatment in bunkers used Rizoaktiv drills based on peat, which provided 

coverage without seeds adhesive 52% and with adhesive – 75-80%; and form-
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based on activated carbon, which provided coverage without adhesion 60% and 

with adhesion – 80-85%. The last processing method - using etched machines. 

This process is automatic and covers the seeds for 85-95% regardless of the 

form of the product. However, this method of treatment there is a risk of injuring 

seeds. So choosing the way of seed treatment formulations and depending on the 

available machinery in the agricultural sector is very important. That will provide 

the maximum benefit from inoculation. 
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An important indicator of biological activity of the soil is the intensity of 

decomposition of plant residues. Decomposition of organic residues and 

synthesis of new compounds that make up the mold, occurs by the action of 

enzymes released by various associations of microorganisms. Thus there is 

continuous change some other associations of microbes. Microorganisms not 

only decompose organic residues into simpler mineral and organic compounds, 

but also actively involved in the synthesis of macromolecular compounds - humus 

acids that form the supply of nutrients in the soil. Cellulolytic activity of soil 

measured one month after treatment biologics. In laboratory conditions, the rate 

of decomposition of cellulose in the soil is determined by a modified Christensen. 

It was established that during the experiment the intensity of the decomposition 

filter-paper disc at the optimum temperature and moisture was different. After 

three weeks of soil composting under optimal conditions, the intensity of the 

schedule paper-filter disc had options with the use of nitrogen fertilizers. On a 

scale of intensity of cellulose destruction it did not exceed 3–24%. In an 

embodiment where the biological product used DC showed excellent results on 

the thirtieth day intensity cellulolytic activity of soil has reached 98%. It is shown 

that in ten days the experiment ground control variant under optimal 

temperature and moisture intensity schedule the disc according to the intensity 

scale evaluation was weak (20%), and in two weeks raised to the average level 

(46.5%). Adding DС intensity increased decomposition of tissue to 98%, which 

corresponds to the high level of intensity. Experimentally proved that in making 

DC in the sample, increasing the intensity of cellulolytic activity of soil. 
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Disruption of the normal vaginal microflora, especially due to reduction in the 

number or activity of lactobacilli, frequently causes activation of aggressive forms 

of opportunistic commensal pathogens, resulting in the development of vaginosis 

or uncomplicated urinary tract infections. So, the aim of this study was to 

investigate the antistaphylococcal activity of the L. casei IMV B-7280, L. 

acidophilus IMV B-7279, B. animalis VKL and B. animalis VKB strains and their 

compositions on the model of experimental intravaginal staphylococcosis of mice. 

Experimental studies were performed on six-week-old female BALB/c mice. 

Staphylococcosis was modeled through intravaginal administration of the S. aureus 

8325-4 daily culture (5x109). After the injection of the probiotic strains, alone or in 

various combinations, into the mice, S. aureus 8325-4 was collected from the 

vagina and plated onto a selective medium for staphylococci containing gentamicin. 

The antagonistic activity of our strains was determined in vitro in relation to the 

laboratory collection strains S. aureus 209-P, S. aureus 43 and S. aureus 8325-4. 

All the tested probiotic cultures possess antagonistic activity in vitro in relation to 

the laboratory strains of S. aureus, including S. aureus 8325-4. L. acidophilus IMV 

B-7279 and B. animalis VKB had the most effective antagonistic action in relation 

to S. aureus 8325-4 in vitro. 

The following data were obtained from the study of the anti-staphylococcal 

activity of the probiotic strains in vivo. The use of various compositions of 

probiotic cultures was also accompanied by a significant acceleration of the 

process of elimination of staphylococcus from the vagina. 

Comparing the strains separately and in various compositions with each other, 

it was determined that the L. casei IMVB-7280–B. animalis VKL–B. animalis VKB 

composition is the most promising combination for the creation of a probiotic drug 

with anti-staphylococcal activity. 

Consequently, in cases of experimental urogenital staphylococcal infection in 

mice and in vitro our strains and their compositions had antagonistic activity 

against opportunistic microorganisms. 
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In recent years, interest in microbiota-host signaling has steadily increased. A 

primary way in which the gut microbiota affects host physiology is by the 

production of metabolites, such as short chain fatty acids (SCFAs). SCFA 

(acetate, propionate, butyrate) are major products of the microbial fermentation of 

polysaccharides in the colon. SCFA affect the function of enteroendocrine cells, 

enteric neurons and leukocytes via currently known proteins responsible for 

SCFA detection and transport. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect 

of antibiotic on gut microbiota composition, colonic levels of short chain fatty acids 

(SCFA) their receptors and transporters.  

Methods: Male Wistar rats (160-200 g) were treated for 14 days with broad-

spectrum antibiotic ceftriaxone (300 mg/kg, i.m.) or vehicle; euthanized next day 

after ceftriaxone withdrawal. The parietal microflora was analyzed by 

bacteriological culture methods; faecal SCFA - by gas chromatography; colonic 

localization and levels of FFA2 & FFA3 receptors, SMCT1, MCT1, MCT4 

transporters – by immunohistochemistry.  

Results: Next day after ceftriaxone withdrawal the composition of parietal 

microflora was not significantly changed. The absolute amount of SCFA, levels of 

butyrate, propionate, acetate were decreased 5.1, 9.3, 15.0, 2.7-fold (p<0.05), 

respectively. That was accompanied by decrease 5.3-fold anaerobic index. FFA2 

receptor localized on the goblet cells and surface enterocytes; FFA3 receptor – 

on surface enterocytes and myenteric ganglia in the colon. Ceftriaxone treatment 

decreased the immunoreactivity for FFA2 and FFA3 receptors. The SMCT1 

transporter immunoreactivity is restricted to the luminal side of crypts while MCT1 

and MCT4 were localized in the basolateral membrane of the surface 

enterocytes. Antibiotics treatment leads to the increased immunoreactivity for 

MCT1 and MCT4 transporters and SMCT1 downregulation. 
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Conclusions: Antibiotic treatment disturbed the metabolic activity of colon 

microbiota and decreased the absolute amount of faecal SCFA. These changes 

affect the SCFA sensing and transport by enterocytes. 
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Usually growth parameters of microscopic fungi characterize their biological 

activity. Our previous studies were related to characteristic of mycobiota of 

plasterboard and antagonistic activity of isolated fungi. It is known that high 

growth rate, production of toxins, organic acids, enzymes, etc. determine 

antagonistic properties of microorganisms. 

The purpose of our work was to study the growth rate of micromycetes isolated 

from plasterboard. As the objects of study were used microscopic fungi Alternaria 

infectoria E.G. Simmons, Aspergillus flavipes (Bain. & Sart.) Thom & Church, 

Chaetomium globosum Kunze ex Fr., Stachybotrys chartarum (Ehrenb.) S. 

Hughes. Studied fungi were cultivated on mineral Czapek’s medium without carbon 

(control) and on Czapek’s medium with 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 10.0% of plasterboard 

or its core. The growth rate estimation was carried out every day for 14 days. 

It was established that radial growth rate of studied strains on media with 

plasterboard and its core was twice higher than the one on the control medium. 

The maximum growth rate did not differ statistically on the media with 5.0 and 

10.0% plasterboard, and was higher in order: S. chartarum ˂ A. flavipes ˂ A. 

infectoria ˂ C. globosum. For C. globosum this value reached 0.5 mm/hour that is 

typical for the fast growing fungi. Significant morphological changes during growth 

on the media with the addition of plasterboard weren’t established. The abundant 

sporulation was observed on the media with 5.0 and 10.0% plasterboard. 

The maximum growth rate was almost 2 times lower for C. globosum and A. 

infectoria and remained constant for A. flavipes and S. chartarum on media with 

core of plasterboard. Some morphological peculiarities (the color change of 

colonies and pigment production) were also noted for A. infectoria and A. flavipes 

strains. 

It was assumed that the high growth rate of C. globosum on media with 

plasterboard and its core partially explained the previously studied considerable 

antagonistic activity of micromycetes in the interactions with reference cultures. 
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It should be noted that the study of marine microorganisms occupies a special 

position in modern microbiology. Features of extreme conditions in which marine 

organisms develops, certainly can influence on metabolic properties of their 

residents and gives the opportunity to considered microbes from such biological 

niche as a source of biologically active substances. 

The aim was to select endospores-forming microorganisms from samples of 

benthic zone of the Black Sea, their identification by the fatty acids composition 

and screening of their antagonistic activity. 

Soil samples from the bottom of the Black Sea were selected on 6 stations 

with different depths ranging from 183 to 2080 meters, during an expedition 

"Meteor" in 2011. Isolating endospores-forming microorganisms was performed 

by heating the aqueous suspension of soil and sowing on agar medium, followed 

by a ten-fold dilution titration. Pure cultures of microorganisms analyzed by 

phase-contrast and electron microscopy. Fatty acid analysis of strains was 

performed using automated microbial identification system MIDI Sherlock (MIDI, 

USA) based on the Agilent 7890 gas chromatograph (Agilent Technologies, USA). 

Antagonist activity was studied by hole method on solid nutrient mediums, as 

test strains was used: Enterococcus feacalis; Candida albicans; Staphilicoccus 

aureus; Pseudomonas aureginosa; Bacillus subtilis; Eisherichia coli; Xantomonas 

translucens; Erwinia amylovora. Antifungal activity was studied by dual culture 

method. As a test microorganism used Fusarium oxysporum. After cultivation the 

diameter of growth delay zones was measured. 

84 endospores-forming strains of microorganisms was isolated. For fatty acid 

composition were identified representatives of such species: B. subtilis, B. 

atrophaeus, B. amylolyquefaciens, B. agaradhaerens, B. cereus, B. megaterium, 

B. thuringiensis, B. pumilus, B. viscosus, Brevibacilus parabrevis, B. licheniformis, 

Paenibacilus macerans, B. mycoides. Was found that 39 strains showed 

antagonistic activity at least for one of the test strains, fungicidal activity was 

recorded for 26 of the isolated strains. 
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Efficiency of microbial agents increases with ability of the strains to survive on 

a plant and provide themselves for their needs during vegetation. Application of 

complex of strains with different properties allows plants to increase their 

productivity. By using method which has been developed for isolation and 

studying of microorganism strains associative to particular plant species the strain 

Pseudomonas fluorescens P10 has been isolated and its features of colonization 

оf cabbage plant organs has been studied. Ability of the strain to colonize plants 

of Brassica capitata var. alba Lizg. after simultaneous inoculation with other 

strains has been studied. In the experiment strains with different dominant 

functional activity has been used, and namely, nitrogen fixation - Azotobacter 

vinelandii 10702, phosphatmobilization - Enterobacter nimipressuralis 32-3, 

entomopathogenic - Bacillus thuringiensis 0371. After monoinoculation number of 

bacteria of P. fluorescens P10 strain in root apices accounted 68 thousand CFU / 

g, indicating high level of associativity to this plant species. After using this strain 

in combination with other strains (E. nimipressuralis 32-3, A. vinelandii 10702, 

B. thuringiensis 0371) its dominance has been revealed, the number was 138 

thousand CFU / g that was twice as much as in the case of monoinoculation. 

Thus, has been shown high colonization ability of associative strain 

Pseudomonas fluorescens P10 to cabbage plants, increasing after seed 

inoculation with the complex of different strains with different functional activity. 
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Finding of the new microbial producers of proteolytic enzymes with a 

specificity toward insoluble proteins is important today because they can be used 

in the development of drugs for the treatment of inflammation, thrombosis. It is 

due to their therapeutic effect is caused by highly selective lysis of necrotic tissue 
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proteins, which are always present during inflammatory processes. In connection 

with this, it becomes necessary studies the conditions of biosynthesis of 

proteolytic enzymes, obtaining of the enzyme preparations of broad substrate 

specificity, investigation of their physico-chemical properties. Obtained results will 

be used for creating of perspective industrial producers with unique feature of 

hydrolyse proteins. The aim of this investigation was isolation and purification of 

proteolytic enzymes from Bacillus sp. 6 and Streptomyces sp. 12, investigation of 

its comparative characteristics. 

The culture liquids of both strains were centrifuged at 5000g for 30 min. The 

complex enzyme preparations of Streptomyces sp. 12 and Bacillus sp. 6 were 

obtained by adding ammonium sulphate to 90 % of saturation. The following 

purification was performed using TSK-gels (Toyopearl HW-55 and DEAE 

650(M)). Collagenase activity was determined colorimetrically by ninhydrin 

method. The unit of activity was equal to the amount of µmol L-leucine, which is 

released in collagen hydrolysis for 5 hours at 37 °С. 

It was established that both strains produce one of the same proteolytic 

enzyme. Output of Bacillus sp. 6 protease is more (23 %) than one of 

Streptomyces sp. 12 (8.5 %). Specific activity of the purified enzymes toward 

casein was 535 and 462 U/mg of protein respectively. The differences between 

tested enzymes consisted of molecular mass and the level of catalytic activity. 

So far as Bacillus sp. 6 protease displayed more collagen activity we suppose it 

will be perspective in leather industry and medicine for removing of necrotic tissues. 
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Bacterial exopolysaccharides (EPS) are highmolecular metabolic products of 

microorganisms, most of them have the ability to synthesize these compounds. It 

is known from literature source, that EPS formed on surface of bacteria dense 

layer. This layer alleviate influence of stress factor: protect of cells by high and 

low pH, high temperature, drying, freezing, by action of detergents and heavy 

metals. Consider the wide range of EPS actions and their impact on the adaptive 

characteristics of organisms, it was expedient the study of ability to synthesize 

these compounds of bacteria E. nimipressuralis 32-3 (the base of biopreparate 

Phosphoenterin) to conducted. 
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The results of our experiments showed, that E. nimipressuralis 32-3 produced 

substances belonging to EPS in process of vital activity. Quantitative determination 

of EPS has showed, that daily germ culture synthesized 22,8 mkg/l of these 

compounds. The amount of EPS increased for 13 mkg/l after two hours of 

cultivation and has already 35,8 mkg/l to achieved. Further determination of amount 

EPS was not conducted, because the technology of manufacture Phosphoenterin 

has cultivation of E. nimipressuralis 32-3 in during two hours to provide. 

Our previous researches showed positive effect plant growth regulator (PGR) 

Biolan by E. nimipressuralis 32-3: on biomass productivity and activity of alkaline 

phosphatase, also increased of phytohormones synthesis. Consider this, it was 

expedient the influence of Biolan on the synthesis of EPS by bacterium 

E. nimipressuralis 32-3. The results of our experiments suggested stimulating 

effect of Biolan on the activity of synthesis of EPS. So, addition of Biolan to 

nourishing medium increased the amount of EPS on 20,6 % (again control) in the 

daily culture of E. nimipressuralis 32-3 and achieved 27,5 mkg/l. The amount of 

EPS achieved 42,2 mkg/l after 2 hours of cultivation, it was higher on the 53,5 % 

than in the absence of Biolan. 

Thus, our results showed the ability to synthesize of EPS by bacteria 

E. nimipressuralis 32-3, addition of Biolan to nourishing medium increased the 

amount of EPS on 20 - 53 % than in his absence. 
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While examining research and industrial sowing of soya in nine regions of 

Ukraine (Kiev, Vinnytsia, Cherkasy, Sumy, Poltava, Chernihiv, Rivne, Kherson 

and Kirovograd regions) duaring 2010 – 2015, we took samples of plants infected 

with small brown patch. According to scientific resources small brown patch, caused 

by Xanthomonas fuscans pv. fuscans, was previously believed to infect only beens. 

The affection was characterized by small (2 – 5mm), oily patches, well 

observed on ventral side of leaf. The middle of the patch was light – brown with 

brown edging. Chlorotic halo appeared around patches. Patches were round, 

sometimes with angles. From infected stalks (small and oblong patches) the 

disease was spreading on veins which were becoming red and brown. 
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We chose 15 strains according to pathogenic and virulence properties. To 

identify chosen strains we studied their phenotypic character. Chosen strains as 

well as collection strains were Gram - negative, motile rods. While cultivating on 

Potato Agar medium all studied strains were marked by appearance of brown 

pigment, which is characteristic for Xanthomonas fuscans pv. fuscans. 

During cell culturing in Omelyanskyy liquid medium with organic compounds 

as the only carbon source cultures used glucose, lactose, raffinose, xylose, 

fructose, galactose, glycerol, succinic and malic acids. As a result cultures didn’t 

use rhamnose, salicylic, dultsytol, cellulose, inulin, tartaric and bemoic acids. This 

fully corresponds to the data in scientific recourses. 

As to the results of monitoring (2013 – 2015) a new bacterial pathogen was 

discovered on soya crop for the first time in Ukraine. According to morphological, 

cultural, physiological and biochemical properties it is referred to Xanthomonas 

fuscans pv. fuscans. It’s concluded that there are more and more cases of 

Xanthomonas fuscans pv. fuscans disease from year to year. 

 

Buletsa N.M., Butsenko L.M., Pasichnyk L.A., Patyka V.P. 

DISSOCIATION OF PSEUDOMONAS SYRINGAE PV. ATROFACIENS UNDER 

THE EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology, NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 
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Wheat disease known as basal bacteriosis is caused by Pseudomonas 

syringae pv. atrofaciens and occurs on all plant organs, affecting the quality and 

volume of the crop. Studying the effects of pesticides on phytopathogenic 

bacteria is mainly carried out on purpose of finding drugs for plants protection. 

However, most pesticides do not exhibit a pronounced antibacterial effect. It has 

been found that adaptive reactions of bacterial pathogens to pesticides are 

connected to various biochemical and physiological processes. Due to the 

restructuring of the surface elements of cells there exist such a variant of adaptive 

changes as morphological dissociation of bacterial cells and colonies. The 

dissociation leads to the heterogeneity of the bacterial population that differ not 

only morphologically, but also by pathogenic, virulent, and biochemical properties. 

The aim of our work was to study the growth of the basal bacteriosis pathogen 

of wheat and determinate the physiological changes of P. syringae pv. аtrofaciens 

cells during exposure of the culture medium to pesticides. The Alpha Super, Twix 

pyrethroid insecticides and Granstar herbicide cause morphological dissociation 

of colonies of these phytopathogens. We found out those morphological changes 
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after the exposure to pesticides violated normal separation and division of 

bacterial cells. R-forms, the rough colonies with uneven edges, weren’t 

recognized by the diagnosis as typical forms of Pseudomonas syringae pv. 

atrofaciens This form is possibly related strands of the undivided cells, which do 

not allow equal symmetrical form colonies. All R-forms in physiological and 

biochemical characteristics were not significantly different from original S-form of 

P. syringae pv. atrofaciens UKM B-1011. Unlike S-forms, R-forms grow at 

temperature 38-40ºC. Therefore, we can claim that Alpha Super, Twix, Granstar 

synthetic pesticides promote dissociation of P. syringae pv. atrofaciens UKM B-

1011, thereby increasing the heterogeneity of the bacterial populations and 

expanding boundaries of the endurance of the species. 
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Pantoea agglomerans are frequently isolated from a wide range of ecological 

niches and have various biological roles, as plant epi- or endophytes, biocontrol 

agents, plant-growth promoters or as pathogens. It is known that a number of 

P. agglomerans strains used as commercial agents of biological control against 

the fire blight pathogen on apple and pear trees and other bacterioses, such as 

basal kernel blight of barley and post-harvest fungal diseases of pome fruits. 

Therefore, the aim of our research was to study some aspects of the biological 

activity of P. agglomerans lipopolysaccharides. 

The lipopolysaccharides (LPS) of P. Agglomerans strains were isolated and 

chemically identified. It was established that the investigated strains characterized 

by different output of LPS from 3.0 to 10.0% by dry weight of bacteria. LPS were 

characterized sufficient high content of carbohydrates - from 13 to 54%, 2-keto-3-

deoxyoctanoic acid (KDO) – from 0,06 to 0,52% and heptose – from 0,8 to 7,2%. 

Since lipopolysaccharides interact with homologous antiserum, it shows that 

they are the O-antigens of bacteria. The results of serological cross reactions 

indicated immunochemical heterogeneity of P. agglomerans species. 

The toxicity of the LPS of P. agglomerans 7969 was almost in 2 times higher 

than the toxicity of P. agglomerans 8674. LPS of the studied strains did not 

display pyrogenic effect. 
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Since one of studied strains of P. agglomerans was resistant to polymyxin B, it 

can be concluded that the LPS contain in the lipid A structure such a substitute as 

4-amino-4-deoxy-L-arabinose. 

Results of our study showed that the treatment of lettuce seeds with 

lipopolysaccharides of P. agglomerans П1а at the concentration of 3 mg/ml 

increased the root growth almost in 2 times compared with the control. 

 

Filonenko G. V., Salamanina A.A. 

ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANCE OF KLEBSIELLA PNEUMONIA IN INFANTS WITH 

CONGENITAL HEART DISEASE. 

The scientific-practical children’s cardiac center, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

baklabccc@ukr.net 

Objective: to evaluate antibiotic resistance of Klebsiella pneumonia isolated 

from the respiratory tract in infants who underwent surgery at the Scientific-

practical children's cardiac center during the period of 2014-2015 

Material and methods: A serial dilution method in Mueller Hinton Agar was 

used to determine sensitivity of 157 strains of Kl. pneumonia isolated from the 

respiratory tract in infants with congenital heart disease to 13 antibacterial 

drugs: Ampicillin (AMP), Ceftriaxone (CRO), Cefazolin (CZO), Cefuroxime 

(CXM), Cefepim (FEP), Netilmicin (NET), Tobramicin (TOB), Ciprofloxacin 

(CIP), Levofloxacin (LVX), Meropenem (MEM), Imipenem (IMP) and 

Trimetoprim/Sulfamethoxazol (SXT). The data were processed using WHONET 

5,6. 

Results: Ninety-six point three percent of studied cultures appeared to be 

resistant to at least one antibacterial drug. Strains resistant to AMP (100%), CZO 

(85.3%), CRO and CXM (66.5% combined), FEP (56.1%) prevailed. A minor part 

was resistant to combinations of SXT (42.9%), TOB (39.6%), AMK and NET (33.3% 

combined), LVX (26.2%), and CIP (28.4%). Carbapenems (22.1% were resistant to 

MEM and 23.7% to IPM) were more active against strains of Kl. pneumonia. 

Conclusions: Among Kl. pneumonia strains isolated from the respiratory tract 

of infants with congenital heart disease, antibiotic resistant cultures prevailed, a 

high proportion of which were multidrug resistant. Carbapenems were most active 

against Enterobacteriae. 

The obtained data regarding the etiological structure of infectious processes in 

the upper airways, and prevalence of antibiotic resistant types among the main 

pathogens should be considered as programming the starting empirical 

antimicrobial therapy for this population of patients. 
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The results of studies of gram-negative endophytic microflora of European 

mistletoe (Viscum album L.). In Ukraine, the mistletoe is especially common in 

Ivano-Frankivsk, Zhytomyr, Kiev, Cherkasy, Vinnytsa, Kirovohrad, Zaporizhia 

oblast and the Crimea. Control of mistletoe is an important issue of agriculture 

and forest service in Ukraine. However, it is not sufficiently studied and developed 

methods for operational use, and biological control of this plant. 

The aim of this study was the isolation of endophytic gram-negative microflora 

Viscum album L. with further study of its biological characteristics and identification. 

Samples of plants were collected in two districts of Kyiv and in the city of 

Uzhgorod in March 2015. The object of the study were representatives of 

endophytic microorganisms isolated from diseased vegetative organs Viscum 

album L. 

All work was conducted in a laminar Boxing class 2 protection in compliance 

with all measures of asepsis. From the leaves of mistletoe with signs of infection 

did the prints, fixed by heat, stained with a water solution of fuchsine. To extract 

endophytic microflora selected leaves are surface sterilized, suspendable and 

sown on nutrient medium and incubated for 2 days in a thermostat at 28 0 C. With 

the appearance of visible growth did swabs were stained by Gram stain, 

microscopy. Colonies of gram-negative microorganisms passaged on selective 

medium McConkie, Endo, Levin and bismuth-sulfite agar. The morphological 

characteristics of bacteria were determined using transmission electron 

microscope JEM 1400 (Jeol, Japan) and light company Micromed. To identify 

new strains of bacteria was determined oxidase activity and their biochemical 

properties. Used commercial test kits MIKRO-LA-TEST according to the 

manufacturer's instructions. Catalase, proteinase, gelatinase, lecithinase, lipase, 

pectinase, cellulase activity was determined by the established methods. 

It is found that in aft Viscum album L in the autumn-winter period the most 

common bacteria of the genera Pseudomonas and Enterobacteriaceae. It has 

been shown that 28.9 % of bacterial isolates showing pathogenic properties 

concerning the test plants. 
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INITIAL STAGES OF THE INTERACTION OF MICROORGANISMS, 

INTRODUCED INTO THE AGROECOSYSTEM, AND PLANT ROOTS. 
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The selected nitrogen-fixing bacteria Azotobacter vinelandii IMV V-7076 and 

phosphate-mobilizing strain Bacillus subtilis IMV V-7023 were used by us as a 

basis for the elaboration of a highly efficient complex bacterial preparation for 

plant cultivation. The application of the latter in agricultural production leads to 

considerable improvement in the growth and development of plants and 

increases their yield by 18–37%.The initial stages of the interaction of 

microorganisms, introduced into the agroecosystem, and the plant root system 

are the chemotaxis of cells to roots and their adhesion to the latter. The attractants, 

conditioning the chemotaxis of bacteria to phytosphere components, are root 

exudates. It was demonstrated by us that nanoparticles of natural minerals – soil 

components – may have a considerable impact on the chemotaxis of bacteria, 

which are the components of a complex bacterial preparation. The chemotaxis of 

cells may be decreased considerably due to their introduction into the medium. 

It was established that exopolysaccharide complex of Azotobacter vinelandii 

IMV B-7076 may have its remarkable impact on the chemotaxis properties of 

B. subtilis – component of a complex bacterial preparation. Its availability in the 

medium leads to the sorption of polysaccharide on bacilli cells, which results in 

the decrease in their chemotaxis. The adhesion of these bacteria to solid surfaces 

is greatly dependent on the motility of cells. It was demonstrated by us that the 

cells of B. subtilis from the exponential phase of growth (24 h of cultivation) 

adhered to the hydrophilic glass surface in the highest amounts. This is 

conditioned by high motility of bacteria. At longer cultivation (48–72 h) the motility 

of bacteria and their adhesion to the glass surface decreased. At the same time 

their adhesion to the surface of plant roots reached its highest values in bacteria, 

isolated from the stationary phase of growth (48 h). It was revealed by us that this 

phenomenon was conditioned by the specificity of bacilli adhesion to the biotic 

surface, namely, by the introduction of lectin-carbohydrate interaction into this 

process. It was shown that lectins, specific to D-glucosamine chloride, D-

galacturonic and D-glucuronic acids (0.1M), are located on the surface of B. subtilis. 

They take an active part in the adhesion of bacteria to biotic surfaces (cucumber 

roots), playing the role of adhesins in this process. 
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The usage of N2-fixing microorganisms is an alternative and ecologically safe 

way to prove nitrogen plant nutrition. This is particularly important for crops being 

used in children and dietetic food. One of such crops is buckwheat. 

We studied the composition and nitrogenase activity of N2-fixing microbial 

group in the root zone of buckwheat inoculated with C. cochliodes 3250. 

Presowing treatment of Antario variety buckwheat seeds with soil saprotroph 

mould C. sochliodes 3250 contributes to increase the number of N2-fixing bacteria 

in plants' root zone. In rhizosphere soil because of the micromycetes action 

increased the number of Azospirillum bacteria from 130 million to 540 million, and 

the number of Azotobacter bacteria (soil lumps method) on 12%. In plants' 

rhizoplane an increase the number of all studied ecological-trophic groups: 

Azospirillum, Azotobacter, Pseudomonas, Clostridium was observed. Thus the 

number of Azospirillum bacteria increased from 383,3 million to 883,3 million in 

comparison with the control. The number of Azotobacter grew up from of 45,0 to 

62,5%. Also, there was an incensement in amount of Pseudomonas bacteria from 

90,0 to 510,0 million under the influence of C. cochliodes 3250. The essential effect 

was observed with Clostridium bacteria which number grew up more than 100 times. 

The increase of N2-fixing bacteria number in buckwheat root zone led to rise of 

molecular nitrogen fixing process activity. So, N2-fixing activity in buckwheat 

rhizoplane increased in 11,3 times, in the rhizosphere – in 1,3 under the influence 

of C. сochliodes 3250. 
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Bacteria of sulfur cycle, which are isolated from Yavorivske lake involved in 

processes of transformation of organic compounds, dissimilation sulfate-, sulfur- or 

metaloreduction. Hydrogen sulfide which is formed by these bacteria reacts with metal 

ions with hardly soluble metal sulfides creation. Also these bacteria could reduce 
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metal ions and convert them to less toxic forms. Toxicity of metal ions for 

microorganisms is one of the main obstacles for their application in remediation 

technologies. 

Addition of ferric citrate to cultural medium of Desulfuromonas acetoxidans 

ІМV В-7384 causes free radical damage of cell lipids and proteins, what is 

evidenced by accumulation of significant amounts of lipid peroxidation products 

and carbonyl groups in bacterial proteins. Superoxide dismutase, glutathione 

peroxidase, glutathione-S-transferase and glutathione reductase are involved in 

detoxification of free radicals under the influence of ferric citrate in D. acetoxidans 

ІМV В-7384 cells. Under the addition of copper sulfate to incubation medium the 

activation of lipid peroxidation in cells of photosynthetic bacteria Chlorobium limicola 

ІМV К-8 was observed. Significant increasing of content of lipid hydroperoxides, 

conjugated dienes and thiobarbituric acid reactive species under the influence of 

different concentrations of copper sulfate also confirms free radical mechanism of 

lipid damage. 

Investigation of physiological and biochemical properties in bacterial strains 

which were isolated from technologically altered areas should allow to develop 

approaches for their application for remediation of environment from toxic sulfur 

containing compounds and heavy metals. Efficiency of biological methods for 

environment remediation will depend on metabolic activity of selected strains and 

their resistance to heavy metal ions. 

 

Grabova A. Yu., Dragovoz I. V., Аvdeeva L. V. 
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It is known, that 4-5% of genome of B. subtilis contains information about 

synthesis of more than 20 antibiotic compounds, among which an important place 

belongs to cyclic lipopeptide antibiotics. These include families of iturins, 

fengycins and surfactin. They represent isoforms which differ in length and 

branching of fatty acid of side chains and amino acids in the peptide ring as well. 

It is known, that cyclic lipopeptides exhibit various biological activity. The aim of 

the work was to investigate the correlation of antifungal activity and synthesis of 

lipopeptide antibiotics in the selected strains. 

It was found that most active antagonists of phytopathogenic micromycetes 

from the 5 tested strains were strains Bacillus sp. C 6 and Lg 37s. It was shown 
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by the molecular genetic analysis that all Bacillus strains synthesized cyclic 

lipopeptides of the fengycin family and the highest level of its synthesis was at the 

Bacillus sp. C 6. Despite the fact that the Bacillus sp. C 6 synthesized fengycins 

almost 2 times more actively than Lg 37s did, the strains did not differ significantly 

by the level of antifungal activity. Using PCR analysis it was revealed that, 

besides fengycins, these two strains, in contrast to the others, synthesized iturins 

as well. It was confirmed by the method of MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry that 

lipopeptide antibiotics of the most active strain–antagonist Bacillus sp. C 6 

belonged to the fengycin family. 

The obtained results revealed that antifungal activity of investigated strains, 

apparently, depended not only on quantitative composition of the complex of 

synthesized lipopeptide antibiotics but also on qualitative one because the direct 

correlation of the level of antagonism to the phytopathogenic fungi and 

expression of fengycin synthetase was not revealed. Therefore, the higher level 

of antifungal activity of strains Bacillus sp. C 6 and Lg 37s was due, probably, to 

the synthesis of fengycins and iturins. 
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In recent years as evidenced by the literature the increasing use in medical 

practice for the correction of the qualitative and quantitative composition of 

intestinal micro flora the treatment of intestinal infectious diseases, prevention of 

septic complications in the postoperative period, used probiotic preparation 

biosporin.The use of biosporin in medical practice its related to high antagonistic 

activity against awide range of pathogenic microorganisms. The aim of this paper 

is to determine biosporin antagonistic activity respect to Shigella.  

Materials and methods: For studies used probiotic preparation biosporin and 

as a control probiotic use Subalin, antagonistic activity biosporin and Subalin 

studied in relation to Shigella strains isolated from patients with shigellosis, for the 

growth and study of probiotics and Shigella use Hektoen enteric agar. Cultured 

probiotic suspensions on solid growth medium was carried out in two ways; 

culture on the surface of the suspension of the probiotic culture medium 

horizontal strokes from one side of the Petri dish to its opposite edge, the 

diameter of the Petri dish "strip" culture suspension probiotic thick strokes at the 

center of the culture medium in the form of a disk with a diameter of 2.5-3.0 cm 
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"disk". Crops were incubated at 37° C in aerobic conditions for 48-72 hours, and 

then, stepping back from the edge of the growth of probiotic cultures to 1.5-2.0 

mm strokes cell suspension of Shigella. The presence or lack antagonistic activity 

measured by the growth inhibition zone corresponding strain Shigella in mm.  

Results: All data yielded statistical processing by conventional means using 

standard software on a personal computer. Biosporin has a pronounced 

antagonistic activity against Shigella, while as a control such probiotic subalin 

almost no activity.  

Conclusion: Biosporin is expressed antagonistic activity against Shigella, the 

biosporin can be used for the rehabilitation of Shigella carrier.  
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The problem of the Cucurbitaceae family lesion caused by fungi is 

insufficiently investigated in Ukraine. Phytopathogenic microorganisms are able to 

synthesize phytohormones, particularly ethylene, which often plays an important 

role in the pathogenesis. Typical processes activated by the ethylene are: 

accelerated leaves aging and stunting of the stem. 

It was established that Acremonium sp. 502 synthesizes ethylene at the 

beginning of cultivation already in vitro. On the 7th day its quantity was about 4,89 

± 0,63 nmol×h
-1

×g
-1

. The highest amount of ethylene was observed after 35 days 

of cultivation and it equals 111,78 ± 13,27 nmol×h
-1

×g
-1

. Under further cultivation 

its amount reduces, that can be explained by transition of fungus from the 

stationary growth phase, when its physiological processes are the highest, to the 

aging phase and dying. The amount of synthesized ethylene was decreased to 

5,13 ± 0,74 nmol×h
-1

×g
-1
 on the 63rd day of cultivation due to the reduced 

metabolism and transition of the Acremonium sp. 502 to the survival phase. 

It is known that plan cells become sensitive to ethylene only at a certain stage 

of growth. It was found that during vegetation experiment the disease becomes 

apparent in 5 – 7 weeks after plant germination. Also, it should be mentioned that 

influence of ethylene on the plant tissues leads to an increased pectinase and 

cellulase activity, which in its turn results in intercellular connections destruction. 

We had previously revealed that Acremonium sp. 502 is capable to synthesize 
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exo-, endoglucanase and β-glucosidase. The highest cellulolytic activity was 

detected after 6 weeks of mold cultivation at pH 8,5. 

Thus, the Acremonium sp. 502 ability to produce ethylene was established. 

The highest level of biosynthesis was recorded after 5 weeks of cultivation, which 

coincides with terms of the highest synthesis level of cellulases involved in fungus 

penetration into the plant. Therefore, it can be assumed that ethylene synthesis 

plays a role in the mechanism of plant cucumbers pathogenesis influencing on 

the cellulases activity and accelerating leaves aging. 
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Introduction. It is shown that antibiotic treatment of patients with recurrent 

pyelonephritis leads to a reduction of obligate anaerobic saccharolytic bacteria 

that violates the metabolism of oxalate with acquired hyperoxaluria formation. 

Approximately 50% of oxalate is metabolized by intestinal flora (Oxalobacter 

formigenes). There are separate reports, that O. formigenes intestine colonization 

in healthy people varies from 46% to 77% and reduces the risk of oxalate 

stones by 70%. 

The purpose of work was to work out methods for O. formigenes detection 

and to determine the correlation between the level of the colon colonization in 

patients with recurrent pyelonephritis, depending on the period after 

antibiotic therapy. 

Materials and methods. The object of the research was fecal biopsy of animals 

(mice (n = 20), rats (n = 20), rabbits (n = 7)) and people with relapsing 

pyelonephritis, who were on inspection in Institute of Nephrology, NAMS of Ukraine. 

Sowing was realized on the selective medium, which contained oxalate as the only 

carbon source. 

Results. O. formigenes was detected in 68% (lg 3,6 + 0,4 CFU/g) of mice, 70% 

(lg 3,9 + 0,2 CFU/g) of rats and 71% (lg 2,4 + 0,7 CFU/g) of rabbits. O.formigenes 

identification depended on the time after antibiotic therapy. O.formigenes sowed in 

60% of patients in number lg 2,0-7,0 CFU/g of feces after receiving antibiotics 

immediately, 40% in number of 2,0-7,0 lg CFU/g a month after antibiotic 
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cancellation, 3 months after cancellation of antibiotic O.formigenes does not sowed 

in any patient. 

Conclusion. O. formigenes is detected in approximately 60-70% of healthy 

animals and humans. Reducing the number of O.formigenes in the remote terms 

after antibiotic therapy can cause hyperoxaluria and evolve relapses in patients 

with pyelonephritis. The results are provisional and need further research with 

increasing sample of patients. 
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To increase agrocenoses productivity is possible by the application of 

microorganisms with various useful properties for plants. 

The aim of our research was to form a microbial complex that satisfies plant’s 

needs in macro nutrients (NPK), which stimulates their growth, and protects 

against fungal plant pathogens. 

The high activity of complex of biological substances (CBS) was determined. 

This complex was obtained by mechanical mixing equal proportions of finished 

products based on bacteria with different dominant properties: nitrogen-fixing 

bacteria (Diazophit - Rhizobium radiobacter 204) phosphate mobilizing bacteria 

(Phosphoenterin - Enterobacter nimipressuralis 32-3) and bioproteсtion 

(Biopolitsid - Paenibacills polymyxa P). CBS seeds bacterization provided grain 

yield of winter wheat, rice, corn increasing to 32-45%. The yield increases in pre-

processing options with one of biological substance was 10-20%. 

The co-culture features of three strains were studied and a complex microbial 

substance (СMS) was worked out, in which R. radiobacter 204, E. nimipressuralis 

32-3 and P. polymyxa P comprise respectively 48, 49 and 3% of the total number 

of СFU (colony forming units). A synergistic type of studied strains interaction 

during co-culturing is showed. Nitrogen-fixing activity is increased by two units 

and reaches 430.2 nmol C2H4 / ml per twenty-four hours, whereas a separate 

strains of R. radiobacter 204, E. nimipressuralis 32-3 and P. polymyxa P 

cultivating are respectively 1.4, 4.2 and 4.1 nmol C2H4 / ml per twenty-four hours. 

All biological components take root in the rhizosphere and on the roots of plants. 

CMS has a positive effect on the seeds sowing quality of grain crops. 
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Nowadays essential oils (EO) extracted from plants are widely used as 

biocide substances due to the following advantages: they are less toxic, and 

microorganisms develop resistance to EO more slowly compared to synthetic 

compounds. Encapsulation of EO by polymeric micellar nanocontainers can lead 

to creating water-soluble forms of hydrophobic EO providing its prolonged action 

at lower doses.  

The aim of this study was to compare the effect of pure thyme EO and that 

one in a traditional mixture with surfactant and encapsulated state in the micellar 

nanocontainers on bacteria Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus.  

Thymus vulgaris EO samples were divided into 3 groups: 1 – EO emulsion in 

the distilled water (2,1 w %), 2 – the mixture of EO in the distilled water (2,1 w %) 

with 0,01 w % Tween-80 (Polysorbate), 3 – EO (2,1 w %) encapsulated in the 

micelles of triblock copolymers (TBCs, Mn=17,6 kDa) based on poly(ethylene 

oxide) and poly(acrylic acid). Standard microbiological approaches and diffusion 

in agar method were used. 1ml of bacterial suspension (5x10
5
 CFU/ml) was 

inoculated into Mueller-Hinton agar. The building and size of micellar 

nanocontainers formed by TBC macromolecules with different block length were 

established by TEM. The processes of EO in situ and ex situ encapsulation by 

TBC micelles and stability of the obtained micellar dispersions in aqueous 

medium were studied by UV-Vis spectroscopy. Obtained results revealed 

significant effect of Th. Vulgaris EO on E. coli and S. aureus reflected in 

prevention and inhibition bacterial growth. The samples of EO+H2O and 

EO+Tween-80 contributed to formation stable zones of E.coli growth absence 

approximately 11 mm (diameter) during all the period of observation (from 24 

hours to 8 days). Meanwhile, EO encapsulated by TBC micelles caused 

enhanced bactericidal effect on E.coli forming 23 mm zones of growth absence at 

24 hours after application, which reduced to 16 mm at 5th day, and then stayed 

stable. The most pronounced effect of EO on St. aureus was observed upon its 

encapsulation in TBC micelles. Initial value of growth zone absence was 20 mm 

at 48 hours after application and gradually decreased to 16 mm at 8th day of 
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observation. At the same time, EO+ H2O and EO+Tween-80 caused reliably 

unchanged zones (approximately 14 mm and 13 mm, respectively) during the 

same period of observation. Thus, Th. Vulgaris EO was shown to prevent 

growth of E. coli and St. Aureus with prolonged bactericidal effect that was 

strengthened at its encapsulation in TBC micelles. 

 

Kyrylenko A.S. 
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Nowadays biofilms are recognized as a main form of microorganisms’ 

existence and many researches are devoted to biofilms of the human’s 

pathogens which cause different chronic diseases. But in fact, the biofilms of non-

pathogenic bacteria are no less important. For example, biofilms of plant-

associated microorganisms, because they can influence on plant health, growth 

and other life processes. 

The aim of this work was to study the ability of nitrogen-fixing bacteria species 

Bradyrhizobium japonicum and Azospirillum brasilense to form biofilms at 

separate and joint cultivation. 

We used pure cultures of symbiotrophic associative nitrogen-fixing bacteria 

Azospirillum brasilense and Bradyrhizobium japonicum - industrial strain. Pre-

cultivation of microorganisms was conducted on the medium MSM for 3 days 

(Azospirillum brasilense) and 5 days (Bradyrhizobium japonicum) at 37˚C. After 

that both cultures was transferred into the wells of a polystyrene plate and 

incubated for 48 hours at a temperature 28˚C. For the control was used sterile 

nutrient medium. Determining the strains’ ability to produce biofilms was carried 

out according to the algorithm of Demakova with modifications. Planktonic cells 

after incubation was removed and colored using 0.1% crystal violet. To extract 

the dye we used ethanol and then the level of the extraction of the dye was 

measured using a photoelectric colorimeter (CPK - 2MP, Russia). 

It was found out that in case of the co-cultivation, optical density Azospirillum 

brasilense and Bradyrhizobium japonicum exceeds the control almost in 5 times, 

indicating the strong ability for biofilm formation. And the optical density of the 

eluates of monocultures of Azospirillum brasilense and Bradyrhizobium japonicum 

exceeds the control in 2 and 4 times respectively. In the first case, this means that 

the culture has a tendency to adhesion, in the second case, that Bradyrhizobium 
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japonicum can produce biofilms. Thus, we can conclude that in these conditions 

bacteria Azospirillum brasilense and Bradyrhizobium japonicum can produce 

biofilms, but most intensely and vividly expressed biofilm formation occurs during 

co-culturing these two strains. 
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The wide spreading of antibiotic resistant microorganisms (ARM) connected to 

increased amount of infectious and no-communicable human diseases is actual 

multidisciplinary problem. One of the biggest sources of ARM is modern 

agroecosystems. 

The aim of this study was to detect the presence and persistence of potentially 

pathogenic enterobacteria in regional agroecosystems used for cultivation of 

medical tea plants production. 

Soil samples had been collected from five Transcarpathian agroecosystems: 

with cultivated Mentha piperita, Inula helenium, Thymus serpillum and 

agroecosystems near Kiblyary village used for Rosa odorata and Calendula 

officinalis cultivation. All soil samples were analyzed within 24 hours. The 

chromogenic selected media had been used for isolation of microorganisms in 

aerobic conditions. All isolated microorganisms were identified by applying of 

appropriate biochemical test-systems and their resistance to antibiotics routinely 

were defined. 

Among of 16 dominant bacteria isolated from soil with cultivated Thymus 

serpillum two of them: Serratia marcescens strain 428 and Yersinia enterocolitica 

strain 1020 were moderately resistant to majority of tested antibiotics. Y. 

enterocolitica strain 1020 demonstrated high level of resistance to several 

antibiotics such as: lincomycin, oleandomycin, ampicillin, cefepime, ciprofloxacin. 

From the soil samples with cultivated Inula helenium 15 dominant bacterial 

strains were isolated. Pantoea agglomerans strain 211 was one of the most 

antibiotics resistant bacteria among of others tested. From agroecosystems 

where Mentha piperita had been cultivated 12 bacterial dominants were isolated 

and tested. Serratia odorifera biogroup 1 strain 377 was resistant to vancomycin, 

lincomycin, ampicillin and moderately resistant to cefepime. From Kiblyary village 

agroecosystem where Calendula officinalis had been cultivated 18 dominant 
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isolates were defined and tested for antibiotic resistance. High level of antibiotic 

resistance was detected for Enterococcus faecalis strains 321 and 324. 

The next task of our work is to detect the AMR genes in isolated strains with 

high level of resistance to antibiotics. 
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The problem of the treatment of inflammatory processes of soft tissue in 

surgical practice remains one of the most pressing. This is due to a change in the 

microbial landscape, depending on the adverse environmental conditions, a 

reduction in immune defense of the organism, irrational use of antibiotics. Of 

particular importance are opportunistic pathogens - pathogens and opportunistic 

nosocomial infections. Constant monitoring of the etiology of inflammatory 

processes of the soft tissues leads clinicians to correction methods of treatment 

and prevention of postoperative complications.  

We aimed to study of the spectrum of causative agents of suppurative 

inflammation of soft tissue in surgical patients, the study of the sensitivity of 

isolates to antibiotics.  

All patients were examined using clinical, laboratory, microbiological, and 

instrumental methods. Clinical evaluation of patients was performed by dynamic 

observation on the nature of the changes of symptoms, laboratory parameters 

and dynamics of additional methods of examination. The identification of pure 

cultures of bacteria carried out by morphological, cultural, enzymatic properties, 

the presence of virulence enzymes. Sensitivity of bacteria to antibiotics was 

determined by disco-diffusion method. We examined 267 patients with 

suppurative inflammation of the soft tissues.  

Patients in the bacteriological studies were identified 216 bacteria in 

monoculture. Seven patients had the association of several pathogens in the test 

material. Gram-negative bacteria isolated in 27 cases, representing 12,1%. 

Selected strains of bacteria belonging to the species Escherichia coli (8%), 

Citrobacer freundii (26%), Enterobacter cloace (33%), Proteus vulgaris (33%). The 

remaining 196 strains of bacteria (87.9%) were gram-positive flora are: 

Staphylococcus aureus (83%), Staphylococcus epidermidis (13%), Streptococcus 
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pyogenes (1%), Streptococcus viridians (2%), Streptococcus faecalis (1%). Study of 

the sensitivity of Staphylococcus aureus isolates showed their high sensitivity to 

gentamicin, ciprofloxacin, rifampin, lincomycin, rifampicin, which must be 

considered when treating patients. 
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For a long period of rapid industrial development of humanity ignored natural 

processes prevailing in biological communities. As a result, there was a danger of 

violation of performance ecological systems. Especially negative changes occur 

in the case of intensive agriculture. Agricultural products with pesticide residues 

lose their value and become potentially dangerous for human health. In addition, 

the extensive use of pesticides causes of population resistance in harmful agents. 

Organic farming helps prevent this destruction. Organic farming - a knowledge 

of natural processes, the ability to use them in agroecosystems management 

system in the production of organic products based on the use of biological 

factors improve soil fertility and a range of other measures. Organic system is the 

most advanced in area of agriculture. Afore-mentioned requirements are 

corresponds a long-term experience of company PP «Agroecology», located in 

the central part of Poltava region on the left bank of the river Psyol (Shishatskiy 

district, v. Mikhailyky). 

What is the originality of company «Agroecology»? Using the natural factors. 

That is, in every possible way to help of nature that to everything that we have 

taken from the soil, return it back. How is it done? First – crop rotations. Next - 

their own quality seeds that are not infected of pathogenic microorganisms. And 

emphasize - it is the only company that has the saturation of legume crops more 

than 20% when the average in Ukraine - 6%. This provides the plants of available 

biological nitrogen, which microorganisms fixed from air. 

Scientists of the department are investigating phytopathogenic bacteria. The 

question is whether on fields of company «Agroecology» the phytopathogenic 

bacteria? Yes, there are. But their number is small, environmentally safe. That is, 

they create diversity. If there is a certain amount of pathogenic bacteria, there are 

and their antagonists that are fighting with harmful bacteria synthesize biologically 

active substances. Variety keeps the integrity of agrosphere. 
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Unique way to enrich the soil with biological nitrogen as well as to increase 

yield capacity and quality of agricultural products is the creation of effective 

symbiotic systems of legumes with nodule bacteria. The development of 

symbiotic interrelations between legumes and nodule bacteria is one of the most 

important periods in the life of these plants. We investigated the dynamics of the 

major groups of low molecular weight compounds of soybean roots inoculated 

with active and inactive strains of Bradyrhizobium japonicum. Among the 

metabolites found in the roots alcohols were the dominant components. One third 

of the metabolites were attributed to organic acids and sugars whereas the amino 

acids were found in the lowest levels. The proportion of organic acids decreased 

while plants continue to grow. At the same time, the level of sugars increased. 

Analysis of mass spectra did not shown significant changes in quality of the 

metabolites during symbiosis functioning. Such tendency was observed in the 

metabolite pool extracted from roots of plants formed the symbiotic systems, 

which were differ drastically from each other by their activity. Thereby, the 

presence of symbiotic bacteria in plant does not influence the changes in the 

composition of free substances in roots. However, it should be noted that the 

differences in quantitative content of certain substances were quite significant. It 

is shown that the period of formation of nodules is characterized by substantial 

accumulation of sugars in the roots of inoculated plants. More than 17% of sugars 

with respect to all metabolites were found in inoculated plants whereas there are 

only 11% of sugars in control. Inoculation with active strain increases the levels of 

free amino acids to 2% compared with control plants (0,79%) and inactive 

symbiosis (0,78%). The results show that the formation of symbiosis activates the 

synthesis and accumulation of mono- and oligosaccharides, as a source of 

energy and precursors for the synthesis of major structural biopolymers in the 

roots of infected plants. The increase of free amino acids that are the main way to 

deposit linked biological nitrogen is the peculiarity of active symbiosis. The 

studies suggest that the inoculation of soybean plants induces the synthesis of 

organic compounds that can increase energy level of cells. 
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One of the important metabolic processes, which play an important role in the 

formation of mechanism adaptation to different kinds of extreme influences as 

chronic radiation is a lipid peroxidation. The given process in fungi hasn`t been 

studied influence enough. 

It was studied the effect of chronic radiation exposure to the growth, lipid 

peroxidation and activity of antioxidant enzymes - superoxide dismutase, 

catalase, peroxidase from three generations of a control strain and strain 

exhibiting radioadaptive properties micromycetes Cladosporium cladosporioides. 

Under the influence of chronic radiation detected phase changes in the study 

parameters - activation and inhibition of both the organism and at the intracellular 

level, indicating a change in the biological activity of the studied three generations 

Cladosporium cladosporioides. So, it was ascertained that strains of C. 

cladosporioides had a complicated response in the form of adaptational 

accommodation to the influence of chronical ionized radiation, which depends on 

the presence or absence of radioadaptive abilities and the phase of growth. 

 

Likhanov A.F., Voloshchuk N.M., Kovtun S.V., Sedykh O.Y. 

DIFFERENTIAL SCREENING OF POTENTIAL PRODUCERS OF 

BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE SUBSTANCES. 
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Due to the fact that the vast majority of producers of biologically active 

substances (BAS) - bacteria and microscopic fungi, the search for them is fairly 

complicated. We offer a differential approach for their bioscreening by analyzing 

the spatial arrangement of plants and qualitative properties of natural 

ecosystems. 

Phytocenotic structure and bioecological properties of plants determine the 

composition and functional properties of microbial and mycocenoses. Edificators of 

Kiev Woodlands, which include oak and hornbeam, are characterized by severe 
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allelopathic action, due to secretions of roots, phytoncides and complex 

compositions of secondary metabolites synthesized in leaves (tannins, condensed 

catechin derivatives and other polyphenols) and their transference to soil. 

Biochemical composition of allelochemicals largely determines the species 

composition of microorganisms, modulates specific conditions for the formation of 

new unique strains. Further metabolites are transformed by bacteria and 

micromycetes mostly into highly toxic compounds. Thus, the prerequisites for the 

emergence of biogenic biocenotic barriers origin, which determine the spatial 

distribution and quality of plant communities that are closely related to the functional 

state of soil microorganisms. This enables differential screening of bioproducers 

and cuts down the search process.  

This approach was applied to analysis of the dearth of grassy tier in artificial 

beech copses that were placed on the Holoseievskij forest (Kyiv) 30-40 years 

ago. Persistent idea of lack of light having the main impact on herbs and shrubs 

in the beech forests was not confirmed by factual data and measurements. It was 

found that in the investigated beech stands, the main factor that inhibits the 

growth and development of plants is micromycetes – fungi of genus Penicillium, 

which rapidly develop in acidic soils in the shade and transform the products of 

secondary metabolism of fallen leaves and synthesize their extremely toxic to 

other plants and microorganisms compounds. Special studies confirmed the high 

cytostatic and bioherbicidic activity of exudates in isolated micromycetes. 
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Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are widely used in the food fermentations due to its 

technological and probiotic properties. Recently, special attention is drawn to the 

antioxidant properties of LAB and biological activity of its metabolites. Plant 

surface is known to be as one of typical econiches of LAB. This econiche is 

characterized by special features, including the effect of sunlight, which is a factor of 

oxidative stress. 

The aim of the study was isolation and selection oxidative stress-resistant of 

LAB strains from surface of plants of different climate zones and studying their 

antioxidant activity and ability to produce metabolites with such activity. 
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Isolation and screening of strains was conducted using MRS medium. 

Sensibility to hydrogen peroxide was evaluated using spot test. Total antioxidative 

activity (TAA) was investigated by ABTS radical reduction assay, thiols content was 

tested by the DTNB method, content of polyphenols was evaluated using Folin-

Ciocalteu method. 

81 strains of LAB from 17 samples of plant leaves from different climatic 

zones were isolated. The strains grew on the MRS medium, do not have catalase 

activity, is Gram positive and rod-shaped bacteria. It has been shown that the 

strains manifested higher resistance to hydrogen peroxide considering as a factor 

of oxidative stress were isolated from the regions with higher solar activity. The 

strain 1/12 survived in 1% hydrogen peroxide was selected. It was identified as a 

species Lactobacillus plantarum using PCR analysis. 

TAA, thiols and polyphenols producing ability were investigated comparing with 

industrial strain L. plantarum 11/16 UKM B-2694. It has been shown that the TAA of 

the strain L. plantarum 1/12 was more than double higher and the production of 

thiols in milk was more than 4 times higher compared to the industrial strain. The 

ability of L. plantarum 1/12 to increase poly-phenolic content in medium MRS was 

also observed. 
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The potential of use of interleukin-7 (IL-7) for therapeutic purposes in virology, 

bacteriology, oncology and transplantation impressive that could detect through 

more than 25 years researching its mechanism of action. In terms of its 

therapeutic potential, there is considerable interest in developing technologies for 

the production of biologically active polypeptide of IL-7. Today, the most 

promising for these purposes are technology of recombinant molecules. 

Proceeding from the data obtained in previous studies for the synthesis of 

recombinant Interleukin-7 human (rIL-7h), in our opinion, the most technologically 

and economically feasible is the creation of a producer from prokaryotic organism 

Escherichia coli and expression system constructed using plasmid vector. For 

cultivation the strain E.coli - the producer of rIL-7h, use the simple medium 

standard composition that contain ions Na+, K+, Mg+, NH4+, Cl-, HPO4
2-

, SO4
2-
, 

minerals and a source of carbon. This system of the expression allows to use for 
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the induction of synthesis rIL-7h procedure of auto-induction using lactose that 

can significantly increase the technical and economic characteristics. To provide 

the process of auto-induction of the target product with yield greater than in the 

case of induction IPTH, to the medium for cultivation should be included the 

following additional components: (NH4)2SO4, KH2PO4, Na2HPO4, D-maltose, 

MgSO4, glycerol, glucose, α-lactose, chloramphenicol, NaHCO3, can also add 

trace metals. 

The further task of in getting the biologically active protein suitable for use in 

the therapeutic purposes, is its cleaning of from the producer cells. So as in this 

case, the target protein accumulates in insoluble fraction of the bacterial 

cytoplasm - in the so called inclusion bodies primarily conducted destruction of 

cell walls and isolating inclusion bodies, which are then, was dissolved and 

carried out the procedure refolding. The further purification procedure is 

consistent chromatographic purification using anion and cation exchange 

sorbents. Allowing you to get the target protein with a purity of over 90%, allowing 

it to use for the manufacture of finished drugs forms. 
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Mastitis is one of the most important diseases on the farms in Ukraine. 

Identification of pathogens associated with bovine mastitis may help in treatment 

and management decisions. Antibiotics are used extensively in the dairy industry 

to combat disease and to improve animal performance. 

The purpose of our researched was to evaluate the effectiveness of different 

antibiotics and estimate the herd prevalence of contagious mastitis pathogens in 

cows. Milk samples from quarters udder has been selected and bacteriologically 

evaluated by routine laboratory methods. Antimicrobial susceptibility test to a 

large number of antibiotics was established by a disk diffusion method. 

Principal Findings. A total of 117 individual cow milk samples originating from 

cows with mastitis gathered from 20 dairy farms were examined. Streptococcus 

agalactiae clearly predominated (48% positive samples) followed by 

Staphylococcus spp. highest prevalence (48% samples) 13,7% samples of which 

were positive for Staphylococcus aureus. Among streptococci,so called mastitis 
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streptococci (S.uberis, S.dysgalactiaeand other ) prevailed (8.6% positive 

samples). Coliforms were found in 12.0% samples (7,7% samples of which) were 

positive for Escherichia coli. Yeasts (mainly Candida spp.) were found in 6% 

samples. Corynebacterium spp(3.4% samples). 

Gram-positive mastitis pathogens were more sensitive to Amoxicillin, 

Amoxicillin+ Сlavulanic Acid, Cloxacillin, Gentamicin, Bacitracin, Сeftiofur, 

Rifampicin (for Staphy. spp added Florfenicol). Maximum resistance was 

observed in beta-lactam group antibiotics for all group Coliforms. The gram-

negative m.p. such as Streptococcus spp. was often resistant to Lincomycin, 

Flumequine Neomycin and Staphylococcus spp. have been resistant to Penicillin, 

Ampicillin, Flumequine, Lincomycin. 

Antibiotic susceptibility tests should be performed to determine the 

effectiveness of a drug that can be used for a successful treatment of diseases. 
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In dental practice the problem of inflammatory processes in the oral cavity of 

patients using removable dentures is acutual. At the adequacy of the 

mechanisms of resistance the number of bacteria in the oral cavity is controlled 

and a delicate balance between pathogenic, opportunistic and useful 

microorganisms is created. Traumatic effects of dentures on the mucosa of the 

oral cavity is the cause of microbiocenosis disorders in the oral cavity and the 

occurrence of inflammatory processes. To increase the effectiveness of treatment 

and prevention of inflammatory processes of the oral mucosa in patients using 

removable dentures made of acrylic resin. In order to achieve this goal we 

conducted a clinical and microbiological examination of 46 patients who 

underwent orthopedic treatment with removable dentures made of acrylic resin. 

The age of patients ranged from 50 to 80 years. For microbiological study we 

offered a new method of material collecting, that allows to collect the material 

even in remote places carefully and to define the quantitative composition of 

microorganisms by dilution. The analysis of the data showed that the most of the 

studied material was seeded by bacteria of the genera Streptococcus spp. 

(100%), Staphylococcusspp.(93.5%). In 41.9% of cases S. aureus, in 25, 9% - S. 

ehidermidis, in 32.2% - S. saprophyticus were distinguished. The allocation of S. 
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aureus indicates the presence of the carrier or the possibility of purulent and 

inflammatory processes of the oral cavity in elderly and old people. In 83.8 % of 

cases were distinguished by the Candida fungi and in 67.7% by the E. coli. The 

results can be a sign of chronic inflammation under the base of the prosthesis 

resulting from a disorder of salivation and mucous membrane irrigation. In 9.6% 

of patients members of the genus Klebsiella were cultivated. This fact indicates 

the decrease of the level of local immunity. Bacillus spp. (10
5
CfU/ml) were 

revealed in 6.4% of the examined patients. Our studies, therefore, have revealed 

the development of significant microbiological disorders in the oral cavity of 

patients with removable dentures made of acrylic resin. 
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We isolated 41 strains of Candida albicans from patients with first vulvovaginal 

infections. They were tested in vitro for sensitivity to polyene antibiotic 

amphotericin B and two azoles, the clotrimazole and fluconazole. 

The strains revealed different susceptibility to these drugs. The antifungal 

effect decreased in the series: amphotericin B > clotrimazole > fluconazole. The 

latter showed only fungistatic effect with MICs ranged from 6 to 300 µg/mL. The 

rest of the drugs demonstrated fungicidal action. The MICs for amphotericin B 

(solubilized) and clotrimazole were at the ranges 0.125 - 3, and 0.1-7.5 µg/mL, 

respectively. 

Out of 41 strains isolated, 7 showed resistance to fluconazole (MICs ≥ 64 

µg/mL or higher) and other isolates were susceptible (MICs ≤ 8 µg/mL, 24 strains) 

or susceptible dose dependent to it (MICs = 16 to 32 µg/mL, 10 strains). When all 

isolates were tested against clotrimazole, 6 of them showed resistance (MICs ≥ 1 

µg/mL) and the rest were susceptible (23 isolates, MICs ≤ 0.5 µg/mL) or 

susceptible dose dependent (12 isolates, MICs = 0.5 to 1 µg/mL). 

Only 1 isolate was non-susceptible to amphotericin B (MICs≥2 µg/mL) and 2 

strains were susceptible dose dependent to it (MICs=1 to 2 µg/mL). The rest 38 

strains were sensitive to this polyene (MICs ≤ 1 µg/mL). 

Thus, polyene antibiotic amphotericin B demonstrated better antifungal 

potential, than tested azoles. These data indicate the development of resistance 

to fluconazole and clotrimazole in C. albicans strains of our area of study. 
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Chronic generalized periodontitis plays a leading role in the list of dental 

diseases, with the rate from 25 to 40% in persons under the age of 35 years and 

from 80 to 90% - after 40 years according to various authors. Our previous studies 

showed that periodontitis in most cases is connected with disorders of the 

microbiota of the oral cavity. In the complex treatment of this disease, different groups 

of antimicrobial drugs are commonly used. However, searching new drugs for the oral 

microflora correction in patients with periodontitis stays a perspective issue. 

Bacillus probiotics are modern drugs that positively affect the microbiota of the 

organism and at the same time have high antagonistic activity against 

opportunistic bacteria. It has also been demonstrated positive effect of the 

extracts of medicinal plants and their composites in patients with periodontitis. 

The purpose of the study was to investigate the antimicrobial activity of native 

herbal drugs against clinical strains, isolated from the oral cavity of patients with 

periodontitis and antagonistic effect of the Bacillus probiotic product Biosporin. 

Clinical strains: Neisseria sp., Staphylococcus aureus, Candida albicans, 

Enterobacter sp., Streptococcus salivarius. 

The antimicrobial activity of native herbal extracts of wormwood, calendula, 

eucalyptus, peppermint, solutions “Rotocan” and “Chlorophylipt” was investigated 

utilizing the method of the standard agar dilution modified by using the glass 

cylinders (diameter 5 mm, height 8 mm). 

Solution of “Chlorophylipt”, infusion of wormwood and eucalyptus 

demonstrated the highest antimicrobial activity. At the same time the solution 

“Rotocan”, the infusion of tarragon and calendula showed the average effect 

against clinical strains, while the growth of Bacillus strains was not inhibited. 

High antagonistic activity of the Bacillus strains in the probiotic Biosporin 

against Neisseria sp., S. aureus, C. albicans was demonstrated. 

So, the research of compatible use of drugs of Bacillus strains and plant 

extracts for the correction of dysbiotic changes of oral cavity in periodontitis 

patients is a perspective issue. 
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Quorum sensing (QS) is an ability of bacteria to communicate with each other 

inside a population and with the outside world. Until now the most well studied 

language of the Gram-negative bacteria is one based on N-acyl homoserine 

lactones (AHL). AHL molecules can be of different size and length, these QS 

mediators coordinate gene expression and by this mean they influence on 

phenotype to correspond it to actual environmental conditions. AHL-based QS is 

very important in Pseudomonas spp. Such pathways have been described for 

human pathogen P. aeruginosa as well as for plant pathogen P.syringae and 

many other pseudomonads. However, plant-associated P. fluorescens SBW25 

remains to stay apart: the bacteria considered to be rather cooperative than 

communicative. At the same time, our bioinfomatics analysis revealed bulk of 

genes corresponded to AHL pathways. Experimentally it was sown that SBW25 

could respond to a long-chain AHL and produced at list a short-chain AHL itself. 

Apparently, AHLs play an important role in plant-bacterial coexistence. It was 

shown that the majority of plant-associated pseudomonas produces AHLs when 

soilborne pseudomonads lack AHLs. So, AHLs present in a phytosphere 

constantly and a plant should be able to respond to AHL. We hypothesized that 

some AHLs can be used to prime wheat plants. We used middle-chain AHL to 

treat wheat seeds as well as young plants to evaluate their effect on plant 

resistance under laboratory and opened-field conditions. 

 

Aja-Bisong E.A., Sharga B.M. 

ON THE QUESTION OF CURRENT SITUATION WITH EBOLA EPIDEMIC. 
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The Ebola virus disease (EVD) caused epidemics in Sudan and Zaire 1976, 

DRC 1995, Uganda 2000, Congo 2003, 2007, Uganda and DRC 2012, West 

Africa 2013-2016. The latter epidemic resulted in at least 28 637 cases and 11 
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315 confirmed dead, the mean case fatality rate comprised >70%. 8 cases of 

Africa-imported EVD with 7 survivors were in Europe and USA. Disease severity 

depends from viral strain, host genotype and varies from rapid fatality to mild or 

asymptomatic response. The mortality is 50-90%. EVD is zoonotic infection. The 

disease reservoir is fruit-bat populations, however dogs, pigs, birds or bush meat 

animals can act as transmitters also. 

The human losses from EVD depend from several other factors. Possible, that 

the survivors numbers were in correspondence to the country’s level of supportive 

treatment. For example, the number and % of registered survivors who got 

supportive medicine in Liberia were 309 and 20%, less, than in Sierra Leone 

(2668 and 88%). The number of EVD death by 1.3.2016 was higher in Liberia 

(4809 out of 10 675 ill), than in Sierra Leone (3955 out of 14 122 diseased). Due 

to quick medical service reaction the outbreak of EVD was effectively controlled in 

Nigeria. The first case here was reported on 7.25.14: a Liberian-American with 

EVD flew from Liberia and died in Lagos. The person’s 804 possible contacts 

were monitored and isolated to control the outbreak. Federal Ministry of Health 

and Ebola Emergency Centre coordinated the cases management, outbreaks 

containment and treatment protocols. On 9.22.14, there were total of 20 cases, 

including 8 deaths. The WHO declared Nigeria Ebola-free on 10.20.14, Sierra 

Leone on 11.7.15, Guinea 12.29.15 and Liberia on 1.14.16. 

To prevent EVD epidemics and its global spread, effective actions needed in 

1) medicinal science to study of Ebola viruses and all EVD aspects at 

international level 2) development new remedies, like vaccines, other 

immunological preparations, drugs, etc. 3) monitoring of human/host animal 

populations for persistent infection at past epidemics sites 4) improvement of 

local food hygiene, sanitary and medicine in Africa. 
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Infections of mixed etiology (viral and bacterial) is a topical issue. In treating 

such infections are prescribed drugs that are inducers of interferon. One of them 

is Amixin (Tilorone). One of the long-term side effects of its use may be a 

violation of lipid and carbohydrate metabolism. Therefore, Tilorone`s structural 
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analogs were synthesized - biphenyls with lower toxicity. The objective of this 

research was to investigate whether Tilorone and its derivatives direct bactericidal 

effect. Objects and methods. The object of investigation was a drug Amixin and 9-

count its derivatives (marked with numbers №1 - №9). As a test culture strains 

used Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853, Proteus vulgaris ATC 6896, 

Staphylococcus aureus ATC 25925, Escherichia coli УKM B-926, Escherichia coli 

B-926, Enterobacter aerogenes 243521, Micrococcus luteus ATC 4698, Bacillus 

subtilis УKM 13-500, Candida albicans. We used modified Tilorone - LS 3133, LS 

3239, LS 3563, LS 3142, LS 3246, LS 3564, LS 3139, LS 3243, LS 3403. It was 

investigated antibacterial activity of preparations in a concentration of 5 mg/ml in 

a liquid medium, followed by seeding test cultures at MIA. Research results. The 

highest degree of bactericidal found itself Tilorone which has bactericidal effect 

on all studied test culture. Among the derivatives highest degree of bactericidal 

substance found №2, which caused the death of seven cultures of bacteria. In 

relation to Proteus vulgaris and Bacillus subtilis substance found №2 

bacteriostatic effect. The substances also found №1 bacteriostatic action against 

the Proteus vulgaris and stimulated the growth of Bacillus subtilis. Substances 

№3, №4, №5 found moderate bactericidal effect, causing the death of four of the 

nine test bacteria cultures. Substances №6, №7, №8, №9 found weak 

bactericidal effect mainly on the contrary encouraging bacterial growth. 

Conclusion. Tilorone and its derivatives have direct bactericidal effects on 

opportunistic bacteria and are perspective for further studies as preparations 

direct and indirect bactericidal action. 

 

Tkachenko K.S., Ianieva O.D., Podgorsky V.S., Fomina M.O. 

STARCH-HYDROLYZING YEASTS AS THE POTENTIAL AGENTS OF 

BIOCONVERSION OF MIXED FOOD WASTES INTO BIOETHANOL. 
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One of the most advantageous and widely used biofuels is ethanol. The main 

industrial route of ethanol production has been yeast-based fermentation. Ukraine 

is among world leading producers of starchy crops 15-40% of which goes to 

waste. The yeast-based co-fermentation of starchy wastes with other common 

sugar-containing waste materials such as lactose-containing whey might result in 

the feasible bioconversion of wastes into bioethanol. 

The aim of this work was to study the ability of mono- and mixed cultures of 

yeasts isolated from crops and dairy products to convert starch or starch-lactose 
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mixtures to ethanol. As a result of preliminary screening there were selected 6 

strains of starch-hydrolyzing yeasts which were able to produce low levels of 

ethanol from starch: 0.006-0.129 g/l and 0.089-0.35 g/l under aerobic and 

microaerobic conditions, respectively. 

The studies of the tolerance of the selected amylolytic strains to physico-

chemical stress factors demonstrated that all six yeast cultures were able to grow 

at wide range of pH values (3-8.2), five out of six grew on 10 percent ethanol, 

three cultures were thermotolerant and two cultures were osmotolerant. 

Of the selected cultures two dairy isolates Shwanniomyces vanrijiae var. 

yarowii F33 and Torulaspora sp. F7 were used for co-cultivation as mixed 

bicultures with efficient ethanol producer on lactose Kluyveromyces marxianus 

УКМ Y-2096 unable for starch hydrolysis. Co-cultivation of K. marxianus with 

amylolytic strains in the medium with starch and lactose resulted in two-fold 

increase of the biomass yield and starch assimilation. The highest ethanol 

production was observed under micro-aerobic conditions. 

Thus, the cultivation conditions significantly affected the growth of mixed 

cultures of yeasts and the bioconversion of starch and lactose to bioethanol. The 

perspectives of the use of mixed cultures of amylolytic and ethanol-producing 

yeasts for bioenergy-conversion require the further search for the most effective 

combinations of mixed cultures and optimization of the cultivation conditions. 
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The ability of Enterobacteria live everywhere, especially in food is of interest to 

study their properties under the influence of extreme conditions. Known their 

property to selectively respond to physical influences during stays in different 

substances. We influenced the test bacteria Salmonella enteritidis, E. coli, 

Enterococcus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa light beams of various lengths and 

microwave. The test bacteria sown in broth and agar medium in vitro. To study 

the effects of light green, blue, red and violet spectra tube with sowing device 

made in FEC, which required pre-tuned filter, turned on the device. To study the 

action of microwave tubes placed in the oven and turned on. Exposure impact-

factor test was 10, 20, 30 seconds, 1 and 2 minutes. Then test cultures incubated 
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in an incubator for 24 hours, photographed and prepared products for microscopy 

stained by Gram them and photographed them. 

Our experiments showed different sensitivity test microbial action of physical 

factors. Rays of light green length 570 λ spectrum at 2 min exposure showed a 

stimulating effect on the growth of Escherichia coli in Agar and broth medium. 

Similar results we obtained when irradiated with light green range of cultures 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and the growth of this organism to broth was 

significantly better than the agar. 

At the same time, we observed an inverse relationship between growth 

cultures enterococci and exposure time red light spectrum (750 λ). 

We watched the rapid multiplication of Salmonella with a short action of 

microwaves, accompanied by various microorganisms Gram staining. Increased 

exposure to 5 minutes caused a slowdown of salmonella and death of some cells. 

Enterococci showed stable sensitivity to the action of the microwave for 30 

seconds and 1 minute. Since the appearance of the eat product in the presence 

of Enterobacteriaceae does not change, the impact of temperature and 

microwave needed to expose most of the products that have a short shelf life and 

are used by children or the elderly. 

The experiment on the effect of microwave radiation on microorganisms 

continues. 
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Erwinia “horticola” (Eho) is an amylovora-like bacterium causing forest beech 

black bacteriosis. Investigating temperate erwiniophage 59 we revealed the 

phenomenon of morphological populational heterogeneity. As bacteriophages 

take active part in the pathogenic potential formation of the host cells, it is 

expedient to draw attention to the influence of the heterogeneous phage 

populations on the host phenotype conversion. The purpose of the work was to 

investigate the peculiarities of the lysogeny state in Eho 450 His3 with the 

participation of the heterogeneous population of erwiniophage 59. 

When propagated on various sensitive Eho-strains, the phage 59 has 

produced two equimolar subpopulations (SPI and SPII) with different capsid 
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sizes, buoyant density, protein contents and with the same size of genome. SPI 

and SPII phages lysogenized Eho 450 His3 with different frequency. 

Lysogenization frequency differs by 2 orders and equals 3,3 and 1,7 % for SPI 

and SPII phage particles respectively. Furthermore, at least two stable lysogenic 

types of the host-microorganism were detected. The first lysogen formed small 

zones of bacterial lysis on the lawn of sensitive culture while the second lysogenic 

colony was characterized by big lysis zone of the indicator strain. All 

subpopulations produced both lysogenic types, but the percentage of the second 

type lysogen was two-orders of magnitude smaller. The isolated lysogens differed 

by the frequency of bacteriophage spontaneous induction. The spontaneous 

induction frequency of the first type lysogen reached 2×10
-2

. For the second type 

lysogen this index differed by two-orders of magnitude (3×10
-4

). Lysogenic strains 

obtained using Eho 450 His3, SPI and SPII phages were shown to be resistant to 

homoimmune superinfection and cross-infection. 

Finally, the interconnection between the structure of a virion and a 

manifestation of lysogeny was observed. Morphological heterogeneity influences 

the phage life cycle changing its lysogenization and lysogenic induction 

frequencies. The system E. horticola – temperate phage 59 is promising to 

observe the phage role in formation of the host pathogenic potential. 
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Standard antibiotic-susceptibility tests are labour and time consuming (taking 

up to 24 hours after receiving the pure strain). Thus, the technologies which could 

allow to get the results faster are economically rational and will contribute to 

higher effectiveness of antibiotic therapy. 

The present research was held to reveal the characteristics of interaction 

between microorganisms and the main groups of antibacterial drugs by flow 

cytometry method. 

The equipment used was Partec Cyflow cytometre. The strain investigated 

was Staphylococcus aureus ATCC25923. Syto9 and PI dyes were used for 

viability evaluation. The trial time was chosen to be 15 minutes; 30 minutes; 1 

hour; 2 hours and 3 hours. To design the flow cytometry antibiotic-susceptibility 

test, relatively high doses (ranging between 1000 and 1 MIC) were used to reveal 
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those which could allow to get a repeatable, minimum twofold decrease of 

viability concentration (minimum fluorescent-inhibiting concentration). 

The dynamics of viability decrease was to some extent different depending on 

the antibiotic used. The use of 1 MIC did not result in any significant difference 

with the control sample even after 3 hours. 

When using Ampicillin and Ocsacillin as agents, it was found that though the 

two antibiotics showed some different dynamics, the concentration of 0.1 mg per 

ml and the incubation time of 2 hours could be determined for minimum 

fluorescent-inhibiting concentration to be used in the follow-up researches. 
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Obesity is a growing global health problem. Among all aspects of obesity the 

most interest attracts understanding of the role of gut microbiota in the 

pathogenesis of obesity. The aim was to investigate changes in composition and 

diversity of the intestinal microbiota in experimental obesity and their possible 

prevention by probiotics “Symbiter”. In this work we used 24 rats Wistar line. They 

were divided into three groups of eight animals each. Infants rats of group 1 

(control) was injected saline volume of 8 μl/g subcutaneously on the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 

8th and 10th day after birth. Rats of groups 2 and 3 received monosodium 

glutamate (MSG) dissolved in saline at a dose of 4 mg/l of body weight 

subcutaneously in the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th day after birth. Administration of 

probiotics was started at the age of 4 weeks and continued for 3 months, 

intermittently alternating 2-week course of introduction with 2-week course of 

break. State of the parietal microbiota was evaluated by bacteriological methods 

four months after birth. Monitoring of body weight showed that body weight 

increased to 300g in group with obesity and to 238g in control group. Animals that 

received “Symbiter” gained slightly less weight (weight – 285g). Established that 

the use of “Symbiter” prevents the accumulation of visceral fat (in group with 

obesity 27,31+5,69g, using “Simbiter” – 20,65+3,89g). In obesity there are 

changes in the microbiota of the colon. In fecal material was noted a significant 

reduction in the number of members of the genus Lactobacillus. Titers 

Escherichia coli with normal enzymatic properties increased with lg 4,2+1,2 

CFU/g in the control to lg 5,9+0,5 CFU/g in group with obesity. In the group that 
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received the MSG and “Symbiter” number of E. coli remained within control 

animals. Opportunistic bacteria were not detected in any case. Also in obesity 

model was noted the increase of aerobic opportunistic representatives as 

Staphylococcus aureus. The introduction of “Simbiter” prevented their growth. 

Introduction “Symbiter” in experimental glutamate obesity completely preventing 

quantitative microbial landscape changes in the parietal and in fecal samples. 
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Synthesis of phenols is inherent in virtually all plant cells. They used by plants 

as an energy material for various vital processes, while providing a stimulating and 

inhibitory effect. Phenols provide immunity of plants to fungal and especially to 

bacterial infection. 

The strains B. subtilis IMV B-7023 and A. vinelandii IMV B-7076 are part of 

the complex bacterial preparation for crop production. Represent determine the 

impact of these organisms on the total content of phenols in plants Lactuca sativa 

L. grown under conditions of closed ground. 

For bacterization of seed were used bacterial suspensions A. vinelandii IMV 

B-7076 that was grown in liquid Berk’s medium for 48 h. at a temperature of 280 

С and B. subtilis IMV B-7023, after cultivation in mineral medium with glucose 

and calcium glycerophosphate for 24 h. at a temperature of 280С. The number of 

viable cells in the suspension of the two strains was 10
6
 cells/ml. The treatment of 

seed lettuce variety 'Kucheryavets Odessa' was performed in the following ways: 

1. – control (seed, processed sterile tap water); 2. – seeds, processed 

suspension of A. vinelandii IMV B-7076; 3. – seeds, processed suspension of B. 

subtilis IMV B-7023. Processed seeds was planted in conditions greenhouses 

and grown for 27 days with periodic watering by tap water. 

Established that the total content of phenols reached the maximum values for 

bacterization seed by suspension of A. vinelandii IMB B-7076 in all parts of plants 

lettuce: root – 108.0%; culm – 109.1%; leaves – 61.3% than in the control. The 

bacterization by bacilli had less impact on the seed salad – 61.2% on content of 

phenolic compounds in the root of lettuce, compared with the control. The 
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bacterization by these bacteria seeds of lettuce variety 'Kucheryavets Odessa' 

contributed to the increase of the total content of phenolic compounds in different 

parts of the plants salad. 
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Complex using of fatty acid composition analysis data with the morphological, 

physiological and biochemical properties allow getting fulfilled phenotype and 

taxonomic characteristics of the sulfate-reducing bacteria.  

The goal of the study is the comparative analysis of fatty acids composition of 

the sulfate-reducing bacteria from collection and isolated from man-caused 

ecotopes.  

The objects of the study were bacterial strains: Desulfovibrio vulgaris 

DSM644, Desulfovibrio sp. 10, ТС2, Desulfovibrio sp. ТС1, ТС5, К1, К2; 

Desulfotomaculum sp. ТС3, К1/3, Desulfomicrobium sp. ТС4. It was shown that 

in lipid composition isolated from all the sulfate-reducing bacteria were appeared 

such fatty acids as: saturated С14:0(5,2-9,5%, from all fatty acids), аіС15:0 (3,4-

20,8%), С16:0 (12,9-44,6%), С18:0 (1,2-4,4%) and unsaturated acid С16:1 (3,0-

14,5%). Compared studies of the fatty acid composition of Desulfovibrio bacteria 

shown that they could divide for 2 groups. At first group were strains Desulfovibrio 

sp. 10, ТС1, which haven’t contains saturated С13:0 and unsaturated cis-, trans-

С18:1 acids. This bacteria were similar in the percentage of the unsaturated acids 

(3,05 and 3,25%) to the second group were related Desulfovibrio sp. ТС2, ТС5, 

К1, К2, almost all of them were contained such acids as С10:0 or С11:0, С13:0, 

cis-, trans С18:1. They had increased content of unsaturated acid С16:1 (7,0-

9,5%), then ones from first group (3,0-3,2%). Bacteria from this group for the 

content and quantity of the unsaturated fatty acids (10,1-17,4%) were similar to 

the collection Desulfovibrio vulgaris DSM644 (17,3%). Desulfotomaculum sp. ТС3 

and К1/3 were considerably differed between themselves and from Desulfovibrio 

strains by the content of the С16:0 (13,2 and 44,6%) as well as for amount of the 

unsaturated acids (13,4 and 26,7%). Desulfomicrobium sp. ТС4 for fatty acids 

contain was similar to Desulfovibrio vulgaris DSM 644, although had certain 

differences as less contains of С16:0 (13,9%) and presence of 3ОНС18:0 acid.  
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Thus, it was shown the difference between quality and quantity fatty acid 

compositions of the sulfate-reducing bacteria, which belong to the different 

genera. 
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In fact, any initial phage population is heterogeneous, that is, it is diverse in 

such a way that phage variants and mutant forms come along with the main 

phage. Nowadays it is considered conventional to employ the method of 

enrichment for obtaining a pure phage line, and this process bases on using a 

single sensitive bacterial indicator. However, this approach leaves out the 

diversity of phages that are presented in virus isolates. 

In order to study the heterogeneity of initial phage types we used LPLC, TEM 

of virions, DNA restriction and analysis of the host range and plating efficiency. 

In our study, we used isolate 6* that was elicited from a quince affected by fire 

blight. Earlier it was shown that the given isolate demonstrates a distinct 

heterogeneity, which appeared in the form of two types of negative colonies, and 

in the presence of particles with various electrophoretic mobility. The components 

of the phage lysates were purified, concentrated, and divided using an LPLC 

system. The analysis showed a multicomponent nature of the phage isolate. The 

chromatograms of isolate 6* contained several peaks with 0,25М and 0,5М NaCl 

elution, while a saltfree solution provided a single peak. The content of the peak 

fractions was tested for activity using indicator culture Pantoea agglomerans 

g157, the phage particles concentration amounted to 10
10

-10
12

 PFU/ml. 

For the next stage, we needed pure lines of peak fractions, which were 

obtained by the method of repeated passages and divided using LPLC. According 

to this data, the population contains three components presented by diverse 

phage variants. Additionally, isolate 6* diversity is approved by TEM and 

electrophoresis of native phage particles and their DNA. The data collected 

indicate the heterogeneity of the initial phage population of this isolate. 

This work proposes the approach for studying a primary phage population, 

which ensures the possibility to divide and reveal the assortment of phages, 

thereby allowing to investigate phage diversity in plants affected by fire blight. 
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Further study will allow to understand the role that phages take in pathogenesis 

as well as in the phage-bacteria interaction. 
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In order to obtain strains with high levels of carotenoid accumulation in 2010 

was conducted a series of mutagenesis for the strain Streptomyces globisporus 

1912-4Lcp producer of lycopene (20-30 mg lycopene / l) and in 2013 for the strain 

of Streptomyces globisporus 1912-7Crt producer of lycopene and beta-carotene 

(10-20 mg carotenoids mixture / l). Received mutants were characterized with 

increased synthesis of carotenoids, namely 63 mg lycopene and 35 mg mixture of 

lycopene and beta-carotene per liter of complete medium respectively. Initially 

received variants of these mutants were passaged to the slanted agar surface of 

complete corn-soy medium, then grown for 7 days at t 28°C and stored in the 

refrigerator at t 4°C. These variants were passaged every 6 months by continuous 

touch without selection. Variants of these same mutants that were carried out by the 

working manipulation were passaged by continuous touch on average two weeks, 

seven days of which cultures were grown in thermostat at t 28°C. 

Today the picture of spontaneous variability initially received variants of 

investigated producers and variants which were passaged every two weeeks, 

differs greatly among themselves. The latter show the relative stability in the 

synthesis of carotenoids, which is an average 10
-4

 for strain Streptomyces 

globisporus 1912-4Lcp-Нр7 and 10
-2

 for Streptomyces globisporus 1912-7Crt-13, 

but observes a decrease of their accumulation. Therefore, before deep cultivation 

for them apply methods of selection on the basis of early accumulation of 

carotenoids. 

Variants of investigated mutants in both cases dissociate into different colonies: 

pink, orange, yellow, cream and white inactive. Herewith variants that follow the 

typical characteristics of active working strains formed with a frequency which is an 

average 10
-2
 for both strains. However, the available dissociation indicates a 

depletion of medium components that are required for accumulation of carotenoids 

during long-term storage. In this embodiment, important for producers of 

carotenoids is the study of the necessary storage and their following reactivation. 
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The problem of recultivation of the soils characterized by high salinisation is 

the one of current interest in Ukraine as these soils occupy 1.92 mln ha and 1.71 

mln ha of them are agricultural areas now. Unfavourable soil pH effects the plant 

growth negatively and limits their usage. Recent studies have proved the 

promising use of silicon minerals as one of the factors able to improve the 

condition of soil ecosystem. 

The aim of our work was to carry out the microbiological analysis of soil under 

the rice crops in case of silicon compounds addition. 

The short-term field experiments were carried out in the Institute of rice, 

NAAS. We studied out the effect of four mixtures: №1 - 90% sapropel, 7% tripoli, 

3% analcime; №2 - 25% K2SiO3, 10% sapropel, 15% analcime, 50% tripoli; №3 - 

70% tripoli, 30% analcime; №4 -30% tripoli, 70% peat. The analysis was carried 

out in 3 and 5 months after adding of the experimental mixtures. The 

microbiological study was carried out by inoculation of certain dilutions of soil 

suspension onto the selective culture media. 

As a result the added mixtures were found out to cause the quantity 

decreasing of soil micromycetes for all the studied variants, especially in case of 

first term sampling. This fact proves the retardation of natural decomposition of 

organic matter. 

We observed the increasing of actinomycete number for all variants, their 

quantity rising 2-2.5 times in case of variant №1 addition. Adding of the mixtures 

№2 and №4 resulted in decreasing of ammonificators number and the number of 

microorganisms able to assimilate of mineral nitrogen. This fact indicates the 

relatively high nitrogen availability in the studied soil samples. The mineralization 

index proved the absence of the tension of mineralizing processes in soil. The 

mixtures of all the studied variants except №3 and №4 positively influenced the 

processes of soil organic matter development. The increasing of azotobacter 

number was observed in case of adding of the mixtures №1 and №2 and №3. 

Thus, the number of representatives of the main ecological and trophic groups 

of soil microorganisms depended on the composition of silicon compounds, their 

doses and time of sampling. 
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To date, bioremediation of oil-contaminated soils may provide a cost-effective 

and environmentally safe reduction of the concentration of the most common and 

highly toxic environmental pollutants - oil spills to their background values. 

Obstacle in achieving this goal is the lack of experimental data to study the ability 

of resistant to extreme environmental conditions biochemically-active micro-

organisms to decompose the oil, turning it heavy fraction can be readily oxidized 

in an emulsified state due to the production of biosurfactants. 

The object of the research was selected the bacterial strains isolated from salt 

soil of the area of the Zmiiny island with chronic oil pollution and high content of 

resin-asphaltene substances. On the totality of morphological, cultural and 

physiological-biochemical characteristics the strain was identified to the species 

Bacillus mycoides 24. 

The method of IR-spectrometry with using the “ИКС-29” confirmed: 

biodegradation of 0.1% oil (10 mg oil/10 ml of bacterial suspension) density 0,84 

g/cm
3
 in the presence of strain Bacillus mycoides 24 in conditions of high salinity 

is 75-77%. Additionally installed: on a nutrient medium M-9 in the absence of 

peptone and yeast extract of the strain Bacillus mycoides 24 produces the 

biosurfactants is largely exogenous type. This was evidenced carried out by the 

method by Wilhelmy strain studies of surface active properties bacterially 

suspensions of strain Bacillus mycoides 24 and its supernatant. 

A feature of the isolated strain of Bacillus mycoides 24 was a manifestation of 

his low sensitivity to most antibiotics (with the exception of class IV - 

tetracyclines) from different classes: beta-lactams, penicillins, macrolides, 

aminoglycosides, polypeptides, chloramphenicol and lincosamides. 

Detected biochemically-active multifunctionality and antibiotic resistance of the 

strain Bacillus mycoides 24 allows to recommend its use in biotechnology clean 

up the environment from petroleum products, including from the resinous-

asphaltene substances, in conditions of high salinity. 
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Gram-negative bacteria lipid A composition features are responsible for 

intensity of its biological properties, in particular the involvement in outer 

membrane barrier function. Quarantine bacteria Ralstonia solanacearum lipid A 

chemical composition it is not well established yet, considering appreciable area 

of distribution of the phytopathogen. 

Investigation of lipid A of R. solanacearum six strains of different geographical 

origin reveals a high level of heterogeneity by its quantitative and qualitative 

chemical composition. All studied lipopolysaccharides contained tetradecanoic, 

hexadecanoic, octadecanoic and octadecenoic acids. Key difference among the 

strains consisted in presence of hydroxyl fatty acids, which are obligatory for lipid 

A. 3-hydroxydodecanoic acid was present in all lipopolysaccharides of study, 

strains of Vietnamese origin – TX1 та TS3 distinguished by lack of 3-

hydroxytetradecanoic acid, whereas strain 35, isolated in Ukraine, characterized 

by absence of 3-hydroxyhexadecanoic acid. 

Well known, that lipid A glucosamine С4-phosphate substituents, in particular 

L-Ara4N, are responsible for bacteria resistance against several polycationic 

antibiotics including polymyxins. Only 4 of 6 studied R. solanacearum strains 

demonstrated sensitivity to polymyxin B, according to growth delay zones on Petri 

dishes in 1,3-2,0 cm diameter formed, which indicate about absence of L-Ara4N 

in their lipopolysaccharides. The antibiotic resistant strains – 7954 та TS3 

characterized by presence of dodecanoic acid. 
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The crucial task of today is the increase of quality apple production in Ukraine. 

The creation of the greater variety of plant production as well as the improvement 
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of the systems of plant protection against pests and diseases call for special 

attention. In recent years such plant pests as leaf-rolling weevils (Attelabidae): 

Coenorrhinus pauxillus Germ. and Rhynchites bacchus L. cause significant 

damage to fruit trees, feeding in fruit-buds, terminal shoots, or are leaf miners. In 

fact, Rhynchites bacchus L. is a disease excitant of fruit rot (Monilia frustigena). In 

the course of our research it was found out that in some private apple saplings of 

Cherkasy region the sapling leaf-blight disease is observed Erwinia amylovora. 

The disease not always declares itself in accordance with organ response to 

pathogenic agent. This phenomenon depends on environmental conditions, in 

particular on temperature and moisture content. 

In Ukraine the above-mentioned conditions for phytopathogenic progression 

are observed during the healthy plant growth, consequently the reducing trend in 

the number of leaf-blight should be observed. However, in the course of our 

research it was found out that there is a disease excitant, which appears in 

unpredictable periods. The comprehensive analysis of this phenomenon becomes 

the one of immediate interest. The research reveals that the disease excitant of 

Erwinia amylovora is Rhynchites bacchus L. Therefore, in order to reduce the 

number of pests (Attelabidae) as well as to reduce the apple saplings damages, 

the strict methods to regulate and control the number of pests should be 

introduced in each nursery-garden. Currently the chemical method of pest control 

is the main regulator of the number of plant pests in each farm ecosystem. The 

previously obtained results of the research reveal that the use of such pest 

control chemicals as Kalipso 480 SC, (0,25 liter per hectare), Mospilan SG, (0,5 

kg per hectare), Konfidor 200 SL (0,25 liter per hectare) and Proteus 110 OD (1,0 

liter per hectare) is the durable effective method to reduce the number of plant 

pests and apple saplings damages in nursery-gardens. 
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In 2014-2015 in Zaporozhye region farms on the leaves of tomato plants has 

been found lesions in the form of spots of dark brown-to-black color. Some spots 

were surrounded by a yellow halo on the leaf edges. When spots are numerous, 

foliage turns yellow and eventually dies, leading to defoliation of the lower portion 
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of the plant. Fruit lesions were small black spots with a water-soaking area. The 

symptoms are typical for bacterial speck (caused by Pseudomonas syringae pv. 

tomato) and black bacterial spot (caused by Xanthomonas vesicatoria). It is difficult 

to reliably distinguish bacterial spot from bacterial speck based on visual symptoms. 

The aim of the work was the identification of bacterial speck agent among 

isolates from infected tomato plants. 

Tomatoes with bacterial lesions were obtained from Zaporozhye region farms 

in different periods of the growing season. Studies carried out by standard 

microbiological and phytopathological methods. Serological properties were 

determined using reaction microagglutination with antiserum to type strain P. 

syringae pv. tomato R140. Antigens for agglutination were live bacterial cultures 

isolated from infected tissues of tomato. Agglutination test was positive if like 

flakes or grains precipitate were formed on the experimental glasses. 

From plants with bacterial lesions were selected isolates that form gray-white 

round smooth shiny surface colonies. Such colonies typical for bacteria of the 

Pseudomonas genus. Two bacterial isolates – IZ28, IZ46 – have cultural and 

biochemical properties such as P. syringae pv. tomato. It has been established 

that bacterial isolates IZ28, IZ46 gave agglutination reaction with antiserum to P. 

syringae pv. tomato R140. 

Thus, bacteria, isolated from infected tomato plants, have been identified as 

P. syringae pv. tomato, based on morphological, biochemical and serological 

properties. So, the caused agent of bacterial speck has been determined in the 

Zaporozhye region farms. 
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The role of bacterial lipopolysaccharides (LPS) as a major outer membrane 

component of gram-negative bacteria is important in plant host recognition of 

pathogenic microorganisms and their further interactions. It is known that LPS 

biological activity and molecules’ physical condition is influenced by the LPS 

isolation method. The correlation between LPS molecule conformation and its 
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biological activity in infected animals was analyzed by V.A. Borisov, O.S. 

Molozhava et al. 

The purpose of our work was investigation of native and phenol treated LPS 

effect on Arabidopsis thaliana plants resistance to infection with phytopathogenic 

bacteria Pseudomonas syringae ІMV 8511 (B-1027T=ATCC 19310). LPS was 

isolated from phytopathogenic and saprophytic bacterial strains Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa. 

A. thaliana plants of three genotypes (Col-0 wt, NahG and jin) was treated by 

native LPS, isolated from saprophytic strain P. aeruginosa ІMV 8614. It was 

shown increasing of wild type plants (Col-0 wt) sensitivity to infection with 

phytopathogenic bacteria P. syringae. NahG and jin plants demonstrated 

infestation redaction. Phenol treated LPS 8614 showed the highest protection 

among all plants. Рlants, treated by native LPS, isolated from P. aeruginosa ІMV 

9096 (B-1108), demonstrated decreased plant sensitivity to infection. Phenol 

treated LPS from the same strain demonstrated significant protective effect only 

with wild type plants Col-0 wt. 

Thus, bacterial LPS induce increasing or decreasing of plant resistance to 

bacteria. The effect was depended on source of bacterial LPS, its conformation 

and activity of salicylate and jasmonate signal transduction systems in A. thaliana 

plants. 
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Antibiotic batumin with unique spectrum of antibacterial activity was isolated in 

the Institute of Microbiology and Virology from a strain of Pseudomonas batumici. 

Computational search using Discovery Studio 4.0 through pharmacophore 

database has revealed potential target proteins for batumin molecules. In 

particular, a rather high affinity was predicted for batumin against the active 

center of tumor suppressor protein p53. Molecular docking of batumin to the 

active center of p53 protein using the LibDock algorithm has demonstrated a high 

binding energy (52 kcal/mol), which is comparable with the binding energy of 

known ligands used for preventing of p53 inactivation by MDM2 inhibitor in many 

cancer cells. 
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The aim of present study was to analyze antitumor activity of batumin in 

cellulo. 

Our study was carried out using 2 human cancer cell lines – lung 

adenocarcinoma A549 and epidermal carcinoma A431 cells. Effect of batumin on 

the cell viability was evaluated using the standard MTT test; influence on the cell 

cycle and apoptosis regulatory pathways by Western blotting; and activation of 

cancer cell apoptosis – by DNA ladder analysis and Hoerchst staining. 

MTT test showed that batumin exerts a concentration dependent cytotoxicity 

against A549 cells at the range from 1 toо 10 mkg/ml and against A431 cells at 

the range from 1 to 100 mkg/ml. Western blot analysis demonstrated that batumin 

did not affect expression levels of the apoptosis pathway proteins such as PARP, 

Bax, and caspase-3, but exerted potent action against cell cycle regulatory 

proteins, in particular, its action caused significant dephosphorylation of 

retinoblastoma protein pRB and down-regulation of cyclin D1 expression. 

According to the data of DNA ladder assay, batumin did not trigger apoptosis in 

the cultured cancer cells. Analysis of Hoerchst stained cells treated with batumin 

has supported this conclusion, but also it has shown blocking of cell division by 

an unknown mechanism. 

To conclude: batumin exerts a concentration-dependent cytotoxic activity 

against human cancer cells in cellulo. This antibiotic is capable to cause cell-cycle 

arrest, but not apoptosis in cultured cancer cells. 
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One of the crucial factors that determine the virulence of microorganisms is 

their ability to adhesion. Adhesion of microorganisms is attracting increasing 

attention of researchers from the point of view of its value at the initial stage of 

infectious process. The aim of this work was to study the ability of the adhesive 

properties of phytopathogenic bacteria of the genus Pseudomonas and 

Enterobacteriaceae to human erythrocytes. Adhesive properties of 

microorganisms were studied according to the method of Brilis V.I. (1986). In the 

study used strains of gram-negative phytopathogenic bacteria epiphyte mistletoe 

(Viscum album L.) of the genus Pseudomonas – 4 strains of the family 

Enterobacteriaceae – 3 strains, collection strains of Pseudomonas syringae 8511 
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ATCC, Escherichia coli ATCC 25922. As the substrate to determine the adhesive 

properties used the human erythrocytes 0(1) group Rh (+). Counting of 

erythrocytes and adhesive to them of bacteria was performed using a light 

microscope in immersion system (the X100 lens, eyepiece x16). Adhesion is 

assessed by the following parameters the average adhesion index (AAI) - the 

average number of microorganisms attached to one of the erythrocyte; 

erythrocyte participation factor (EPF) in the adhesion process – the percentage of 

red blood cells having on their surface the adhesive microorganisms; the index of 

adhesiveness of microorganisms (IAM) - the average number of microbial cells on 

one erythrocyte, participating in adhesive process, was calculated as the ratio of 

AAI to the EPF by multiplying by 100. Studies have shown that phytopathogenic 

bacteria exhibit adhesive properties of human erythrocytes. It is established that 

the strain P. syringae ATCC 8511 and 3 strains of Pseudomonas isolated from 

mistletoe is highly adhesive, which is evidenced by adhesiveness index value 

(IAM = 4,17 to 5,55). The selected strain of bacteria of the genus Pseudomonas 

showed moderately adhesive, which is evidenced by adhesiveness index value 

3,3. Representatives of the family Enterobacteriaceae, and collection strain E. coli 

ATCC 25922 and bacteria isolated from mistletoe is moderately adhesive. The 

index of adhesiveness ranged from 3,16 to 3.73. 
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The process of symbiotic nitrogen fixation is particularly sensitive to changes 

of environmental conditions such as water deficit. Under drought pressure cellular 

proteom reacts by the changes of quantity and quality of protein. Molecular 

mechanisms of low soil moisture and adaptation to it of symbiotic systems are still 

unsolved. The studies of protein content of different tissues and symbiotic 

structures of legumes under stress conditions are very important. 

We have investigated the changes of protein content of soybean roots under 

inoculation by the strains of Bradyrhizobium japonicum with different symbiotic 

features and drought conditions. 

The experiments were conducted under natural conditions. Soybean were 

grown in river sand. Sterile seeds were inoculated with active and inactive B. 
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japonicum strains. The solubilized proteins were quantified using the Bradford 

protein assay. 

The lack of moisture in substrate caused a rapid reduction of total protein 

content in soybean roots. Moreover in the roots of control plants and in variants 

inoculated by inactive strain the quantity of protein decreased by about 42 %, and 

in the roots of soybean inoculated by active strain – by about 40 %. At the same 

time further recovery of irrigation contributed to restore of biosynthetic processes. 

As a result it was observed the increasing of quantity of total protein in samples 

roots of control variant by 63 %, variant of inoculation by active strain – 127 %, 

inactive strain – 89 %. More rapid recovery of biosynthetic processes in soybean 

roots under inoculation may indicate a generally positive impact of rhizobial 

infection on plants exposed to drought, particularly the inoculation of soybean 

seeds by the active strain of B. japonicum. 

Thus the total protein content in the roots of plants inoculated by rhizobia 

strains depend on symbiotic properties of strain used for inoculation. Formation of 

symbiotic structures on the soybean roots contributed to reducing of some 

negative consequences of a lack moisture and to rapid recovery of intensity of 

protein synthesis process particularly under the application of the active strain of 

rhizobia. 
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Phytopathogens are one of the limiting factors to obtain high and quality yields 

of soybean. Vegetation experiments were conducted under soil culture on sod-

podzolic sandy loam soil. The seeds of Glycine maxima L. of cultivar Ustia, 

collected in September 2015 in the field of the left-bank forest-steppe of Ukraine 

were used. Brown spots with different sizes were observed on seeds. On leaves 

of soybean grown from the seeds, angular brown spots with a gray centre and 

diameter of 3-4 mm were observed. Some of the leaves were covered by a 

uniform rust-brown spots. In affected areas the tissue was covered by black 

speck. Symptoms on plants were consistent with the typical picture of septoria 

disease. By the microscopy of infected material rounded pycnidias, imbedded into 

stoma (dark-brown-coloured, 46.3-111.0 microns in diameter) were found. 
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Conidia were colourless, threadlike, bent, and having 1-4 septae. After culturing 

the plant material on Sabouraud agar we discovered fungal-bacterial 

associations. The mycelium of the fungus (fluffy with averzoom) was dirty-white at 

the beginning, then cream-coloured and with yellow-brown reversum and black 

aerial mycelium. The fungus was tentatively identified as Septoriaglycines. 

Bacteria had culture properties characteristic for genus Bacillus. After bacterial 

cultivation on meat-peptone agar the growth of matt wrinkled colonies of dirty-

white colour, 3-6 mm in diameter, and with a wavy edge was observed. Using 

bright-field microscopy we found straight gram-positive rods that were located as 

chains. The cells had subcentral elliptical spores, which did not affect the size of 

the cells. The study of the above characteristics makes it possible to attribute the 

isolated bacteria to genus Bacillus. 
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Beet necrotic yellow vein virus (BNYVV, genus Benyvirus) consists of 4-5 rod-

shaped particles, depending on the isolates. Ukrainian isolate of BNYVV lacking 

RNA-5 with 4 genomic strand RNAs was identified. For molecular cloning PCR 

with primers designed therefore P237-F 5’-agcggaatcagtggcaagaa-3’, P237-R 5’-

accatcatcgcccttcatgg-3’ with amplification product 803 b.p.; P75-F 5’-

ctttggcaggattaggctcg-3’, P75-R 5’-cactcgggactatcaccagg-3’ – 490 b.p.; P42-F 5’-

aaacccggacattgcgattg-3’, P42-R 5’-accagaaaagtgtccaaccg-3’ – 326 b.p.; P13-F 

5’-tgtattgctggcgttcatgc-3’, P13-R 5’-tcgactactaacgctacccc-3’ – 175 b.p.; P14-F 5’-

gggatctgaaagtgttgaggg-3’, P14-R 5’-acaatcaccgcaaacacctaaa-3’ – 274 b.p.; P25-

F 5’-tgtgggtttcgtgccttatg-3’, P25-R 5’-cgtcaggggcttgaataacatt-3’ – 424 b.p.; P31-F 

5’-gctaggatggtgcagaaacg-3’, P31-R 5’-atcacaaaaccttcgccacc-3’ – 474 b.p.; P26-F 

5’-atatgtggcttgtgttgctagt-3’, P26-R 5’-cacaggtcgttgccaaaatct-3’ – 100 b.p. was 

carried out. We have obtained amplicons of BNYVV genes fragments for vector 

preparation. The fragments of BNYVV genes P237, P75, P42, P13, P15, P14, 

P25, P31 were cloned in the pJET1.2/blunt plasmid genome. Using heat-shock 

method was made genetic transformation of competent cells and DNA plasmid 

were extracted. The concentrations of DNA plasmids were measured. For the 

construction the calibration curves standard dilution of DNA plasmid were 

prepared and PCR amplification was carried out. Using TotalLab (Free trial) the 

analyze of electrophoregram was made. On basis on fluorescence rate of 
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amplification products in samples with known concentrations of initial target DNA 

standard curves were built. It was established that concentration of gene 

encoding P14 protein was the highest, 1,472×10
5
. Protein P14 is known to be 

able to suppress a natural virus defense mechanism called RNA silencing. Also in 

high concentrations in the affected plants are genes encoding coat protein – P75 

2,328×10
4
 and P25 6,094×10

4
 copies per 1 mkl solution cDNA products which 

significantly influence the formation of symptoms in infected plants. 
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Many authors were involved in medicinal plants research, but the beneficial 

effect of herbs was considered only by analyzing the content of bioactive 

substances (BAS) in them. We assume that the therapeutic effect of medicinal 

herbs is increased by their microflora. The spores of Bacillus subtilis are on the 

leaf blades and stems of cereal plants always. The question is what quantity they 

are available on medicinal herbs? After recently scientists show the great interest 

to B. subtilis as one of the promising microorganisms for the production of 

probiotic preparations. This forced us to compare the microflora of herbs collected 

in different areas of anthropogenic load. The definition of the microflora of plants 

depending from ecological-geographical growth factors is a prerequisite for 

obtaining high yields of medicinal plants with the best quality. 

The aim was to study the microflora of herbs biomass of Ukraine in areas with 

different levels of anthropogenic impact for detection of bacteria B. subtilis as a 

second factor of strengthening the therapeutic effects of medicinal plants. 

The objects of the studying were chamomile (Matricaria recutita), peppermint 

(Mentha piperita), balm (Melissa officinalis L.) and common nettle (Urtica dioica 

L.), collected in Zaporizhzhya and Truskavets cities. 

Studies have shown that the microflora of each studied herb was represented 

by three types of colonies. B. Subtilis was the first type of bacteria. 

Microorganisms of colonies number 2 and 3 were identified as the members of 

the genus Bacillus. Thus, the person uses a complex BAS together with 

vegetative cells and spores of B. Subtilis by treatment of herbs decoctions. So 

always there is a second medical factor - the influence of probiotic culture B. 

subtilis to microbiocenosis digestive tract that is responsible for immune status of 
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the organism. The microflora of herbs collected in Truskavets was superior in 

numbers excepting microflora of balm decoction. Thus, the quantitative 

composition of microflora epiphytic herbs is affected by ecological-geographical 

growth factor. 
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Soil microbial cenosis is the most informative component able to react quickly 

to the changes in ecological conditions due to the high level of adaptation, and to 

determine a considerable degree the ecological state of the soil. The soil 

qualitative and quantitative factors, in particular its microbiocenotic structure, is 

significantly affected by the industrial enterprises and means of transportation of 

different types. All wastes left due to the passing of passenger and freight trains 

enter the soil and underground waters close to the railway tracks and spread on 

to the adjacent fields and croplands polluting the ground layer. Due to different 

intensity of rail traffic at different sections of the railway, monitoring of the impact 

of this transport upon the adjacent ecosystems, including soil microbiocenosis, 

and comparative analysis of biological activity of the soils exposed to different 

kinds of the railway stations, continue to be topical issues of great importance. 

The purpose of this work has been to determine the biological activity of the 

soils of the ecosystems along the railways by such indices as the ratio and 

quantitative composition of certain groups of the soil microorganisms classified by 

their nutrition source, and to determine the soil cellulolytic activity. 

The results of the research showed the impairment of the soil biocenosis of 

the ecosystems located close to the rail tracks laid along the outskirts of 

Uzhhorod. The soil abutting on the rail tracks (distance 0 m) was shown to be 

characterized by reduced levels of ammonifiers, actinobacteria, micromycetes, 

nitrogen fixers and mixobacteria; heightened number of oligonitrophils and 

lowered cellulolytic activity – all proving the unfavourable state of the soils. With 

moving off the rail track, the microbiological indices tended to stabilize, and 

general biological activity of the soil was rising. Thus, functioning of soil microbial 

cenosis and its cellulolytic activity are susceptible to the impact of anthropogenic 

factors, particularly to the rail transport. 
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KINETIN AND INDOLE-ACETIC TREATMENT INDUCES RECOVERY OF 

TRITICUM AESTIVUM L. INFECTED BY ACHOLEPLASMA LAIDLAWII VAR. 

GRANULUM 118. 
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Mycoplasmas (Mollicutes) are the smallest free-living microorganisms 

widespread in nature and many are animal, human and plant pathogens. The 

total lack of a cell wall explains many of the unique properties of the 

mycoplasmas, such as sensitivity to osmotic shock and detergents, resistance to 

penicillin, and formation of the peculiar fried-egg shaped colonies. 

It is known that any imbalance in plant hormone e.g., indole-3-acetic acid 

(IAA) and cytokinin contents, which regulate all the physiological processes and 

stimulate growth and development of the plant might lead to abnormal growth 

pattern of infected plants. Cytokinins interact with endogenous IAA to stimulate 

the growth and development of the plant. Thus, any imbalance in lAA content and 

cytokinin activity might lead to abnormal growth pattern of infected plants as 

suggested by several workers. Therefore the aim of our researches was the 

investigation of effect of phytohormones – kinetin and IAA to manifestation of 

phytoplasmosis symptoms and development of disease on the infected plants 

Triticum aestivum L. 

In the researches we used a causative agent of pale green dwarfness of 

wheat - mollicute Acholeplasma laidlawii var.granulum 118 obtained from 

Ukrainian National collection of microorganisms. After 10 days of mollicute 

infection plants were treated by 0.05% kinetin and 0.02% IAA. 

It was found that treatment by phytohormones adjusts plant defense system: 

in the case of kinetin - upward peroxidase activity and reduced catalase activity 

and in the case of IEC - downward peroxidase and catalase activity. Besides the 

morphological parameters of treated plants have improved compared to untreated 

infected sample. 

A significant stimulatory effect (by weight) was observed in the processing 

plants affected IBM (24.1%). IAA also stimulated the growth of leaf (to 21.5%) 

roots (7.2%) and their weight (6%). Treatment by kinetin also promoted the 

lengthening of leaves (28.8%) and roots (6%), while their weight increased to 

8.2% and 11.8% respectively. 

This data agrees with theory that use of plant growth regulators improves 

resistance to pathogens. 
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SUPRAMOLECULAR COMPLEXES BASED ON MICROBIAL 

BIOSURFACTANTS AS ANTIVIRAL AGENTS. 
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Prospects of biosurfactants are connected with their physical, chemical and 

biological properties, such as the ability to reduce the surface tension of solutions, 

solubilization of hydrophobic compounds, foaming, effects on the permeability of 

cell membranes, enzymatic activity, combined with biodegradability and low 

toxicity. Rhamnolipids are biosurfactants produced by the bacteria of the genera 

Pseudomonas, which have antimicrobial, antiviral, immunomodulating and 

antitumor properties. Due to their amphipilic structure rhamnolipids are able to 

form supramolecular structures (liposomes) in certain conditions. Liposomes are 

useful as microcapsules for drugs, proteins, nucleic acids, biopolymers with 

biological activity as biomimetic models for biological membranes and as sensors 

for detecting pH variations. It has been shown in our recent research that some of 

fungal endo- and exocellular glycans of genera Basidiomycetes and yeasts 

possess a broad spectrum of activities, including antiviral. The aim of this study 

was the development of supramolecular complexes (SMC) based on glycolipids 

and glycans with enhanced biological activity. Liposomes can serve as a 

transport glycopolymers to appropriate targets. Optimal conditions of liposome 

synthesis, including the ratio of components, molarity and acidity of media of 

buffer systems, the effect of the phase transition temperature of rhamnolipids, 

parameters of ultrasonic treatment, the content of glycopolymers in SMC, their 

storage stability, were developed. The stability of the obtained SMCs in the 

processes of autoclaving, lyophilization, filtration, and during storage of emulsions 

or dry powders at room temperature and storage stability under cooling, were 

studied. The results of the experiments have shown that SMCs have no obvious 

phytotoxicity in concentrations, which are active against model viruses. The 

increase of the antiviral activity of glycopolymers in supramolecular structures 

was shown (tobacco mosaic virus, viruses of soybean, potato, wheat, alfalfa), 

SMCs have satisfactory permeability into the plant tissues. The increase in the 

productivity of radish, tobacco, tomato, wheat, soybeans, was established. The 

results indicate that the SMCs can be used to improve the methods of targeted 

delivery of biological active substances to the target cells. 
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INTEGRATED APPLICATION FOR INTERFERON AND PROBIOTICS IN THE 

GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASES WITH INFECTIOUS NATURE IN NEWBORN 
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Gastrointestinal diseases in animals represent actual problem for veterinary 

medicine. Their nature is varied, pathogenesis is difficult. Among the many 

factors that cause diarrheal syndrome in animals, a significant role belongs to 

infectious factor. In Ukraine calves diagnosed infectious gastroenteritis, including 

viral, bacterial and protozoan nature. Quite often mixed infections are recordered. 

Among large arsenal of drugs used for calves of therapeutic and prophylactic 

purposes the most essential are probiotics and immunomodulators for diseases 

characterized syndrome of defeat of the gastrointestinal tract. 

In a number of livestock farms disadvantaged on gastrointestinal diseases 

infectious nature of calves, we have investigated the therapeutic effect of 

immunomodulator "Kombiferon" and probiotics "Baktonorm" and "Indynorm" 

Developed on the basis NULES Ukraine imunomodulyator "Kombiferon" 

("Anfluron"), containing recombinant interferons α- and γ-, probiotic "Baktonorm" - 

Streptococcus cremoris, E. coli and Enterobacter cloaceae, probiotic "Indynorm" - 

Bif. adolescentis, L. acidophilus and L. rhamnosus. 

With the preventive purpose immunomodulator was given per os in doses of 

1x10
6
 IU/head, every day, for 5 consecutive days, after mixing it with 100-150 ml 

of boiled water for 20-30 min before giving colostrum. In the case of treatment of 

animals - imunomulyator was injected in a dose of 3-4 IU/head intramuscularly for 

three days and then the dose was reduced by half and was given per os, every 

day, until the recovery of the animal. Baktonorm was given as a prophylactic 

measure per os at a dose 15x10
9
 m.b. (mixing it with 200 ml hot boiled water) 

within 3-4 hours after of birth and the next day, for 20-30 min to feeding colostrum 

in the treatment of patients-every day - to full recovery. Indynorm as a 

prophylactic measure was given at a dose 12x10
9
 m.b. three times - once after 

the birth of a calf, for 20-30 minutes before feeding colostrum and then twice 

more - on the 2nd and 3rd day. In the case of treatment of calves increased dose 

twice. In case of combined use of drugs and probiotics as in the preventive and 

therapeutic purposes have noted more expressive protective effect than just 

using immunomodulators or probiotics. 
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Most pathogenic bacteria express their virulence genes only when they are 

inside the host; the conditions in the host somehow facilitating expression of 

these genes. Various genotypic changes can occur in infectious agents. Major 

ones include mutation, recombination, conjugation, transduction and 

transformation. Mutation is an alteration in the sequence of nucleic acids in the 

genome of a cell or virus particle. If mutation occurs at sites that are not 

associated with either virulence or antigenic type, then changes in these two 

mutations is sufficient to convert a relatively harmless bacterium or virus into a 

highly virulent form. The switch from virulence to non-virulence – which is 

reversible – is sometimes termed phase variation. This can occur with a high 

frequency; approximately 1 in 106 in Bordetella pertussis. The phase variation is 

manifested in changes in colonial characteristics, and similar changes occur in 

Bordetella bronchiseptica, the cause of canine “kennel cough”. Recombination is 

the reassortment of segments of a genome that occurs when two microbes 

exchange genetic material. Reassortment between current human and avian 

strains of the virus is likely to produce recombinants with novel haemmagglutinin 

and neuraminidase combinations. Major changes are referred to as “shift” and 

minor changes as “drift”. Conjugation involves transmission of genetic material – 

usually in the form of a plasmid – from one bacterium to another, by a conjugal 

mechanism through as sex pilus. The greatest practical effect of conjugation is in 

conferring resistance to antibiotics in both “established” and emerging and re-

emerging pathogens. Conjugally mediated drug resistance may therefore be an 

important determinant of the effectiveness of therapy when infections occur, and 

there is increasing evidence that some antibiotic-resistant strains of zoonotic 

bacteria have evolved in farm livestock. Transduction is the transfer of a small 

portion of genome from one bacterium to another “accidentally”, by a 

bacteriophage. Again, resistance factors, as well as surface antigens, may be 

transferred in this way. Transformation involves release of DNA from one 

bacterial cell and then its entry into another cell of the same bacterial species. It 

occurs spontaneously in Neisseria spp. but, to occur in other bacterial species, 

DNA has to be extracted in the laboratory. The ways in which virulence and 

pathogenicity affect the transmission and maintenance of infection is very 

important now. 
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In this work information is presented about research of Oncorhynchus mykiss 

young fishfor presence of bacillosiss in specialized fisheries during 2011-2015. 

Express-identification of bacteria was conducted using standardized testing-

systems of API 20e "Bio Merieux" (France). Most widespread of the isolated 

micro-floras were the bacteria of the family Aeromonas and Flavobacterium. In 

the majority of cases they were isolated from fingerlings and underyearlings of 

Oncorhynchus mykiss. The associated infection caused the disease in young 

trout, and was characterized by haemorrhages on skin, muscles, head, and parts 

of trunk. Later abscesses formed full of necrotic tissue. At autopsy we noted 

kidneys hypertrophy, bleeding in gut, and fluid in abdominal cavity (pronounced 

ascite). We observed death among fish, sometimes significant. Bacteria Y. ruckeri 

is a representative of Enterobacteriaceae family. This is a Gram-negative short 

rod with rounded ends. Bacteria Y. ruckeriis causes infectious disease of salmon, 

accompanied with septicaemia and bleeding on the body and internal organs of 

infected fish. Among age groups, the most vulnerable were underyearlings. Visual 

symptoms manifested both in fish behaviour and its skin. This research will be 

useful for development of prophylaxis and treatment methods of diseases of 

Oncorhynchus mykiss fingerlings fish. 
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ISOLATED FROM PATIENTS WITH INFECTIOUS COMPLICATIONS. 
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Infectious complications in patients with burns are caused by microorganisms, 

resistant to antimicrobials. Aim. To research qualities of non-enzymatic bacteria, 

pathogens of infectious complications in critically ill patients. Materials and 

methods. The results of microbiological examination of 380 patients with burns of 

3rd – 4th degree (10-85% of body area), who were treated in burn department of 

Vinnytsya Regional Clinical Hospital (2011–2015 years). 417 bacteria strains 

have been isolated and identified. Previously there were non-enzymatic species 
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P.аeruginosa (21,2%), A.baumannii (28%). Bacteria had typical morphological, 

tinctirial, cultural, biochemical features. We studied the sensitivity of 

P.аureginosa, A.baumannii to 24 antibiotics, antiseptics decasan (DC), 

chlorhexidine (CH), AMC (antimicrobial composition with decamethoxin®). 

Methods of serial twice dilutions and antibiotic paper discs were used. Results. 

Bacterial strains were isolated in monoculture (50–9,2 %) and in associations 

(40,8–50 %). On the 1st days burn wounds were colonized by P.аeruginosa 

(21,2%), A.baumannii (28%). During 5 years the frequency of P. аeruginosa 

(22,5–32,2 %) have risen at the beginning of burn illness; after the 14th day 

P.аeruginosa (31,3–55%), A.bаumannii (12,5–18,7%) have dominated. 

P.аeruginosa were resistant to cephalosporin’s (48,0–90%), gentamicin (70%), 

tobramycin (66,7%), meropenem (52,4%), imipenem (81%), fluoroquinolones 

(73,3–81%). Resistance of A.baumannii have been found to cephalosporin’s 

(97,3%), meropenem(61,1%), ciprofloxacin (75,7%), levofloxacin (83,3 %), 

gatifloxacin (64,9 %). Bacericidal action of DC was found according to 

P.аeruginosa (77,8±6,02 mkg/ml), A. baumannii (31,25±2,08 mkg/ml). 

Antimicrobial activity of AMC was also found accordingly P.аeruginosa 

(49,68±2,49 mkg/ml), A.baumannii (23,14±1,19 mkg/ml). CH has shown its 

activity against P.аeruginosa (142,63±10,98 mkg/ml; р<0,001), A.baumannii 

(72,92±5,35 mkg/ml; р<0,001). 

Conclusion. At the beginning of burn disease infectious complications are 

caused by P.аeruginosa (21,2%), A.baumannii (28%), resistant to antibiotics. DC 

and AMC have high bactericidal activity on P.аeruginosa, A.baumannii, which 

provide the success in complex treatment of patients with infectious 

complications. 
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POTENTIAL FOR BIODEGRADATION OF TRANSFORMER OILS BY 

HYDROCARBON-OXIDIZING ACTINOBACTERIA. 
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Transformer oils (TO) are one of the most difficult-oxidizing oil fractions, which 

contain naphthenic hydrocarbons as the main (60-70 %) component. TO 

contamination is a frequent problem all over the world mainly at the transformer 

stations. Currently, the biological methods are recognized as the most 

environmentally friendly and effective in elimination of oil pollutions. The 

hydrocarbon-oxidizing actinobacteria play the important role in these processes. 
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The study included 7 strains of oil-oxidizing actinobacteria that are supported 

in the Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the National Academy of 

Sciences of Ukraine: Dietzia maris UCM Ac-223, UCM Ac-205; Gordonia 

rubripertincta UCM Ac-25; Rhodococcus aetherivorans UCM Ac-602 and 

Rhodococcus erythropolis UCM Ac-45, UCM Ac-29, UCM Ac-603. As the 

substrate for cultivation of strains it were used the fresh transformer oils NYTRO 

11 GX, GK and T1500. 

The results demonstrated that after 14 days of incubation on the TO mixture 

(1:1:1) the highest level degradation of these oils was observed in the strains of 

D. maris UCM Ac-223 (64,6 %), D. maris UCM Ac-205 (68.5 %) and G. 

rubripertincta UCM Ac-25 (59.8 %). At growing on this substrate last two strains 

showed the significant emulsification index: 52.4 % and 43.9 % respectively. It 

was determined that in the co-culture strains of D.maris UCM Ac-205 and 

G.rubripertincta UCM Ac-25 on the oils mixture, the level of hydrocarbons 

degradation reached 69.5 % and was the highest among the other compositions 

of strains. These strains are able to assimilate as the sole carbon and energy 

source such identified components of TO as n-paraffins, butylated 

hydroxytoluene; 2, 6, 10-trimethyl-2-piperidinone; 2, 6, 10, 14-

tetramethylpentadecane; 2, 6, 10, 14-tetramethylhexadecane; cyclotetradecane; 

2,6,10,14-tetramethyldocosane. Among the testing TO the strains D.maris UCM 

Ac-205 and G.rubripertincta UCM Ac-25 showed the highest level degradation 

(64.8-68.2 %) of the oil T1500 after 7 days of growth. The obtained data provide 

the ground for use of these strains in the bioremediation of industrials and natural 

sites contaminated with transformer oils. 
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Apoptosis is one of the types of programmed cell death. The main purpose of 

this process is the maintenance of functional integrity of organism to avoid the 

toxic factors influence that occurs at the time of the cell death. This process 

needs energy investment because cell controls it on genomic and biochemical 

levels. Our goal was to study the role of enzymes polyphosphotases PPN1 and 

PPX1 in the process of apoptosis under the influence of stress factors. Due to the 
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ability to split phosphate residuals from polyphosphate chains, these enzymes are 

indirectly involved in processes that require energy. 

The objects of research were 4 strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae that had 

been processed by chemical stress factors (hydrogen peroxide, acetic acid, 

sorbitol, doxorubicin) for 16 hours and were stained by the solution of propidium 

iodide. S.cerevisae strain C1 was the parental strain. S.cerevisiae С4 with a 

deleted gene ppn1, which encodes POLYPHOSPHOTASE PPN1. S. cerevisiae 

С7 with a deleted gene ppx1, which encodes POLYPHOSPHOTASE PPX1. 

S.cerevisiae С8 is the strain in which both these genes Δppn1:Δppx1 were 

deleted. 

Flow cytometry analysis showed that parental strain (S.cerevisiae С1) was 

susceptible to influence of acetic acid and peroxide that caused apoptosis in 45% 

of cells. Defectiveness on gene ppn1 inhibited the ability of cells to trigger the 

process of apoptosis under the influence of acetic acid and caused stimulation of 

this process by the influence of the peroxide. Defectiveness on gene ppx1 

(S.cerevisiae С7) completely inhibited the ability to trigger apoptosis under the 

acetic acid and peroxide action. Defectiveness of both genes (S.cerevisiae С8) 

led to a partial recovery of the processes that were responsible for the initiation of 

apoptosis, but their effectiveness were 2-3 times lower in comparison with control 

population. 

To summarize, the removal of the gene ppn1 (S.cerevisiae С4) in control 

samples stimulated the processes of apoptosis and the defectiveness of the gene 

ppx1 (S.cerevisiae С7) – inhibited this process. However, the double mutant form 

had a partially recovered phenotype. Sorbitol had minor influence and increased 

apoptosis in mutant strains. Doxorubicin made a slight decrease of the apoptosis 

level. Acetic acid and peroxide decreased level of the apoptosis in mutant strains. 
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Lupin is a traditional fodder, food and green manure culture in woodlands and 

northern steppes of Ukraine. One of the limiting factors of its growing is 

susceptibility to various diseases of fungal, bacterial and viral etiology. 

In field experiment we studied mycocenosis in root zone of white lupine 

varieties Lybed. As we found out the dominated molds genera in row-spacing 

were Penicillium Link (40,72%), Gliocladium Corda (10,42%) and Acremonium 
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Link (3,58%). Also there were presented Cladosporium Link (3,5%) and 

Trichoderma Pers. (1,3%) molds. 

Alternaria Nees and Bipolaris Shoemaker molds which capable to cause plant 

diseases were isolated mostly from row-spacing soil and less from rhizosphere of 

white lupine. At the same time the molds of Fusarium Link and Verticillium Nees 

genera were located in rhizosphere soil and on the root surface. 

The molds of Fusarium Link genera used to be the most wide-spread. Their 

number reached up to 30,5% on the root surface and 64,6% in rhizosphere soil. It 

is well-known the molds of Fusarium Link genera can provoke such plant disease 

as root rot, grains rot, fruit rot and so on. They strike both the above-ground part 

and the root system of plants. In the above-ground parts of plants they provoke 

stem rot and strike reproductive organs, corn, fetus. 

We studied phytopathogenic mold pieces stuff in white lupine root zone. The 

most wide-spread molds were Fusarium genera species: F. oxysporum (Schlecht) 

Snyd. et Hans, F. oxysporum var. Orthoceras (App. et Wr.) Bilai, F. Solani (Mart.) 

App. et Wr., F. moniliforme var. lactis (Pirotta & Riboni) Bilai. Bipolaris 

sorokiniana (Sace) Shoem. (syn. Drechslera sorokiniana Subram, 

Helminthosporium sativum (P.K. et B.)), Alternaria alternata (Fr.) Keissler and 

Thielaviopsis basicola (Berk. & Broome) Ferraris also met there as well. 

Thus the molds of Fusarium Link genera which can provoke root deceases of 

white lupine were the most circulated on the root surface of the culture. 
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Surfactants are a group of synthetic chemicals, which can concentrate on 

between phase’s surfaces, changing their properties due to its bipolar molecular 

structure. Surfactants have negative influence on the microorganisms: destroy 

cells or change some of their biological properties. The purpose of this work is to 

compare cell morphology and antibiotic sensitivity of Staphylococcus aureus 

ATCC 6538 before and after the contact with cationic surfactant–benzalkonium 

chloride. 

Culture of Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538 was grow for ten passages on 

MPA with added benzalkonium chloride in a gradually increased concentration till 

7mg/L. Sensitivity was determined with disc-diffusion method. Electron 
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microscopy investigation was held using transmission electron microscope JEM 

1400 with the 80 kV current and instrument magnification 600-10000. Cupper 

grids and formvar lining film were used. 

Electron microscopy results demonstrated that cells of initial strain are round, 

with clear contour, uniformly dense, with diameter 570 nm. They were located in 

pairs or groups of 3-5. Morphology of Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538 cells 

after long contact with benzalkonium chloride was significantly different from their 

initial state. Also partially clear zones about 380 nm were observed around cells. 

Comparing antibioticograms of initial strain and after 10 passages with cationic 

surfactant did not show significant differences in sensitivity to 20 out of 30 

investigated antibiotics. Increase in sensitivity to 8 antibiotics was observed, 

growth slowing zones were enlarged by 5-8 mm. Decrease in staphylococcus 

sensitivity was observed only for ketoconazole and polymyxin B. 

As a conclusion, we have demonstrated that culturing of Staphylococcus 

aureus ATCC 6538 on MPA with adding of 7mg/L cationic surfactant resulted in 

cell morphology changes. The tendency to increased antibiotic sensitivity was 

also observed. 
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Today's society faced with urgent social and biological problems of need to 

maintain active aging and disability of older age groups. Quantitative and qualitative 

age changes of intestinal microflora composition through involutional processes, a 

kind of "exhaustion" of the immune system, which accompanied by prolonged 

antigenic load on the body, a plurality of pathological processes of infectious and 

non-infectious nature, the decrease in adaptive-compensatory mechanisms, 

antibiotic use and so on. Participation in cooperative interactions with the host and 

colonization resistance is the most important functions of the microflora, which can 

have defects that contribute to the development of a number of diseases in this 

category of people. 

The aim of our work was to study the fecal composition of intestinal microflora 

among elderly people. The composition of colon microbiota was investigated in 

23 healthy people, whose average age was 72 ± 1,5 years. The fecal microflora 
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study showed that colon microbiocenosis in 78.3% of surveyed cases was 

characterized with decreased amount of anaerobic microorganisms (Lactobacillus 

spp. 6,7 × 10
5
±0,11 CFU/g and Bifidobacterium spp. 5,0±0,05×10

6
 CFU/g) and 

increased amount of E. coli with reduced enzymatic activity to 7±0,91%. The 

quality and quantity analysis of pathogenic microflora showed a high degree of 

colon contamination (≥104 CFU/g) with hemolytic strains of S. aureus (26,1% of 

cases); Candida spp. (43.5%); Enterococcus spp. (34.8%); Klebsiella spp. 

(21,7%), Proteus spp. (17.4%). Thus, correction of intestinal microbiota of elderly 

is a priority that would provide a protective effect against the growing number of 

opportunistic Enterobacteriaceae and will help restore the intestinal microbiota 

deep violations. 
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Alzheimer's disease (AD) is widespread disease and the most common cause 

of dementia among elderly and old age worldwide. It is known that patients with 

moderate dementia lose psychomotor skills, not capable to exist independently, 

required constant care, including control diet. 

The aim of our work was to study the intestinal microflora characteristics 

among people with AD. The large intestine fecal microflora was isolated from 9 

patients with AD at the stage of mild dementia, average age 75±0,9 years. 

Microbiological study of fecal microflora of this group AD patients showed III type 

of intestinal dysbiosis - phase of microbial associations aggression (level of 

contamination opportunistic bacteria > 10
8
 CFU/g). It was noticed the resident 

flora representatives reduction (Lactobacillus spp. аnd Bifidobacterium spp.) to lg 

5,44 CFU/g, the number of E. coli dropped by 1-2 orders of magnitude, the 

opportunistic microflora representatives appeared, 100% of patients revealed 

Candida spp. in an amount lg 4,5±0,83 CFU/g in association with S. aureus with 

significant pathogenic properties. The adhesive properties research of 

quantitatively significant opportunistic bacteria (≥ lg 4 CFU/g) colon-isolates from 

patients with AD showed that current bacterial strains showed high and average 

adhesion degree (IAM 4.7 - 5.1 micro. Cl./Ep). Dysbiotic change of colon 

microflora among patients with AD associated with low levels of Lactobacillus 

spp. and Bifidobacterium spp. contamination and with pronounced adhesive 
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properties of opportunistic bacteria, allowing bacterial colonization on a certain 

population level. Thus, the development and implementation of quantitative 

methods for Lactobacillus spp. and Bifidobacterium spp content correction in 

intestine microbiocenosis of AD patients is a promising area of research, which 

would provide a protective effect on the growth of the intestinal pathogens 

degree. 

 

Palatash V.I., Pilipiv D.B., Sharga B.M. 
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Uzhgorod National University, Uzhgorod, Ukraine. 

bmsharga@yahoo.co.uk 

The sensitivity and resistance determination in Staphylococcus aureus to 

antibiotics is necessary for effective fight of its infections. It also has scientific 

value because of antibiotic-resistant strains spread in human. We have studied 

S.aureus strains isolated in children and adults with nasopharyngeal infections 

during the years 2012-2015 in the Irshava district and evaluated their sensitivity to 

various antibiotics. 

In total, 713 strains were isolated during the study. There were about 25% of 

patients with the same strains isolated repeatedly, indicating the tissue genetic 

susceptibility to these pathogen. We recognized sensitive, insensitive or multi-

resistant strains among isolates. The total amount of resistant strains was 

dependant on the kind of antibiotic. Thus, for the investigated antibiotics the 

number of susceptible strains decreased in row: ciprofloxacin> levofloxacin> 

vancomycin> gentamicin> rifampicin> chloramphenicol> lincomycin> 

tetracycline> fuzydin> oxacillin> penicillin. In the year 2012 the number of isolated 

strains susceptible to levofloxacin and vancomycin was the same, but, in general 

the “row of sensitivity” was maintained during the study. However, increase in the 

number of resistant strains was observed almost to each of antibiotic taken in the 

experiment 2012 - 2015. Particularly, worrying is the growing number of resistant 

strains of the most active antibiotics in this area - ciprofloxacin, levofloxacin, 

vancomycin. In all the years of research we found most high number of resistant 

strains to penicillin and most high number of tolerant strains to tetracycline, which 

is clearly associated with prolonged use of these antibiotics in the treatment of 

population studied. 

There was no correlation of S. aureus sensitivity to antibiotics by patient 

categories (children, women, men or young people, middle or elderly). Our data 
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on same strains isolation indicates constant transmition of S.aureus between 

children and adults within families. 

Therefore, we need to improve preventive work with adults to reduce carriage 

and transmission of S.aureus to their descendants and among preschool and 

school age children. 
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UKRAINIAN BYMV ISOLATES: VARIOUS PATHOGENICITY, THE SAME 

NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCES OF COAT PROTEIN REGION. 
1
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2
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Two isolates of Bean yellow mosaic virus (BYMV, Potyvirus genus, 

Potyviridae family) originating from soybean (Glicine max (L.) Merr.) and bean 

(Phaseolus vulgaris L.) plants and distributed in Ukraine were examined 

according to their pathogenicity and molecular characteristics. 

Isolates from bean and soybean strongly differed in their pathogenicity on the 

test plant and based on the type of symptoms they produced were divided into 

two different groups: necrotic and non-necrotic types of strain. 

Amplification reactions performed with primers, designed for identification CP 

region of BYMV (BYMV1 (5´ccaacattccgccaaataat3´) and BYMV2 

(5´tctgttccaacattgccatc3´), produced a single band with the expected size (266 

bp) for soybean isolate as well as for bean isolate. 

PCR amplification products were excised from agarose gel following 

electrophoresis, and purified using a «DNA-sorb» kit (AmpliSens, Russia). 

Amplicons were sequenced and compared with the corresponding sequences of 

different BYMV isolates obtained from GeneBank. The 98 % sequence identity of 

isolates under study in accordance with the species demarcation criteria and 

identification guidelines for potyviruses suggested the bean and soybean isolates 

are the same isolate of BYMV. 

Phylogenetic analysis of Ukrainian isolates showed 90-98% identity with 37 

closely related BYMV isolates and high sequence homology with strains from 

Russia (98%) (EU082126.1; EU082124.1), Australia (97-98%) (HG970866.1; 

HG970848.1; EU082120.1; EU082119.1; HG970868.1) and Argentina (96%) 

(KC731531.1). The sequences obtained were deposited in GenBank database 

under accession numbers: KT923791.1 (bean isolate) and KT923790.1 (soybean 

isolate). 
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Pathogens of hospital infections widely circulate among patients in clinics and 

are dangerous to life of people. Everyday usage of antibiotics causes forming of 

antibioticresistant nosocomial strains of bacteria among patients and medical 

personal. Antiseptics routinely are used for the treatment of patients with this 

disease. That is why, the study of antimicrobial activity of such remedies is still 

actual. 

Aim. To study antimicrobial qualities of antiseptic remedies against clinical and 

museum strains of microorganisms. 

Materials and methods. For the research there were used antimicrobial 

remedies as decamethoxin®, decasan®, horosten®, pammosept ®, ophtadec®, 

aurisan®, miramistin, chlorhexidine, septefril, antibiotics, fluoroquinolones, 

nitrofurans of several generations. The study of sensitivity of bacteria and yeast 

fungi Candida was carried out by the method of serial dilutions in different 

mediums. Besides this, the sensitivity to antibiotics was studied by the method of 

standard paper discs, permeated with remedies. 

Results. There was proved that antiseptic remedies with decamethoxin® had 

their bactericidal and fungicidal activity on microorganisms (0,48 – 15,62 mkg/ml). 

It was found, that the incensement of alkalinity of the culture medium (pH 7,2 – 

8,0) the antimicrobial action of studied remedies did not change. Offset of pH by 

8,0 and the increase of crop dose of microorganisms in 10 thousand times 

caused to inconsiderable decreasing of antimicrobial qualities of remedies. In 

such a way, antimicrobial remedies are advisable to be studied as remedies of 

prophylaxis and treatment of diseases of microbial etiology. 
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During the biosynthesis of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in Yersinia enterocolitica 

O:3 (YeO3) the waaL-encoded ligases catalyze the formation of the covalent 

glycosidic linkage between the O-polysaccharide (OPS, O-Ag) and lipid A-core 
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oligosaccharide, and that between the outer core (hexasaccharide, OC) and lipid 

A-core. The waaL genes named waaLOS and waaLPS were identified from YeO3 

genome. Single and double waaL mutants were created by allelic exchange. The 

LPS phenotypes of the generated mutants were analyzed by silver-stained DOC-

PAGE and immunoblotting with monoclonal antibodies specific for OC and O-Ag. 

Swimming motility of mutants was analyzed by motility assay and flagellin 

production was detected by immunoblotting with flagellin-specific mAb 15D8. We 

found that deletion of waaL genes drastically affected the production of flagella 

and correlate with the significantly reduced swimming motility among double 

ligase mutant of YeO3. These results demonstrate that waaL genes in Y. 

enterocolitica, which encode an O-Ag/OC ligases, are important for cell wall 

integrity and motility of the bacteria. 

 

Pronina O.V., Rushkovsky S.R. 

INFLUENCE OF MITOCHONDRIAL DNA LOSS ON BIOFILM FORMATION BY 

YEAST SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE UNDER CARBON-LIMITED 
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Variability of structures formed during biofilm development is a manifestation 

of action of mechanism of yeast population adaptation to environmental changes. 

Formation of such structures by coordination of cell divisions and differentiation 

within biofilms require complex regulatory systems functioning. Yeast 

S.cerevisiae is widely used as a model to study regulatory mechanisms of biofilm 

formation which are affected by mitochondria functioning. The aim of our research 

was to investigate influence of the mitochondrial DNA loss on biofilm formation on 

media with limited-carbon sources. 

The work was conducted on the Saccharomyces cerevisiae diploid strain SK1 

and its rho0 clones. rho0 clones were isolated from SK1 after ethidium bromide 

treatment, control of the mitochondrial DNA loss was performed by luminescent 

microscopy. For biofilm formation yeast cells were inoculated in semi-solid rich 

YPD media (2% glucose) and carbon limited semi-solid YP media with 0,2 % 

glucose addition and cultivated at 280
o
C. Biofilms development was observed 

within 30 days. 

Reduction of glucose level in the media leaded to significant change in stages 

of biofilm development, kinetics of the growth and morphology of biofilm formed 

by rho+ SK1 strain. 
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Instead of typical smooth central part of biofilm isolated involute structures 

were formed. Growth was slow until approximately 20 day of incubation then 

quick expansion of biofilms occurred. Biofilms structure was irregular, no 

symmetrical cords were formed. 

The rho0 clone of SK1 strain did not form typical biofilm on both used media. 

Loose clumpy structure and early formations of the branched sectors were 

observed. Kinetics of growth of rho0 cells on YPD was approximately 

corresponded to early stages of development of biofilm by rho+ cells on calorie 

restricted medium (despite significant difference in their morphology). Growth of 

rho0 strain under carbon-limited conditions was greatly reduced. 

Thus our data suggest that loss of mitochondrial DNA results in significant 

decrease of the ability for adaptive response of the yeast cells to changing 

environmental conditions and thus reduction of population expansion potential. 

 

Pysmenna Y., Panyuta O., Fomaidi S., Belava V., Taran N. 

THE EFFECT OF PRE-SOWING SEEDS TREATMENT WITH MICROBIAL 

BIOPREPARATIONS ON THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC PIGMENTS CONTENT AND 

LECTIN ACTIVITY OF WINTER WHEAT SEEDLINGS UNDER THE BIOTIC 

STRESS. 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine. 
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In the modern system of plant protection from diseases there is a trend to 

replace the fungicides to drugs for plants immunization, among which microbial 

preparations are very important. The negative influence of stress on the process 

of photosynthesis is demonstrated in the change of photosynthetic pigments 

content. In addition, one of the reactions of plants to the stressors is the change 

in lectin activity. 

The purpose of our study was to investigate an influence of pre-sowing seeds 

treatment by microbial biopreparations on the photosynthetic pigments (PhP) 

content and lectin activity (LA) of winter wheat seedlings under the biotic stress. 

The seeds of winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) Myronivska 808 (susceptible 

variety to the eyespot disease) were treated with biopreparations Albobakteryn 

and Polymixobacteryn. The 7-day-old seedlings were infected by conidia 

suspension. 

The PhP content was determined by spectrophotometric method. LA was 

determined by erythro-agglutination assay. 
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It has been established that the total content of PhP for the treated with 

preparations variant increased in 1.2–1.8 times compared to control. The 

maximum of increase was observed with “Polimixobakteryn” treated. The total 

content of PhP in wheat seedlings under infection was lower than control in 8.1–

59.3%. In infected seedlings obtained from seeds treated with biopreparaions the 

total content of PhP was higher than the control value of 8.1–63.6%. 

The use of biopreparation showed that LA was higher in 1.8–6.1 times than in 

control variant, while the LA in the seedlings under infection gradually decreased 

and was in 2 times lower than in control variant. In the variants of infected 

seedlings, which were treated with biopreparations the LA was higher than in 

control variant for 4 days, and then rapidly decreased and was lower than in 

control variant. During this time the seedlings could be activated difficult system 

of protective reactions. 

Thus, Albobakteryn and Polymixobacteryn stimulated adaptive adjustment of 

the wheat seedlings susceptible variety under infection. These data indicate that 

these preparations should be used in an integrated system of plant protection. 
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PHOTODYNAMIC INACTIVATION ОF STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS WITH 

METHYLENE BLUE AFTER CULTIVATION ON THE MEDIUM WITH 

BENZALKONIUM CHLORIDE. 
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2
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The photodynamic effect, mediated by the photosensitizer methylene blue 

was studied on Staphylococcus aureus before and after cultivation in the medium 

with synthetic cationic surfactant benzalkonium chloride. Clinical strain 

Staphylococcus aureus 48011 was isolated from the patient with myeloid 

leukemia in the Institute of hematology and transfusiology AMS of Ukraine. It was 

cultivated for 10 passages in presence of 7µg/ml benzalkonium chloride. The cell 

suspension contained 10
9
-10

10
 CFU/ml and 20 µg/ml of methylene blue. 

Photodynamic inactivation was carried out under laser irradiation: λ=660 nm, 

energy density 25 mW/сm
2
, exposure time 20 minutes, dose 30.6 J/сm

2
. The 

electron microscopy investigation was performed by transmission microscope 

JEM 1400 (Jeol, Japan), voltage 80 kV and instrument magnification 600-10000. 

Cells of Staphylococcus aureus initial strain had spherical shape, clear 

contour, integral cell wall, were evenly dense, with the size about 600±13 nm. 
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After photodynamic treatment cell size diminished to 490±12 nm, cellular walls in 

some areas were damaged with a cell content release. After the cultivation with 

cationic surfactant cells of Staphylococcus aureus became smaller (430±6 nm), 

less dense, without clear contour. Cells were surrounded by semi lucent zones 

with the thickness of 120±5 nm. After photodynamic treatment all cells had 

irregular shape, their cytoplasm had different density (more dens in the center 

and less on peripheries), cell sizes varied in the wide range (270 - 400 nm). Cells 

had 1-4 areas with cellular wall damage and content release. A space between 

cells contained some grains and the areas of different density that probably was 

the consequence of cell lysis. 

Resume: Precultivation of Staphylococcus aureus in presence of 7µg/ml 

benzalkonium chloride increased considerably the photodynamic effect, induced 

by the photosensitizer methylene blue. 
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EFFECT OF PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY ON PATHOGENICITY FACTORS OF 

STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS 48011 AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS 6538. 
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Staphylococcus is a universal opportunistic pathogen that causes many 

infections of superficial skin infections to severe invasive diseases such as 

bacteremia and necrotizing pneumonia. Currently there is formation of 

microorganisms antimicrobial resistance due to a wide application in medical 

practice and spread in the environment of various substances with antimicrobial 

properties. So urgent is the search for new antimicrobial control methods, one of 

which is photodynamic therapy. 

The aim was to investigate the influence of photodynamic therapy on factors 

of pathogenicity of Staphylococcus. 

Materials and methods. The objects of research were museum strain 

Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538 and clinical strain Staphylococcus aureus 

48011. The bacteria were cultured on the dense medium Water Plate Count Agar 

(Oxoid) and on blood agar during the day for the 37
0
С. Methylene blue solution 

with a concentration of 400 mg/ml was used as a photosensitizer. Photodynamic 

inactivation of bacterial cells was performed by laser radiation at a wavelength of 

660 nm for 20 minutes, the radiation dose was 30.6 J/cm 
2
. 

Results. Effect of photodynamic therapy for Staphylococcus adhesive property 

as follows: a decrease in the adhesion of (8,92±0,36)*10
6
 cells/cm

2
 without 
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exposure to (3,25±0,25)*10
6
 cells/cm

2
 after exposure to Staphylococcus aureus 

strain ATCC 6538, representing a decrease of 2.75 times, and the strain 

Staphylococcus aureus 48011 – 1,2 times from (8,55±0,57)*10
6
 cells/cm

2
 to 

(7,16±0,46)*10
6
cells/cm

2
. In strain Staphylococcus aureus 48011 decreased 

zones of hemolysis after exposure 1,1 times from 23,85±0,83 cm to 21,25±1,2 

cm. The strain Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538 showed no hemolytic activity. 
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SCREENING OF STREPTOMYCETES WITH ANTIPROTOZOAL ACTIVITY. 
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Amoebas are widely spread in soil, water, plants, animals and humans. Some 

of them are pathogenic and cause diseases that is difficult to treatment.At the 

present time there are few substances with antiprotozoal activity. Most of them 

are chemical compounds which are harmful for living organisms and environment. 

Therefore, screening of microbial producers of such substances is essential. 

Streptomyces are able for production of almost half of the discovered bioactive 

secondary metabolites, so their search took plase among them. 

The objects of study were streptomycetes isolated from different types of soil. 

Streptomycetes were grown during 14 days on potato-glucose agar. The 

mycelium was filled with 96%-s ethanol and extracted for one hour at a room 

temperature. The obtained extracts were sterilized by filtration through the 

bacterial filter. 

The test objects were Amoeba sp. and its trophic substrate - bacteria 

Artrobacter sp. Academician V.P. Shirobokov isolated they from the mesozoic 

deposits of bentonite clays. These amoebae are characterized by extreme 

resistance to extremal factors and have unique and specific contominant microflora. 

Antiprotozoal effects of the studied streptomycetes were compared with effects 

of chemical antiprotozoal preparate metronidasole at a concentration of 25 mg/ml. 

Screening was carried out from 147 isolates. In most cases the ethanol 

extracts from streptomycetes mycelium had no significant effect on the amount of 

amoeba. Ethanol extracts from three isolates (Streptomyces sp. 34, 68 and 89) 

were stimulated the growth of amoeba. It was shown observance the increasing 

by 1.3 - 2 times the number of amoeba comparing with control and their more 

active growth. 

Among the studied streptomycetes it were selected only two isolates of 

Streptomyces sp. 118 and 95, the biomass ethanol extracts of which inhibited the 
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growth of amoeba by 7 times. Their inhibiting action was approaching the activity 

of the standard antiprotozoal preparation - metronidazole. As a result of the 

sequence of the 16S rRNA one isolate was identified and related to the species 

Streptomyces chrysomallus. 
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SUNLIGHT ACTIVATED DISINFECTION OF TAP WATER WITH 

METHYLENE BLUE. 
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The search of the proper methods for purifying of the tap water is especially 

actual in military action circumstances with the deficit of the good quality drinking 

water. One of such methods for deprivation of the infectious microorganisms from 

water is a light activating disinfection. The method involves the administration of a 

photosensitizer, which, upon photoactivation with visible light, generates reactive 

oxygen species, such as singlet oxygen and free radicals, which are cytotoxic to 

bacterial cells. 

Some authors have shown positive photodynamic effect of the sunlight 

radiation in southern areas up to 30
0
 of northern latitude. Analogous studies in 

others latitudes are not known. 

The aim of our investigation was to show the photodynamic effect, mediated 

by the photosensitizer methylene blue, on gram-negative bacteria Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa ATCC 27853 of the sunlight in Kyiv latitude (50
0
 27′ 16″ north lat.). 

Suspension of Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 27853 (10
7
 CFU/ml) and 4 

ppm of methylene blue in tap water was irradiated by sunlight (July 5, 2015, Kyiv) 

in PET bottles during 6 hours. The temperature of suspensions was measured. 

The number of living cells was determined after every two hours of exposure. 

After 4 hours of exposure the number of CFU/ml in control and experimental 

samples decreased from 7 to 4,7 lg and the temperature of irradiated suspension 

increased up to 44 
0
C. After 6 hours of exposure, the CFU/ml in experimental 

samples decreased up to 2 lg, but temperature did not increase. In control 

samples CFU/ml decreased only to 4,7 lg. Thus, it could be concluded that there 

was a photodynamic inactivation of microbial cells. 

Resume: It was shown that the 6 hours sunlight irradiation in Kyiv latitude 

(50
0
 27′ 16″ north lat.) reduced the number of live Pseudomonas aeruginosa by 5 

orders. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF MICROORGANISMS TAKEN BY THE PATIENTS 

PARTICIPATED AT THE ANTI-TERRORIST OPERATION (ATO). 
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Purpose of the research: analysis of the microorganisms` structure isolated 

from clinical material of the patients participated at the Anti-Terrorist Operation 

(ATO) who were hospitalized in Feofaniya Clinical Hospital from other health care 

institutions of Ukraine, and determination of antibiotic sensitivity. 

Materials and methods: There was conducted bacteriological study basically 

of wound surfaces. There was also reviewed the structure of pathogen agents 

and determined the antibiotic sensitivity. Antibiotic sensitivity was assessed by 

disk diffusion method on Mueller-Hinton agar and with the use of bacteriological 

analyzer VITEC 2. Outcome analysis was conducted with the help of WHONET 

software program. 

Results: the main bacterial infectious agents were nonfermentative Gramm-

negative bacteria (45%), enterobacteria (17%), S.aureus (13%), Е.faecalis (14%). 

Acinetobacter baumannii isolates held a leading position among nonfermentative 

Gramm-negative bacteria. The isolated strains of Acinetobacter baumannii 

showed a sensitivity to colistin in 97.8 % of cases, tobramycinum in 70%, 

netilmicin at 100 % meropenem resistance and 44 % cefoperazone/sulbactam 

resistance. 

P.aeruginosa isolates remained sensitive to colistin in 95.7 % of cases in the 

setting of decreased sensitivity to antipseudomonal cephalosporins (20%), 

tobramycinum and netilmicin (37%), meropenem (24%). Among enterobacteria 

occured the microorganisms that produced extended-spectrum β-lactamases 

(ESBL), which remained sensitive to carbapenems at resistance to І-ІV 

generation cephalosporins. MRSA strains were isolated among S.aureus in rare 

cases. 

Conclusions: nonfermentative Gramm-negative bacteria turned out to be the 

main bacterial infectious agents. Acinetobacter baumannii is found to be the new 

problematic agent which until recently is not isolated in hospital environment of 

the Feofaniya Clinical Hospital. Acinetobacter baumannii isolates remained 

sensitive to colistin, showed reduced sensitivity to aminoglycosides and 

meropenem resistance that significantly reduces the list of potentially promising 

antibacterial drugs for treatment. 
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CYANOBACTERIAL BLOOMS. 
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Тhe toxic cyanobacteria have great effect on human health or/and wildlife 

sustainability. This is a reason why many scientists have spent much attention on 

isolation and identification of algicidal bacteria that could be used as a potential 

agent for biocontrolling the unicellular algal species. A lot of strains of bacteria 

with algal growth inhibition or cells lysis potential have been isolated for 

controlling bloom-forming algae. Recently, many algicidal bacteria such as 

Myxobacteria, Flavobacterium, Cytophaga, Sphingomonas, Bacillus, 

Achromobacter, Arthrobacter, Pseudoalteromonas, Vibrio and Pseudomonas 

have been reported and their biological characteristics have been studied. 

Generally, algicidal bacteria inhibit algal growth or kill the algal cells through direct 

or indirect actions by secreting extracellular compounds that are toxic to the algal 

cells. Only a few algicidal bacteria inhibit the growth of algae through direct 

contact with or penetration into the algal cells. 

In order to provide more alternative bioagents that could help in the control of 

water bloom in the freshwater three strains of Bacillus: 57D, 10/1, M18Г were 

isolated, and their algicidal activity has been evaluated in our lab. Our results 

showed strong algicidal activity against the species of Anabaena hassalii, 

Microcystis aeruginosa, M. рulvereae. We found that changes occurred to the 

cyanobacteria cells were in case following exposure to the culture supernatant of 

the Bacillus sp. The algicidal activity of Bacillus strains might come from 

metabolites produced by the Bacillus. The strains of Bacillus sp. studied in our 

work could be a potential candidate to use in the aquatic environment for 

controlling cyanobacterial blooms. 

 

Yurchyshyn O.I., Rusko H.V., Kutsyk R.V. 

HERBAL MEDICINES AS NEW PERSPECTIVE FOR A TREATMENT OF 

ACNE VULGARIS. 

Ivano-Frankivsk National Medical University, Ukraine. 
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Acne, as a family of skin disorders is one of the most prevalent dermatologic 

diseases in the world. Propionibacterium acnes - the skin bacterium commonly 

implicated in the clinical course of acne, because of its strong anaerobic 
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metabolism, it is hardly isolated by routine microbiological researches. It induces the 

inflammatory response by activation of complement proteins and metabolizes 

sebaceous triglycerides into fatty acids, which chemotactically attract neutrophils. 

However, it has been known for many years that topical treatment is not universally 

successful and, in patients at risk for scarring of the skin and pigmentary changes, 

systemic antibiotics are indicated. Over the last decade, in view of increasing 

resistance to existing anti-microbial agents, side effects and sometimes high cost of 

treatment, interest in medicinal herbs has been progressively increased. 

We examined 120 ethanolic extracts (extractant 90% ethanol) by agar 

microdiffusion method to evaluate their antimicrobial properties against two strain 

of P.acnes. The plants used in this study were collected through out the territory 

of Ukraine. P.acnes 6919 (MIC ERY – 0.125 µg/ml) was obtained from ATCC, 

MLS-resistant strain of P.acnes (MIC ERY – 2000 µg/ml) was isolated from 

patient with acne vulgaris. 

42 herbal extracts exhibited moderate antimicrobial activity (>10 mm) against 

both drug-susceptible and resistant P. acnes. The maximum antimicrobial activity 

against tested isolates was seen with herbal extracts of Biota orientalis L. (leaves, 

fruits), Eupatorium cannabinum L. (aerial part), Evernia prunastri L. Ach. (thallus), 

Juniperus communis L. (needles), Juniperus communis L. (fruits), Geranium 

pratense L. (root), Populus nigra L. (buds), Grindelia squarrosa (Pursh) Dun. 

(aerial part) (>15 mm.) Ethanol control showed no antimicrobial activity. 

The present investigation demonstrates that significant number of herbal 

extracts possess strong anti - P. acnes activity, even to resistant strain. 

Accordingly, these seven herbs are promising sources of new antiacne drugs for 

dermatology and cosmetics. 

 

Syrchin S.O., Pavlychenko A.K., Kharkevich O.S., Yurieva O.M., 

Nakonechna L.T., Kurchenko I.M. 

OPTIMIZATION OF MEDIUM COMPOSITION FOR CULTIVATION OF 

FENNELLIA SP. 2806 – PRODUCER OF EXTRACELLULAR CELLULASES 

COMPLEX. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

syrchin@ukr.net 

Filamentous fungi have been widely used to produce cellulolytic and 

xylanolytic enzymes for industrial application, including conversion of 

lignocellulosic materials to ethanol, improvement nutritional quality and digestion 

of animal feed. The most common industrial cellulase and hemicellulase 
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producers are the recombinant strains of genus Trichoderma, but its enzyme 

mixture are not optimal for lignocellulosic biomass hydrolysis. Fennellia sp. 2806 

isolated and studied in IMV NANU is a promising producer of cellulase and 

xylanase complex. Main agricultural residues in Ukraine (corn stover, wheat straw 

etc.) may be used as substrate for cultivation of this fungus. 

The aims of our research were to select the important nutrient sources and 

determine their optimal concentration in the nutrition medium for Fennellia sp. 

2806 by statistical design methodology the use of that will substantially increase 

the cellulase and xylanase activities. 

Fennellia sp. 2806 was cultivated in media with the natural carbon sources - 

wheat straw and corn stover under submerged conditions with 5% inoculum. 

Activities of cellulolytic and xylanolytic enzyme complex were determined by 

standard methods. Statistical experimental designs including determination of the 

relative importance of variables (12 components) by Plackett-Burman and 

following Box-Behnken (4 components) response surface methodology were 

used via the statistical software package Minitab 16. 

Optimal combinations of the major constituents (4 significant component – 

KH2PO4, KCl, CoCl2, urea) of media for maximal cellulase and xylanase 

production were determined. Studied activities were higher under optimal 

conditions than that obtained at initial medium: endoglucanase – 1.2-fold, 

exoglucanase – 1.4–2.2; xylanase – 1.8–2.5; β-glucosidase – 1.6 - 1.7, 

respectively. It was established that a statistical approach based on the 

sequential application of Plackett-Burman design and response surface 

methodology in Box-Behnken allowed to optimize the nutrition medium 

composition with natural hemicellulose substrates for processes of synthesis of 

multi enzyme complexes of micromycetes. 

 

Tkachuk N.V., Parminska V.S., Yanchenko V.O., Demchenko A.M. 

THE CHARACTERIZATION OF ISOLATE OF HETEROTROPHIC BACTERIA, 

SELECTED FROM FERROSPHERE, AND THEIR SENSITIVITY TO 

DERIVATIVES OF UREA ON BASED OF PESTICIDE LINURON. 

Chernihiv National Pedagogical University Named after T.G.Shevchenko, Ukraine. 

tkachuk.n@chnpu.edu.ua 

Study of the sensitivity of individual heterotrophic bacteria of the sulfidogenic 

community representatives to the bactericides becomes important, because 

exactly heterotrophs create conditions for the development of sulfate-reducing 

bacteria. The aim of this work was to select of isolate of heterotrophic bacteria from 
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ferrosphere of underground metal constructions, to investigate their properties and 

to determine the sensitivity to derivatives of urea on based of pesticide linuron. 

Selection was performed by Koch method on meat-peptone agar (MPA). 

Investigation the properties of isolate was performed by conventional methods. 

Investigation of the sensitivity of bacteria to derivatives was performed on MPA by 

diffusion in agar method using sterile paper discs with concentration of 

compounds of 2.0%. 

It is established that bacteria of an isolate are Gram-negatives, motile, have a 

shape of bent sticks with rounded ends, length 4,736+/-0,369 µm; arranged in one 

or in pairs, in pairs have the V-shaped arrangement, can form a chain 7 or more 

cells; do not form endospores; have the capsule; mesophiles; catalasepositives; 

oxidasenegatives; facultative anaerobes; form a acid from glucose in both aerobic 

and anaerobic conditions, but do not form a gas; carry out nitrate respiration by 

dissimilatory ammonification instead of denitrification; citrate is not utilized; urea 

utilized; indole is not form, a hydrogen sulfide is not form; formate fermentation did 

not exercise; Levan is not synthesized; lipids, starch, casein hydrolyzed. 

It is established the largest zones of inhibition of bacterial growth by the action of 

a linuron and a derivative with a fragment of antipyrine: 30.0±0.4 mm and 31.0±0.3 

mm, respectively, and the smallest - by the action of a derivative with a fragment of 

anthranilic acid: 15,0±0,4 mm. Compounds with a fragment of piperidine and with a 

fragment of benzylamine on the growth of bacteria is not affected. 

 

Tokovenko I.P., Korobkova K.S. 

INVESTIGATION OF PHYTOPATHOGENIC MOLLICUTE`S EXTRACELLULAR 

PROTEASES AS POSSIBLE FACTOR OF PATHOGENICITY. 

Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

tira@bigmir.net 

Among most harmful organisms that are able to cause damage agricultural 

cultures are phytopathogenic mollicutes. They change the basic links of plant 

metabolism and cause substantial harm to the cultural plants.Thus their 

productivity are reduced, especially during epiphytoties. 

The decision of these questions is impossible without all-round research of 

factors of pathogenicity this microorganisms. The substances of protein nature 

examined as factors of pathogenicity of these microorganisms. To such 

substances belong the extracellular proteases of these pathogens. 

Extracellular proteases we received from the cultural medium of 

phytopathogenic mollicute that causes the pale green dwarfness of wheat - 
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Acholeplasma laidlawii var.granulum strain 118 which was received from 

Ukrainian National collection of microorganisms. 

It was shown that maximal proteolytic activity was marked in preparations that 

were received from sediment after 80% fractionation by (NH4)2SO4 and this 

maximal proteolytic activity equaled 0,615 units (U/mg). 

It was detected also gelatin activity which was registered in the precipitated 

proteins at the 55% and 80% saturation by (NH4)2SO4 and in supernatants. 

Maximal gelatin activity was fixed in supernatants of this investigated strain and 

the index of maximal gelatin activity was equaled 802,10 units. 

It necessary to notices that indexes of gelatin activity in preparations that 

received from supernatants was higher in comparing to the corresponding values 

of proteolityc activity of this investigated mollicute`s strain. 

In the result of these investigations was established that extracellular 

proteases of A. laidlawii var.granulum str.118 were falled in the sediment at the 

high concentrations (NH4)2SO4 in solutions - at 55 % and 80 % saturation and 

their basic amount was in supernatants. 

Further investigations of these extracellular proteolytic enzymes of 

phytopathogenic mollicutes will help establish their role in the manifestation of 

their phytopathogenic properties. 

 

Vrynchanu N.O., Hrynevych S.V., Dronova M.L., Dudikova D.M., Suvorova Z.S. 

ADAMANTANE DERIVATIVE INHIBITS ESCHERICHIA COLI BIOFILM 

FORMATION. 

Institute of pharmacology and toxicology of the NAMS of Ukraine, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

ninaoleks@yandex.ru 

Microbial biofilm formation is one of the main causes of a sufficient decline in 

efficacy of antimicrobial chemotherapy. Therefore, research and development of 

new compounds, possessing antibiofilm properties, remain an urgent challenge. 

The aim of the presented study was to investigate adamantane derivative 

KVM-97 ability to prevent the formation of E. coli biofilms. 

Materials and methods. Clinical strains E. coli 311 and E. coli 120 were used 

for all experiments. E. coli 120, considered as strongly adherent strain, was 

susceptible to fluoroquinolones and beta-lactams. E. coli 311 was characterized 

by weak adherence and resistance to the mentioned antibiotics. 

The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) was determined by serial 

macrodilution method in Mueller-Hinton broth. 
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The KVM-97 ability to prevent the formation of E. coli biofilms was studied in 

polystyrene microplates, bacterial inoculum and compound solutions were added 

simultaneously. Incubation period was 24 h at 37 °C. The concentrations of the 

compound were 28.0 µg/ml, 140.0 µg/ml and 280.0 µg/ml, corresponding to 0.01 

LD50, 0.05 LD50 and 0.1 LD50. LD50 was determined in the previous toxicity study 

on white mice (intraperitoneal administration). Experiments were performed in 

triplicate. 

Results. The data obtained suggest, that MICs of KVM-97 against E. coli 311 

and E. coli 120 were 25.0 µg/ml and 50.0 µg/ml respectively. We observed a 

distinct dose-dependent antibiofilm activity as well. Compound prevented pellicle 

growth at concentrations 28.0 µg/ml and 140.0 µg/ml; inhibition of E. coli 311 and 

E. coli 120 biofilms formation was 67.0 – 68.0 % and 22.0 – 25.0 %, depending 

on strain. Increased concentration (280.0 µg/ml) resulted in complete arrest of 

biofilm growth (100.0 %). 

Conclusions. Compound KVM-97 possesses comparable activity against 

resistant and susceptible strains of E. coli. The compound prevents the formation 

of E. coli biofilms at concentration range 28.0 – 280.0 µg/ml. Adamantane 

derivative demonstrates more pronounced activity against biofilms of multidrug-

resistant strain, this effect could be due to E. coli 311 weak adherence. 

 

Yamborko G.V.
1
, Pylypenko I.V.

2
, Limanskaya N.V.

1
, Pylypenko L.N.

2
 

BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF VEGETABLE PRODUCTS RESIDUAL 

MICROBIOTA FROM SOUTHERN REGIONS OF UKRAINE. 
1
Odesa I.I. Mechnikov National University, Odesa, Ukraine; 

2
Odesa National Academy of Food Technology, Odesa, Ukraine. 

l.pylypenko@mail.ru 

Objective: To study the biological properties of the heat-resistant spore-

forming bacteria of vegetable products in southern regions of Ukraine and to 

identify them using the classic and molecular-biological methods. 

The vegetable products microbiota of the vegetable feed (carrots, marrows, 

aubergines, tomatoes) breeded in Ukraine and raised in Odessa region has been 

examined. 23 strains of heat-resistant spore-forming bacteria were isolated. The 

study of their morpho-physiological, tinctorial, and some biochemical properties 

made it possible to define their genus as Bacillus, and specific phenotypic 

properties - as certain species. The species identity of isolated strains was 

verified by the fatty-acid analysis using the automatic microbial identification 

system MIDI Sherlock (USA) based on the Agilent 7890 gas chromatograph (USA). 
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It was shown that the content of branched fatty acids in the examined bacilli 

ranged from 54 to 85% of the total fatty-acid cells pool, including both saturated 

and unsaturated acids with predominance of iso-C15:0 and anteiso-C15:0. Bacilli 

strains were also characterized by a high content of anteiso-C 17: 0, and iso-

C17:0 fatty acids. According to the identification results the isolated strains of 

bacteria of the Bacillus genus were labeled as the following types: Bacillus 

thuringiensis ssp. israelensis, B. subtilis, B. cereus GC subgroup A, B. pumilus 

GC subgroup B, B. atrophaeus, Lysinibacillus sphaericus GC subgroup E, 

Paenibacillus larvae ssp. pulvifaciens, Virgibacillus pantothenticus, Brevibacillus 

choshinensis. 

The species belonging of the three strains of Bacillus sp., which according to 

the fatty acids chromatography results were identified as controversial by the B. 

cereus and B. thuringiensis types, was verified by carrying out the PCR 

(polymerase chain reaction) applying primers to bacilli sequences. In the event of 

the PCR with two pairs of primers, the amplicons were formed only in case of the 

BCGSH primers usage, which indicated that the tested strains belonged to the B. 

cereus group. The amplicon size was 400 bp, thus indicating an adequate 

specificity of the PCR. 

 

Yurieva O.M., Kurchenko І.М., Syrchin S.О., Kharkevich О.S., 

Pavlychenko А.К., Nakonechna L.T. 

ENDO-, EXOGLUCANASE AND XYLANASE ACTIVITIES PENICILLIUM 

FUNICULOSUM FROM DIFFERENT ECONICHES. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

elenayurieva@ukr.net 

Filamentous fungi are good enzyme producers particularly interesting due to 

their high production of extracellular enzymes. These enzymes may be applied in 

detergent, drinks and food, textile, animal feed, barking, pulp and paper, chemical 

and biomedical product industries. The plant cell wall includes complex of such 

major structural components as cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin. The 

degradation of these complex structures is carried out by complex enzyme 

system, in particular cellulases, xylanases and ligninases of fungi. 

Usually Penicillium funiculosum exists on different substrates – soil, living 

plants and plant wastes, technical materials, art objects etc. Studies in our 

Department were shown that P. funiculosum strains are not only soil saprophyte, 

but the part of the endophytic micromycete associations with mosses, ericoid, 

herbaceous and woody plants of sphagnum bogs of Ukrainian Polissya. The aim 
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of this work was to study cellulase and xylanase activities of P. funiculosum 

strains from different econiches. 

P. funiculosum strains were cultivated under submerged condition in medium 

based on Na-CMC. Endo-, exoglucanase and xylanase activities were 

determined using DNS method, protein concentration by Bradford method. 

Endophytic and saprophytic P. funiculosum strains demonstrated the ability to 

produce cellulo- and xylanolytic enzymes in medium based on Na-CMC. 

Endophytes had lower values of specific endo-, exoglucanase and xylanase 

activities than soil isolates. 

The synthesis of hydrolytic enzymes by endophytes could be important for 

nutrition of the fungi not only during the endophytic stage, but also for saprophytic 

stage of their life cycle. Obtained data demonstrate the high ecological plasticity 

of this species – the ability to hydrolyze plant residues (saprophytes) and coexist 

with living plants (endophytes). 

 

Zelena L.B. 

MONITORING OF TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVITY OF GENES RESPONSIBLE 

FOR YEAST FLOCCULATION. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

zelenalyubov@hotmail.com 

Yeasts are widely used in various biotechnological processes: fermentation, 

breadmaking, production of alcoholic beverage, bioremediation and others. 

Among the most important characteristics of these organisms are the ability to 

cell aggregation, adhesion to biotic and abiotic surfaces, biofilm formation, 

flocculation etc. The activity of specific cell surface proteins, flocculins, play the 

essential role in the displaying these features. 8 flocculins, possessing different 

functional properties, had been identified in Saccharomyces cerevisiae industrial 

and laboratory strains by today. 

The aim of the present research was studying the functional peculiarities of 

genes encoding flocculins during continuous cultivation of S.cerevisiae cells. 

To evaluate gene expression level qRT-PCR using Sybr Green fluorescent 

dye was carried out. The amplification was performed in qTOWER 2.2 (Analytik 

Jena AG, Germany) and relative gene expression was calculated using the 2
-ΔΔСt

 

method. 

Results of qRT-PCR analysis showed that the level of gene expression 

depended on the duration of yeast cultivation. The highest flo1 and flo10 

transcriptional level was detected on the 7th and 13th day, while the lowest 
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expression of these genes was revealed on the 21st day. The mRNA abundance 

of flo11 gene was varied insignificantly within 21 days of cultivation and the 

biggest value of the index was marked on the 4th day. In general, the highest 

level of flo1, flo10 and flo11 gene expression was occurred on the 7th day of 

cultivation and the lowest – on the 21st day that can be determined by the 

processes associated with yeast growth. 

Thus, the monitoring of flocculin gene transcriptional patterns allows 

estimation the yeast functional properties required for using them in 

biotechnological processes. 

 

Zankina V.Y., Sharga B.M., Nikolaichuk V.I. 

IMPORTANCE OF PHYTOPHTHORA BLIGHT DISEASE ON TOMATO IN 

TRANSCARPATHIAN REGION, UKRAINE. 

Uzhgorod National University, Ukraine. 

bmsharga@yahoo.co.uk 

Tomatoes are the subject of international trade. They are grown annually in 

Ukraine on over 100 000 ha, including Subcarpathian region on more than 2 000 

ha. The greatest losses this crop has from tomato late blight, Phytophthora 

infestans (Mont.) de Bary, which is ubiquitous in areas of growing tomatoes and 

potatoes. In our studies in Transcarpathia we try to link the disease presence and 

its aggressiveness with weather conditions. We established that last 3 years the 

disease were significantly suppressed by dry hot (35°C and above) weather 

during summer. In previous years the fungus infections were severe in the open 

field, resulting in about 35 to 85% crop losses. According to preliminary results of 

our studies, we found both A1 and A2 mating types of the pathogen in our region. 

It remains to establish their ratio on different tomato fields. 

The peculiarity of Ukraine and Transcarpathia is that the large number of 

tomato plantings are on small private patches of lands near houses, which are 

mostly do not receiving modern protective treatments to prevent the disease. This 

contributes to augmentation of large amount of inoculum of the pathogen and to 

its spread. In the absence of resistant varieties it is only exacerbating the problem 

of the disease. 

Therefore, it is important not only to study fungus Phytophthora infestans and 

develop new ways to protect tomatoes from it infections, however, to give the 

awareness to local people about new methods of protection against this disease. 
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Stabnikov V. 

MICROBIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

AND PROCESSES. 

National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

vstab@nuft.edu.ua 

A new scientific and engineering discipline, Construction Biotechnology, is 

developing exponentially during the last decade. The major directions of this 

discipline are selection of microorganisms and development of the microbially-

mediated construction processes as well as biotechnologies for the production of 

construction biomaterials. The products of construction biotechnologies are low 

cost, sustainable, and environmentally friendly microbial biocements and 

biogrouts for the construction ground improvement. The microbial 

polysaccharides are used as admixtures for cement. Microbially produced 

biodegradable bioplastics can be used for the temporarily constructions. 

Microorganisms that are used in construction biotechnologies are either pure or 

enrichment cultures used for bioaggregation, biocementation, bioclogging, and 

biodesaturation of soil. The biotechnologically produced construction materials 

and the microbially-mediated construction technologies have a lot of advantages 

in comparison with the conventional construction materials and processes. Proper 

practical implementations of construction biotechnologies could give significant 

economic and environmental benefits. 

 

Zelena L.B., Tugay A.V., Tugay T.I. 

SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL PECULIARITIES OF 

ASPERGILLUS VERSICOLOR GENERATIONS GROWING UNDER CHRONIC 

IRRADIATION. 

D.K. Zabolotny Institute of Microbiology and Virology of the NASU, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

andre.07111982@gmail.com 

Study of consequences caused by chronical irradiation on parental and 

offspring microfungi groups inhabiting Chernobyl region is of particular interest. 

Some changes associated with radioadaptive characteristics (positive 

radiotropism, radiostimulation etc.) have been observed and reported in 

Micromycetes species. Aspergillus versicolor is one of the most widespread 

micromycetes species in Chernobyl zone and its strains possess radioadaptive 

features. 

The aim of the present work was to study some physiological and biochemical 

peculiarities observed in three generations of A. Versicolor grown under chronic 
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irradiation. The control (non-irradiated) strain and strain isolated from Chernobyl 

zone were grown in the model systems where the basic dose forming element 

was 
137

Cs - 3,06×10
6
 Bq/m

2
 (exposure dose was equal to 3 mR/h). The growth 

rate value and activity of antioxidant enzymes were analyzed to compare control 

and strain with radioadaptive characteristics. 

Results of the study revealed that the growth rate among the generation of A. 

versicolor isolated from Chernobyl zone did not change essentially while the 

generations of control strain demonstrated significant differences of the growth 

rate in comparison with unexposed sample. Increasing of peroxidase and 

catalase activity in the second and third generations was detected in both control 

and pre-exposed strains although the value was higher up to 9 times in Chernobyl 

strain. 

It was postulated that activation of adaptive reactions could occur in 

A. versicolor strain grown in Chernobyl zone and as a result its response to the 

following treatment was less defined than in strain without pretreatment. The 

possible mechanism of such adaptation associated with the increased activity of 

antioxidant enzymes detected in pre-exposed strain and its generations. 

 

Іvanytsia V.O., Gorshkova O.G., Korotaeva N.V., Voliuvach O.V., 

Ilchenko O.M., Samofalov M.O 

FATTY ACID COMPOSITION OF LIPIDS OF CELLS OF THE STRAINS 

BIOCHEMICALLY-ACTIVE MICROORGANISMS FOR BIOTECHNOLOGICAL 

PURPOSES, ISOLATED FROM PETROLEUM-CONTAMINATED SOIL 

ZMIINY ISLAND. 

Оdesa National I.I. Mechnykov University, Оdesa, Ukraine. 

tgudzenko@ukr.net 

Relevant today is the search for new non-pathogenic microorganisms capable 

in extreme conditions to demonstrate the biochemical activity in relation to 

different pollutants and to serve as the basis of biological products 

biotechnological purposes. 

The object of the study was the strains of microorganisms isolated from salt-

contaminated soil Zmiiny island. 

The studied strains of microorganisms on the composition of fatty acids, 

spectra were obtained on a gas chromatograph Agilent 7890 (Agilent 

Technologies, USA) and decrypted using library databases RTSBA6 6.2 MIDI 

Sherlock program, identified with the similarity index 0,685 and 0,942 as 

Microbacterium barkeri OZ-2 and Microbacterium barkeri OZ-3. Characteristic is 
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the presence in the composition of cellular lipids strains fatty acids branched 

structure with number of carbon atoms C13-C19 (98.3-98.5%). In a significant 

number in their fatty acid pool was present 12-metyltetradecanoic C15:0 аnteiso 

(44-46%), 14-methylhexadecanoic C17:0 аnteiso (27-28%) and 14-

methylpentadecanoic C16:0 iso (14-17%) acids. Fatty acids from normal structure 

(0.8-1.0)% were hexadecanoic acid. For strain M. barkeri OZ-2 fatty acids amount 

of saturated normal and branched structure was 99.5% for M. barkeri strain OZ-3 

– 99.6%. For the differentiation of studied strains at the species levels 

distinguishing them serve as biomarkers fatty acids: C16:1 2OH, C17:0 2OH, 

C18:1 w9c, C18:0 10-metyl. The criterion for their distinction from other 

microorganisms of the genus or species are factor saturation (FS = 995-1240) 

and biomarkers value [C15:0 аnteiso/C15:0 iso] and [C17:0 аnteiso/C17:0 iso] 

with a predominant content of fatty acids in the form аnteiso. Experimentally in 

laboratory conditions determined that M. barkeri OZ-2 and M. barkeri OZ-3 

oxidized crude oil (10 mg oil /10 ml bacterial culture) on a nutrient medium M-9 for 

20 days at 35-40% and have a moderate ability to destroy anionic surfactants. 

Thus, strains of M. barkeri OZ-2 and M. barkeri OZ-3 can be recommended 

for use in biotechnology for environmental clean from oil and anionic surfactants. 
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Bisyuk Yu. A. 

ENDOTOXIN. FRIEND OR FOE OF THE ASTHMA. 

Bogomolets National Medical University, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

bisyuk@gmail.com 

This oral presentation is devoted to the research of an anti-endotoxin 

immunity and polymorphism of genes receptors of CD14 (C-159T) and TLR-4 

(Asp299Gly) in patients with different subtypes of asthma. The study included 331 

asthma patients. The endotoxin-dependent chronic inflammation in asthma is 

accompanied by increased concentrations of serum anti-endotoxin antibodies of 

class M, G; higher level of sCD14 in induced sputum and decreased 

concentrations of secretory anti-endotoxin immunoglobulin A. The presence of 

genotype CT+TT (C159T-CD14) has reduced the risk of asthma in non-atopic, 

neutrophilic, refractory subtype, but has increased risk in eosinophilic subtype 

and in patients with infrequent exacerbations. The presence of genotype AG+GG 

(Asp299Gly-TLR-4) has increased the risk of asthma in atopic, eosinophilic, 

corticosteroid-sensitive sybtypes and in patients with early onset asthma, 

reversible obstruction. It was proved that efficacy of inhaled corticosteroids and 

leukotriene modifiers in asthma depend on Asp299Gly polymorphism of TLR-4. 

 

Dons’koi B.V. 

THEORY OF IMMUNE ACCENTUATIONS - CLINICAL AND PHYSIOLOGIC 

BACKGROUNDS. 

Institute of Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Gynecology of the NAMSU, Kyiv. Ukraine. 

boris_donskoy@ukr.net  

In our previous study we showed prognostic clinical significance of immune 

parameters when they out of favorable corridor (accentuated). We showed 

associations between immune accentuations and negative IVF and pregnancy 

outcome. We also fined that combination of immune accentuations increased 

negative clinical significance. Our data let us articulate “immuno-accentuation 

theory”. In this investigation we try to find physiological explanation of negative 

clinical-prognostic significance of accentuated but immunologically normal 

parameters levels. 

NK frequency and NK cytotoxicity are significant parameters for clinical 

outcome. In whole clinical population NK lymphocyte frequency extremely 
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significant correlate with NK cytotoxicity levels. However the correlations were 

dependent from NK levels-status. We find that in patients group with high NK% 

(>17.5%) NK%-NKc correlations was extremely significant (r= 0.2021, p< 0.0001). 

Lower but also significant correlation was in patients with NK% between 15 and 

17.5% (r= 0.1213, p=0.0155). Absence of NK%-NKc association was observed in 

patients groups with NK% (12-15%), (12-10%), (10-8%) and (8-7%).  Extremely 

significant correlation (r= 0.2689, p< < 0.0001) between NK%-NKc was come 

back in patients group with NK levels <7% (1.7-7%). Data obtained by alternative 

NKc assay (EuBadta) showed similar dependence. So, we showed that different 

quality statuses of NK population have different correlative association with their 

cytotoxic activity. In balanced zone of NK% its under regulation and not correlate 

directly with NKc, in contrast in accentuated zones its out of regulation and 

influence NKc directly. 

Conclusion: Demonstrating phenomena support our idea about clinical 

significance of Immune Accentuation (and explained it in physiology mechanism). 

This approach is also significant for specific clinical favorable prognostic values 

formation. 

 

Skivka L.M. 

PHAGOCYTE POLARIZATION: TO SERVE AND PROTECT. 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine. 

realmed@i.com.ua 

Diversity and plasticity are well known hallmarks of mononuclear phagocytes. 

Mononuclear phagocytes originate from hematopoietic stem cells. Myeloid 

precursors are developed to the stage of promonocytes and, then, are 

differentiated to monocytes. Newly formed monocytes (“inexperienced” 

macrophages) leave the unique environment of the bone marrow and enter the 

blood. In circulating blood they are exposed to a plethora of agent, which are 

capable of impacting their functional and phenotypic characteristics. Circulating 

monocytes selectively home to different tissues, where tissue niche provides 

instructive signals orchestrating their differentiation. Macrophages are an 

essential component of innate immunity and play a central role in inflammation 

and host defense. In addition, these cells fulfill homeostatic functions beyond 

defense, including tissue remodeling in ontogenesis and orchestration of 

metabolic functions. Under non-inflammatory conditions, tissue-resident 

macrophages largely exhibit an M2 phenotype that promotes tissue homeostasis 

and repair. Pro-inflammatory stimuli shift the metabolism of these cells to M1 
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profile. Such macrophages mediate tissue damage and initiate inflammatory 

responses. The growing number of experimental data and clinical observations 

clearly demonstrate the functional plasticity of polymorphonuclear phagocytes - 

neutrophils. Neutrophils are widely known as proinflammatory cells associated 

with tissue damage and for their early arrival at sites of infection, where they exert 

their activity, and subsequently die. However, this opinion has been challenged 

by emerging evidence that neutrophils have other activities and are not so short-

lived. Neutrophils have also been shown to produce a wide range of cytokines 

that have pro- or anti-inflammatory activity. Functional skewing of mono- and 

polymprphoneclear phagocyte polarization occurs in physiological conditions, as 

well as in pathology and is now considered a key determinant of disease 

development and/or regression. Phagocyte polarization is an important potential 

diagnostic and prognostic marker for the number of pathological states. 

 

Stasenko A.A., Yakushev A.V., Onishchenko V.F. 

INTERLEUKINS 2, 6 AND 10 IN PATIENTS WITH SEVERE HEART FAILURE 

AFTER TRANSPLANTATION OF UMBILICAL CORD BLOOD 

MONONUCLEAR CELLS. 

National Institute of Surgery and Transplantation named after A.A. Shalimov, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

alina_satsenko@mail.ru 

Cell preparation "Cryopreserved human umbilical cord blood" was 

administered in patients with heart failure (HF). This preparation contained stem 

cell (SC) population isolated from human umbilical cord blood (CB) and 

conserved at a temperature of -196° C. The number of nucleated cells in 

preparation ranged from 0,89×10
9 

to 0,95×10
9
, the number of mononuclear cells 

was from 0,486×10
9 
to 0,520×10

9
, CD34+ cells - not less than (1,0±0,01)×10

3
. 

We determined the level of IL-2, IL-6 and IL-10 in the serum of patients before 

(n=11) CB SC transplantation (CB SCT), after 1, 3, 6, 9 months after it and in the 

control group of healthy individuals (n=14) by immunoferment assay using sets of 

"Vector-Best" company (Russian Federation, Novosibirsk). 

IL-2 produced by activated T-lymphocytes and is a growth factor for T cells. 

On the other hand, IL-2 plays a pivotal role in apoptosis of CD4+ T cells in 

response to antigen restimulation. It is shown that IL-2 enhances the production 

of B-cells from CD34 +/- CB mononuclear cells. 

In our work we showed no changes in IL-2 serum level in the postransplant 

period that corresponded with the IL-2 levels of healthy individuals. 
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Also we revealed elevated serum levels of pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-6 in 

patients prior to CB SCT, which indicates on activation of Th-1 inflammatory 

response and participation of IL-6 in the pathogenesis of HF. On 6 month of 

follow-up after CB SCT serum level of IL-6 significantly decreased and reached 

normal values of healthy individuals; however on 9 month level of IL-6 increased, 

indicating activation of Th-1 immune link and the ability of this cytokine to inhibit 

Th-2 immune response. 

The absence of changes in the levels of anti-inflammatory IL-10 during whole 

postransplant period probably point on the absence of disturbances in Th-2-

mediated immune response and full competence of this immune link. 
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THE ROLE OF DOPAMINERGIC SYSTEM IN INFLAMMATORY 

BOWEL DISEASE PATHOGENESIS. 
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Patients with Parkinson disease have elevated colonic level of pro-

inflammatory cytokines and increased intestinal permeability, which are hallmarks 

of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) pathogenesis. The neurotransmitter 

dopamine strongly and selectively inhibits vascular permeability and angiogenic 

actions of VEGF/VPF via D2 dopamine receptor activation, which are feature of 

IBD; Immune cells are additional source of dopamine. Moreover, expression of 

D2R was found in the CD4+ T cells, B cells, NK cells and in lesser in neutrophils 

and dendritic cells. Study on the resting normal-human T-cells showed that D2R 

agonist was able to upregulate IL-10 expression. Decreased levels of L-DOPA 

and dopamine have been demonstrated in the inflamed mucosa of IBD patients 

as well as in colonic mucosa of TNBS-treated rats. However, little is known about 

the mechanistic role of central and peritheral dopaminergic system in the 

pathogenesis of IBD. We found that development of IBD is associated with 

disturbance in peripheral dopaminergic system. Treatment with D2/D3 receptor 

agonists decreased the severity of IBD in two animal models, in part, by attenuation 

of enhanced vascular permeability and prevention of excessive vascular leakage. 

The damage of central dopaminergic neurons increased susceptibility to colonic 

inflammation development. Increased colonic endothelial permeability and its 
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adhesive potential might be the mechanistic explanation on the role of central 

dopaminergic system disruption in IBD pathogenesis. Hence, impairment 

dopaminergic system seems to be a feature of IBD pathogenesis. 

 

Kurchenko A.I. 

MODERN VIEWS ON THE NATURE OF ALLERGIC CONTACT DERMATITIS. 
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A key factor in the initiation of allergic contact dermatitis is the formation of 

hapten-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes, which are activated, proliferate 

and differentiate into effector subpopulation of T-lymphocytes. This occurs in the 

regional lymph nodes. Although the haptens that can enter the lymph node from 

the current lymph, this does not lead to a productive T-lymphocyte response. 

Antigen presentation in a lymph node migrating dendritic cells is absolutely 

essential. 

Dermal skin dendritic cells (also called CD103 + dendritic cells of the skin) are 

separate subpopulation of dendritic cells derived from bone marrow precursors. 

Despite the fact that they represent only a small percentage (~3%) of total dermal 

dendritic cells, dendritic Langerin-positive skin cells are constantly being updated. 

The study of ontogeny subpopulation of helped to identify that Langerhans cells 

and dermal Langerin-positive dendritic cells are different subpopulations of dendritic 

cells. 

Experiments were conducted in which the depletion of Langerhans cells and 

investigated the role of these cells in different stages of development of the 

reaction showed that Langerhans cells exhibit suppressive capacity during the 

initial contact phase of hypersensitivity reaction, but not during the effector phase 

of the reaction. This suggests that the Langerin-positive skin dendritic cells and 

Langerhans cells do not cause the development of contact hypersensitivity. 

For a small number of contact allergens, studied to date, it is known that they 

are recognized by TLR and inflammasome. This indicates the possibility that a 

direct activation of these pathways is a common feature for all substances with 

the ability to sensitization. Does all 2800 known sensitizing chemicals 

inflammation by TLR and NOD pathways like receptor (NLR) remains to be 

seen. 
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CURRENT STRATEGIES FOR MUCOSAL IMMUNIZATION. 
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The parenteral route of antigen delivery can induce in vaccinated subjects 

high levels of serum antibodies mainly of IgG class, which can protect organism 

from the systemic pathogen spread. In contrast, the oral route for vaccine delivery 

provides effective mucosal IgA-dependent immunity, that can protect body from 

bacterial colonization and also prevent the pathogens or toxins penetration into 

the blood Mucosa has their own local immune system known as MALT (mucosa-

associated lymphoid tissue) which is able to develop an immune response or 

tolerance for antigens passing through the mucosal epithelium. Specialized M-

cells in mucosal epithelium can transport microorganisms, viruses etc. from the 

mucosal surface to MALT across the epithelial barrier and stimulate mucosal 

immunity. Such properties of M-cells could be used in experimental procedures 

for the antigens delivery from mucosa surface. Sure, oral administration of 

antigens would be the most patient-friendly way of immunization. However, the 

efficacy of free antigens oral administration is limited by their degradation in the 

gastrointestinal tract and poor absorption by M-cells.  

There are many carrier systems have been developed in recent years for the 

delivery of antigens to the mucosal immune system. Among them, PLGA 

(poly(D,L lactide-co-glycolide)) particles is one of the best carrier systems for per 

os antigen delivery with good efficiency, longer potency and markedly reduced 

side effects. PLGA particles could be effectively loaded by different biomolecules, 

like proteins or DNA, and protect them from gut environment. Unfortunately, the 

efficiency of their interaction with M-cells is not so good. In order to facilitate this 

interaction different ligands can be used. We suppose that the application of 

staphylococcal protein A, ubiquitin or anexin V for the PLGA particles 

functionalization could increase their binding to the M-cells, and therefore support 

the transportation efficiency of antigen to the MALT. 
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PECULIARITIES OF IMMUNOREGULATORY T-LYMPHOCYTE 

SUBPOPULATIONS OF CHILDREN ILL WITH BRONCHIAL ASTHMA. 
1
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To study clinical and immunological peculiarities of infantile bronchial asthma 

(BA), it was examined 120 ill boys and girls (65% and 35%, respectively) aged from 

3 to 17. 

The analysis of content of T-cell subpopulations and B-cells was carried out 

using flow cytofluorimeter FASCalibur (Canada) by lymphocyte phenotyping with 

monoclonal antibodies to differential membrane surface antibodies: CD3+19- 

(pan-T-cells), CD4+8- (T-helpers/inductors), CD4-8+ (T-supressors/cytotoxic), 

CD3-16+ (natural killers), CD3-19+ (B-cells). 

It was observed these peculiarities of cell subpopulations from children ill with 

severe BA whose age was 3-5 years old: T-cell fraction decreased considerably, 

although their absolute number grows; cytotoxic T-cell fraction decreased. This 

indicates the exhaustion of adaptive and compensatory immunologic mechanisms 

in this age group. 

In age group 6-12 it was observed further growing of immunoregulatory T-cell 

subpopulation disbalance, and in teenage group it was found cytotoxic T-cell 

insufficiency resulting in total T-cell content decrease. 

Thus, the absence of adaptive cytotoxic T-cell content increase is 

characteristic for severe infantile BA (75% of examined children) and results in 

considerable immunoregulatory T-cell disbalance found in 82.2% of cases. 

 

Bilyk A.A., Senchylo N.V., Petruk N.A., Kalmukova O.O., Garmanchuk L.V. 

TEICHOIC ACID FROM STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS ENHANCES THE 

APOPTOTIC CELLS, STIMULATES THE ACTIVITY OF SUCCINATE 

DEHYDROGENASE IN MCF-7 CELLS IN UNFED CULTURE CONDITION. 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine. 
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Introduction. Ligands of Toll-like receptors (TLR) are often used as adjuvants 

in order to enhance the immunogenicity of vaccines in anticancer therapy. We 

know that TLR ligands are bacteria cell components so-called pathogen-
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associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), In Gram-positive bacteria the role of 

such structures fulfils cell wall components - teichoic acid. 

Aim. To investigate the influence of TK on the MCF-7 cells in the unfed culture 

condition. 

Materials and methods. Tumor cells MCF-7 were incubated in medium DMEM 

(Sigma, USA) supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma, USA), 2 mM L-glutamine and 

40 ug / ml gentamicin at 37oC, 5% CO2 After reaching complete confluence cells 

to replace environment and cultured for three days without FBS (control) and 

without FBS and 5 mkM TA. 

Results. It was found that the substrate for TK deficient culture conditions 

prevents the cytotoxic impact microenvironment that is shown to reduce the 

number of necrotic cells. However, significantly increased the apoptotic index and 

adhesive and increase the activity of the mitochondrial enzyme succinate 

dehydrogenase in particular. However, the fixed accumulation of cells in G2/M and 

reduce the population of aneuploid cells. Also shown to increase affinity eosin, 

which may indicate a strengthening of the synthetic activity. Culturing cells in 

deficient conditions led to inhibition of the expression of NF-κB (Rel A) with 

molecular weigh 65 kDa 
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SPR INVESTIGATIONS OF THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN LACTOFERRIN 

AND ANTI-LACTOFERRIN ANTIBODIES USING INTERMEDIATE LAYER 

BASED ON THE RECOMBINANT STAPHYLOCOCCAL PROTEIN A. 
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The development of immunosensors can help significantly to upgrade the 

quality of human life by improving methods of biomedical diagnostics, molecular 

engineering, environmental monitoring, food analysis, drug discovery, etc. The 

antigen-binding activity of immobilized antibodies is usually much lower in 

comparison with the same antibody activity in solution. The main reasons for this 

are believed to be a random orientation of antibodies on the sensor surface and 

steric hindrance caused by the influence of the surface of a solid substrate. To 

prevent this, it is necessary to create an intermediate layer, which would include 

immunoglobulin-binding proteins, such as Staphylococcal surface protein A. The 

genetically engineered introduction of cysteine residue in recombinant protein A 

should promote more effective immobilization of the protein on a gold sensor 
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surface. Thus, the aim of this work is to investigate a) the interactions between 

recombinant Staphylococcal protein A with cysteine residue (SPA-Cys) 

immobilized on a gold sensor surface and rabbit antibodies against lactoferrin 

(anti-LF) as well as b) the interactions between anti-LF bound by SPA-Cys and 

lactoferrin (LF). 

The activity of immune components applied was tested by ELISA. The study 

of intermolecular interactions between immune components was performed by 

using the flow measuring cell of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 

spectrometer "Plasmon-4m". 

A successful immobilization of SPA-Cys on the gold sensor surface was 

performed. The dependence of the sensor response at the interactions between 

SPA-Cys and anti-LF on the anti-LF concentration as well as on LF concentration 

at the interactions between anti-LF and LF were shown. 

The study of the processes of immobilization of SPA-Cys as an intermediate 

component on the sensor surface of the SPR spectrometer, and its interactions 

with anti-LF and then the interactions between anti-LF and LF demonstrated that 

SPA-Cys can be successfully used for scientific research and for practical 

applications in immunosensors. 
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EXPRESSION OF HUMAN BETA-DEFENSIN-1-4 MRNA IN DIFFERENT 

TUMOR CELL LINES AND COMBINED EFFECTS OF HBDS ON TUMOR CELL 

VIABILITY IN CELLULO. 
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It is known that deregulated expression of human beta-defensins (hBDs), 

multifunctional peptide antibiotics,is closely related to the development of some 

tumor types. Inducible hBD-2-4 are characterized by special spectra of potent 

biologic activity and are capable to affect tumor cell proliferation, viability and 

potential of malignancy such as migration activity and substrate-independent 

growth. The aim of the study was to analyze expression profile of hBDs in 

cultured human tumor cells of different types and to evaluate the combined 

effects of recombinant hBD-2-4 toward tumor cell viability in cellulo. The study 

was performed with the use of 9 human cell lines: melanoma (mel Z and mel Is), 

thyroid cancer (KTC-2, ТРС1 and WRO), lung adenocarcinoma (A549), 

epidermoid carcinoma(А431), Burkitt’s lymphoma (Namalwa), T-cell leukemia 
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(Jurkat). Expression of hBD-1-4 mRNA in these cells lines was studied with the 

use of semiquantitative RT-PCR. Combined effects of recombinant hBD-2-4 on 

cell viability were analyzed by MTT. It has been shown that each studied cell line 

is characterized by individual profile of hBD expression. In particular, mel Z cells 

express hBD-1-4 mRNA, while mel IS cells express hBD-1,-2. In thyroid cancer 

cells, expression of hBD-1,-3,-4 has been detected, but hBD-2 mRNA was 

undetectable. While Namalwa and Jurkat cells are characterized by expression of 

hBD-1-3, in А431 and А549 cells there was observed an expression of hBD-1 

mRNA. To study the combined effects of inducible hBDs toward tumor cell 

viability, A431 cells were incubated with paired combinations of different hBDs at 

nanomolar concentrations for 48 h. According to the data of МТТ, inducible hBDs 

are capable to enhance (hBD-3 vs hBD-2 or hBD-2 vs hBD-4) or attenuate(hBD-3 

vs hBD-4) effects of each other toward cultured tumor cell viability. The results of 

the study point on capability of inducible hBDs to potentiate or diminish an 

influence of each other on viability of tumor cells in cellulo. It’s tempting to 

speculate that summarizing effect of hBDs expressed in particular tumor cell line 

could affect other biologic patterns of the cells including their proliferation rate and 

potential of malignancy. 
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GENDER DIFFERENCES OF DICLOFENAC ON OSTEOARTHRITIS 

RAT MODEL. 
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Development of animal models of osteoarthritis (OA) for testing treatments, 

reflecting the complexity of pathological process in humans, considering 

hepatotoxicity and gender percularities is essential. 

Twenty rats (weighing 180-220g) were divided into two groups: males (Group 

1), females (Group 2). An experimental OA was modeled by intra-articular 

injection the knee 100 mkl (100 mg/ml) 1 mg mono-iodoacetate. US, X-ray, 

histological tests of the knee were performed. Liver biopsy was performed via 

puncture intervention under US guidance on 14th day. The animals with signs of 

OA on 20th day of experiment were assessed to two groups (with same number 

of animals of both genders) received daily doses of DCF 5.0 mg/kg and 10.0 

mg/kg for 4 days respectively. On the 40th week of experiment rats were 

sacrificed and underwent pathomorphology studies of joints and liver. 
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After injection of DCF we registered improvement of arthritis (Group 1), 

however after two weeks we recorded by ultrasound diffuse changes in the liver 

of animals and increasing of transaminases by 1.5 times in their blood serum at 

DCF doses (5 mg/kg) after 20 days. We found that DCF showed strongly different 

adverse effects, depending on the gender of animals. Thus, for males a 

cumulative dose of 20 mg/kg evoked death of 10% animals; in females this dose 

was 40 mg/kg (p < 0.05). Liver biopsy ex vivo revealed the liver fibrosis, stages 2-

4. In three female rats (15%) after 40 weeks we found tumor in the femoral 

region, on biopsy we diagnosed lipoid tissue hyperplasia (lypoma). Extensive 

intestinal hemorrhage were found in most of animals. DCF has strong side effects 

in rats. 

Significant gender differences in adverse effects of DCF in rats were 

registered that require further studies. 
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Diphtheria toxin (DT) is the main pathogenic factor of Corynebacterium 

diphtheriae. Antibodies against diphtheria toxin play the most important role in the 

immunity against C. diphtheriae. All current diphtheria vaccines have parenteral 

route of administration. Undoubtedly, oral administration of antigens would be the 

most patient-friendly way of immunization. However, the efficacy of free antigens 

oral administration is limited by their degradation in the gastrointestinal tract and 

poor absorption by M-cells (microfold cells). 

Biodegradable and biocompatible polymers, like poly(D,L lactide-co-glycolide) 

(PLGA), are widely used for the design of mucosal immunizing agents. 

Importantly, that the way of particle preparation plays an important role in PLGA 

biodegradation and antigen release. 

The aim of this work was to characterize the main physicochemical properties 

of two types of PLGA particles: particles with immobilized antigen (PLGA 1) and 

particles with encapsulated antigen (PLGA 2). 

We have prepared two types of PLGA particles containing EGFP-SbB proteins 

(non-toxic recombinant fragment B (SbB) of diphtheria toxin fused with EGFP). 

The antigen loading efficiency of particles was determined based on the ratio of 
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protein concentration in solution before and after loading and shown better results 

for PLGA 2 particles (PLGA 1 – 72.05%, PLGA 2 –90.02%). The particle sizes 

had the slight difference by the results of two different techniques (NTA – number 

based, the software tracks individual particles; DLS –scattering intensity 

weighted), however demonstrate similar patterns. DLS data showed that the 

mean PLGA 1 particles size was 203,3 nm and the mean PLGA 2 particles size 

was 211,6 nm. NTA data also showed that mean PLGA 1 particles size a little 

smaller than PLGA 2 (183.8 nm and 192.8 nm respectively). 

Demonstrated differences in the properties of synthesized particles may have 

an influence on the immunogenicity of the used for oral immunization antigen. It 

can be also expected that the results of our study may be useful for the 

development of new delivery systems for other drugs, vitamins, antigens to the 

immune system cells. 
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ANTITUMOR EFFICIENCY OF COMBINED USE OF EMBRYONIC XENOGENIC 

VACCINE AND CISPLATIN FOR THE ANIMALS WITH 

LEWIS LUNG CARCINOMA. 
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The evaluation of the combined use of cisplatin and embryonic xenogenic 

vaccine, made from chicken embryonic proteins and cytotoxic protein-bearing 

metabolite extracted from B. subtilis B-7025, was conducted on the male 

C57Black mice with Lewis lung carcinoma. The treatment of the animals began 

on the 13th day. Cisplatin was given by injection intraperitoneally (25 mg per 

animal) for five days. The vaccine was administered subcutaneously (300 mcl per 

animal for one injection) according to the scheme that is given below: 

1. Cisplatin was administered in mono mode beginning on the 13th day (C). 

2. The vaccine was administered in mono mode on the 13th, 16th, 23th and 30th 

day (V). 

3.Сisplatin was injected the 13th day(5 injections) and the vaccine - on the 20th, 

23th, 30th day after tumor transplantation (C+V). 

4.Сisplatin was administered on the 13th, 20th and 26th day and the vaccine was 

given by injection on the 16th, 23th and 30t day after tumor transplantation (C-V-C). 
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5.Cisplatin was given by injection on the 13th day(5 injections), at the same time 

the vaccine therapy was carried out on 13th, 16th, 23th and 30th day ([C+V]). 

The slaughter of animals was made on the 35th day after tumor 

transplantation. 

As a result, the most effective schemes were (C+V) and ([C+V]). The 

survivorship rate of the animals in these groups on the 35th day was 100% 

against 18% in the control group of tumor growth. The survivorship rate of the 

animals in the groups (C) and (V) was 66%. In the group ([C+V]) the treatment 

with cisplatin led to a significant reduction in metastatic potential of the tumor, 

while the application of the scheme (C+ V) (31st day of research) reduced growth 

of primary tumor node: 3.23±0.43 cm3 against 4.45±1.08 cm3 in the control group 

of tumor growth. were a sufficiently high level of antibody cytotoxic activity of 

lymphocytes and macrophages, which may indicate a lower level of 

immunosuppression in these groups at the end of the experiment. 

Conclusion. The combined use of cisplatin and embryonic xenogenic vaccine 

increase of antineoplastic action by reducing the level of immunosuppression that 

occurs on a background of tumor growth and the applied chemothera 
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The purpose of this study was to define the main clinical, structural, functional 

and immunological predictors of combined pathology advance - COPD and MS. 

The COPD diagnosis was verified among 143 patients, 75 patients out of them 

had a combination of COPD and MS (the main group), and 68 - separate disease 

(compare group). 

As a result of long influence of a hypoxia activation of processes lipid 

peroxidation process which already initiated development of systematic 

inflammatory process activates in patient’s body. Among patients with COPD and 

MS combination is found significantly higher values of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

serum concentration (TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8), and also nonspecific markers of 

an inflammation -SRP (p<0,05). Certainly, the a contribution to level, in particular, 

TNF-α level increase, brings existence abdominal - visceral type of obesity, as 

cells of this fatty tissue intensively produce this cytokine. On the other hand, 

existence of obesity limits respiratory excursion of lungs that strengthens a 
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hypoxia even more and promotes additional production pro-inflammatory 

cytokines. Besides, growth of serumal concentration of pro-inflammatory 

mediators, namely a SRP, causes progressing reorganization of a bronchial tree 

with development of lungs emphysema. 

The clinical presentation of COPD progression among patients with MS 

symptoms unlike with separate COPD is characterized by heavier progression 

with growth of frequency of annual COPD recrudescences, respiratory function 

defects of the mixed type and myocardium remodeling with hypertrophy of the 

right and left heart. The patients with COPD combined with MS experience 

increasing of systematic inflammatory process activity in the form of concentration 

pro-inflammatory increasing and deficit of anti-inflammatory that is caused by 

production cytokines by excess of fatty tissue, and also cytokines synthesis 

activation in response to a hypoxia and inflammatory process in a bronchus- 

pulmonary system. 
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HEPATOPROTECTIVE ACTION OF L. CASEI IMV B-7280 AFTER 
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Relevant model of ostoartrosis (OA) is monoiodineactetate induced arthritis in 

rats. The most common treatment of OA are the diclofenac (DCF)is often 

accompanied by the development of pathological side effects, as e.g., 

hepatotoxicity under the influence of DCF reactive metabolites. Probiotic can 

reduce the antigenic load on the body. 

The aim of the study was to assess: the efficacy of DCF for OA on rat model; 

the toxicity of DCF on liver and its reducing by administering Lactobacillus casei 

ІМV В-7280. 

Thirty 3 month old female rats were used for modeling an experimental OA. 

The model was carried out by intra-articular injection the knee 100 mkl (100 

mg/ml) 1mg mono-iodoacetate through the patellar ligament of the right knee 

under US guidance. After 20 days of observation of experimental rats with signs 

of OA was formed two groups ( N10) of animals that were administered daily 

doses of DCF 5.0 mg/kg and DCF 5.0 mg/kg + L. casei IMV B-7280 (1х10
9
 

CFU/rat•d) for 4 days respectively. Within 3 months of blood was obtained and 
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the end of the experiment the animals were sacrificed and with pathomorphology 

studies of joints and liver. 

After injection of DCF we registered decrease of US appearance of arthritis, 

positive changes in the clinical manifestations (reduce swelling of the joints, 

increased mobility of animals. However two weeks after the last injection of DCF 

we recorded by ultrasound diffuse changes in the liver of animals and increasing 

of transaminases in their blood serum.US revealed hepatomegaly, diffuse 

changes in the structure of the liver portal hypertension, ascites, hydrothorax, and 

splenomegaly. According to histological examination hepatic parenchymal cells 

were filled with fat droplets, fatty degeneration of hepatocytes, and focal 

hepatocyte necrosis was seen in the centrilobular region. It was shown that per 

os L. casei IMV B-7280 administration to DCF – treatment rats resulted in not 

significant way reduce serum ALT, lipid droplet accumulation, inflammatory cells 

infiltration, and hepatocyte necrosis. 

Our evidence suggests that L. casei IMV B-7280 has possess a potent 

hepatoprotective action on DCF induced Liver injury in rats. 
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Fusariosis caused by Fusarium oxysporum pathogen dominates among the 

epiphytotic dangerous diseases of Callistephus chinensis The impact of selection 

on the immune system often depends greatly on the availability of profoundly 

studied source material and scientifically grounded approach to its use, as well as 

on the regular monitoring of pathogenic parasite complex. 

The aim of research was to carry out ther immunological assessment of 

C. chinensis (L.) Ness. species samples under conditions of natural infection 

background and to search for the sources of "polygenic resistance" on 

F. oxysporum. The nature of C. chinensis Resistance to F. oxysporum was 

investigated under the conditions of the Steppe of Ukraine on 133 species 

samples. Phytopathological monitoring during the 2008-2015 revealed the degree 

of F. oxysporum infestation within 0-83%, the average infestation rate was 0-4. 

According to the results of immunologic assessment of collection species 

samples we have found out that the genotypes have different resistance to 
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Fusarium wilt thought there prevails the goup of almost stable (R+), which 

comprises 44.3% of samples. The group of medium resistance (S /) and immune 

one (R) include 24.9% and 23.3% of samples, respectively. 

The smallest amount collectible sotozrazkiv was attributed to groups of 

resistance: susceptible (S) - 5,3% and very susceptible (S+) - 2,2%.In terms of 

the feature stability factor we have found out that 57.1% of the collection species 

sampless are of low stability that characterizes them as the ones contributing to 

the intensive development of both high- and lowvirulent pathogens, giving rise to 

epiphytotics increasing the rate of formation and the emergence of aggressive 

races. And 42.9% of the species samples are of high stability rate which is of 

practical importance for selection as the source of "polygenic resistance". 

According to the results of immunologic assessment of species samples 

collection we have selected 53 varieties for further breeding on their resistance to 

Fusarium wilt that have high level of resistance stability signs on the natural 

infectious background. 
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The tumor cells of Lewis lung carcinoma (0.5*10
6
 cells per animal) were 

transplanted intramuscularly to the C57/Black mice to form the model of tumor 

growth. The treatment of the animals began on the 15th day after tumor 

transplantation. The drug "Izatizon" which was diluted to 20 times by normal 

saline was administered orally (50 ml per animal), once in two days. The 

xenogeneic antitumor vaccine, made from chicken embryo protein and protein-

bearing metabolite extracted from B. subtilis B-7025 was given by injection 

subcutaneously according to the scheme (on the15th, 18th, 25th, 30th and 34th 

day of tumor growth) 0.3 ml per animal. On the 37th day from the beginning of the 

experiment the slaughter of animals was carried out and the level of metastatic 

lesions of lungs and some immunological parameters of antitumor immunity were 

explored. 
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It was found that in the group of animals, that were on the medications with 

drug "Izatizon", the size of the primary tumor site on the 34th day amounted to 

1.65±0.20 cm3; in the vaccine group was 2.12±0.30 cm3; in the group of complex 

use of vaccine and "Izatizon" was 2.24±0.15 cm3; against to the control group the 

size of primary tumors was 3.89±0.84 cm3. The level of metastatic lesions of 

lungs was the lowest in that group of animals which was treated with complex use 

of "Izatizon" and xenogeneic antitumor vaccine. The average volume of 

metastases in this group was sized up 12.36±4.39 mm3, compared with 

28.32±12.43 mm3 in the group "Izatizon", 19.49±17.79 mm 3 in the vaccine group 

and 141.87±62.07 mm3 -in the control group of tumor growth. Using enzyme 

immunodetection, it was found that the groups of animals which had a positive 

effect of treatment, the level of antibodies of class G in blood serum was 

significantly higher against to the control group of tumor growth. 

Conclusion. The complex use of xenogeneic antitumor vaccine and drug 

"Izatizon" is recommended since it reduces the level of metastatic lesions of lungs 

by stimulating antitumor immunity. 
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The clinical and pathologic features of classical Hodgkin’s lymphoma (cHL) 

reflect from the expression of a variety of cytokines by Hodgkin and 

Reed/Sternberg (HRS) cells, and this cytokines stimulates the alteration in 

composition and function of HRS cells in the surrounding microenvironment. 

Programmed cell death protein 1, also known as PD-1 and CD279 is a cell 

surface receptor expressed on T cells and pro-B cells. PD-1 binds two ligands, 

PD-L1 and PD-L2. The aim of our study was to analyze the microenvironment 

expression of PD- L1 in cHL to assess its prognostic significance. 

The case group comprised 49 patients with cHL (stage IIA: 23, IIB: 3, III-IV: 

23). The patients received chemotherapy regimens and radiotherapy. cHL 

specimens were obtained from lymph node biopsies of patients at diagnosis. PD-

L1 expression levels was analyzed in fresh tissue specimens using real-time RT-

PCR. 
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For 49 patients the overall response rate after the 1st line therapy was 95.9% 

with a complete response of 73.5% and a partial response – 22.4%. Progression 

during the therapy was observed in 2 patients. Among patients who achieved a 

complete response during the follow up (24-36 months) – 9 had relapses. We 

noticed that 26.5% of cHL cases were PD-L1 negative, PD-L1 level were higher 

in nodular sclerosis and advanced cHL stages. All cases with the PD-L1 absence 

had a complete response to the therapy and long-term remission. High PD-L1 

expression was associated with the reduced progression-free survival (PFS) in 

cHL patients. A 2-year PFS rate for cHL patients with high PD-L1 expression was 

47% compared to 95% for low/absent of PD-L1 expression. 

PD-L1 expression level can be used as a marker of prognosis in cHL patients 

and represents an attractive target for a cHL immunotherapy in patients with poor 

outcome. Our results suggest that tumor microenvironment play an important role 

in clinical behavior of cHL. PD-L1 expression level can be used as a marker of 

prognosis in patients with cHL and represent an attractive target for a cHL 

immunotherapy in patients with poor outcome. 
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Macrophages are effector cells of innate immunity, which perform 

phagocytosis, antigen presentation, regulatory functions etc. Macrophages can 

be polarized into 2 activation states,M1 and M2,which drive Th1 and Th2 immune 

responses, respectively. Recent research showed that advanced age impairs 

mouse spleen macrophage polarization of both M1 and M2 phenotype. The aim 

of this study was to investigate if aging influences metabolic polarization of 

murine splenic macrophages upon immunization with T-dependent antigen. 

Young (4-5 months old) and aged (23-24 months old) female CBA/Ca mice 

were used in experiments. Sheep red blood cells were injected intraperitoneally 

(2x10
8
SRBC/0,3ml) 4 days before testing. Splenocytes were obtained by 

mechanical homogenization and used for adherent cell separation, evaluation of 

ROS production and phagocytic capability by flow cytometry and number of 

antibody-secreting cells (ASC) by Jerne’s method. Splenic adherent cells were 
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used for assessment of NO production by Griess test and arginase activity in cell 

lysates. 

There weren’t any statistically significant changes in phagocytic activity of 

splenic leukocytes in old mice as compared to young, while ROS production was 

significantly higher in both phagocytic cell populations. There was a trend towards 

increase of nitrite production in macrophages obtained from old mice. Conversely, 

arginase activity was significantly lower in macrophages from aged mice. Also, 

amount of ASC was significantly lower in old mice, which coincides with literature 

data regarding impairment of humoral immune response in aging. 

Increased ROS,NO production and lower arginase activity, observed in 

macrophages from old mice as compared to their young counterparts, are 

hallmarks of M1 metabolic state. This state of macrophage activation is 

responsible for Th1 response, which is antagonistic to Th2-mediated humoral 

response. Also, increasing of ROS production could indicate proinflammatory 

activation of polymorphonuclear leukocytes in aging. Thus, one of the reasons of 

the decline in ASC number in old animals may be unfavorable cytokine profile 

caused by proinflammatory activation and M1 polarization of splenic phagocytes. 
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Introduction: Nowadays, combined therapy based on dendritic cells (DC) and 

low-dose chemotherapy is intensively investigated worldwide. 

Aim: To develop scheme of combined chemoimmunotherapy based on DC 

and lowe-dose cyclophosphamide. 

Materials and methods: 40 С57Bl/6 mice have been involved in the 

experiment. Lewis lung carcinoma was injected intramuscularly at lethal dose (1 х 

106 cells per animal).As an experimental tumor models using Lewis lung 

carcinoma line (CCL). The cells were injected intramuscularly in the CCL lethal 

dose of 1 x 106 cells per animal. Cyclophosphamide at a dose of 2 mg/kg was 

administered intraperitoneally to animals. DC vaccine was injected intravenously 

into the orbital sinus eye at a concentration of 0.2 x 106 per animal control , 

starting with the 11 th day after tumor transplantation , three times at intervals of 3 
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days. All experiments were approved by Ethical Committee permission of 

National Cancer Institute (Kyiv,Ukraine). 

Results: The largest anticancer effect was obtained when we used the CP + 

DC-vaccine pattern. That's why the number of tumor sites was decreased in 228 

times (p < 0.01), 103 times (p < 0.01) and 10 times (p < 0.01) compare with the 

control group, respectively to DC-vaccine and CP groups. The total volume of 

tumor sites was also significantly decreased in all of the groups, which received 

therapy, but maximum value of the total volume was observed in the group of CP 

+ DC-vaccine, p <0,01. 

Conclusions: Low-dose chemotherapeutics enhance the antitumor effect of 

DC-based immunotherapy. These investigations form the basis to a new 

multimodality treatment of cancer patients. 
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Original set of 15 clones of hybridomas producers of monoclonal antibodies 

(mAbs) to horseradish peroxidase isoenzyme C (using as a source of 

lymphocytes of mice of inbred strains NZB and Balb/c) was obtained. A study of 

the biological properties of the antibodies (specificity, affinity constant and titer in 

culture) was established. Conjugates of obtained mAbs with alkaline phosphatase 

were synthesized, and it allowed performing comparative epitope characterization 

of the resulting set of mAbs. Obtained mAbs are directed to the protein part, 

carbohydrate residues and enzyme prostatic group. Carbohydrate component of 

horseradish peroxidase is more immunogenic for mice of studied lines. Studied 

mAbs are directed to 5 epitopes regions of horseradish peroxidase molecule: 3 of 

them are protein origin antigenic determinants and 2 have carbohydrate nature. 

Two epitope regions, which are directed to the polypeptide chain (conditionally 

designated P1, and P2), have similar spatial localization and much more distant 

from the third epitope region similar specificity (P3). Both epitop regions, which 

are directed to carbohydrate residues (P4, and P5), represented by two epitopes. 

P3 epitope which is formed by polypeptide chain has a close spatial localization 
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of P5 epitope region (hydrocarbons of the enzyme). Two alternative methods for 

determining of the mAbs constants of affinity (Friguet, and Scatchard) are 

comparable (for determination of the affinity constants of antibodies to 

horseradish peroxidase): coefficient of linear correlation between the affinity 

constants defined by different methods was 0.90. 

The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is the most informative and 

versatile method of serological diagnostics. The possibility of detection by ELISA 

specific antibodies of different classes allow to differentiate primary infectious 

process and its remission, exacerbation and chronic disease (holding of 

differential diagnosis). This approach is implemented in the methodology for 

evaluation of patients for the presence of humoral immune response against 

TORCH-infections pathogens (toxoplasmosis, rubella, cytomegalovirus, herpes 

simplex viruses’ infections, and some others). Therefore, testing for the presence 

of specific IgG and IgM antibodies against TORCH-infections pathogens in blood 

serum is an important element of motherhood and childhood protection. The 

essential problem in the production of IgM-capture ELISA diagnostic kits is 

obtaining of positive control. The classic version of positive control is human 

blood serum (plasma) containing specific antibodies. But specific IgM-positive 

sera are insignificant raw material. This fact can significantly limit the production 

of diagnostic kits, especially in case of large-scale manufacture. We have 

suggested methodological approach to the use of synthetic positive controls in 

IgM-capture ELISA kits based on conjugate of normal human IgM and 

monoclonal antibodies against horseradish peroxidase. 
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We studied the bacteriotropic and immunotropic action of medicinal leech 

(ML) biologically active substances (BAS). The exogenous BAS (cultural water) 

and the bacfiltrate of intestinal ML endosymbiont A. hydrophila showed 

bacteriostatic effect on saprophytic and opportunistic microflora. In addition, the 

formation of A. hydrophila cytophilic biofilms and adsorption way of eating 

phylogenetically exclude primary bacterial infection of human at hirudotherapy 

(HT). Immunotropic action of ML BAS phylogenetically directed at counteraction 

to high immune blood factors of mammalian. In the intestinal microenvironment, 

this effect is displacement by means of hematocrit in the direction of formed blood 
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elements, haemolysis of red blood cells and apoptosis of breadwinner white blood 

cells. However, at 8-10% of the individuals ML occurs posttrophic failure of its 

resistance to immune factors of breadwinner and the development of 

immunopathology similar "graft versus host" reaction. Immunotropic effect of ML 

BAS in laboratory rats showed an increase in phagocytic activity of neutrophils 

and circulatory redistribution quantitative indicators of leukocytes and functionally 

dependent cytomorphometric classes of lymphocyte: small, medium and large, 

have been more contrasting in old rats than middle-aged animals. In volunteers 

after HT observed immunomodulatory effect among CD2-positive lymphocytes, 

which manifested decrease excessive activity of CD4-positive T-helper cells and 

CD25-positive cells with corresponding activation of CD8-positive T-

killer/suppressor and CD16-positive natural killer cells. Tissue antigens of ML in 

the culture of lymphocytes stimulated high levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

(IL-1, IL-8, TNF) that followed by inhibition of proliferation and induction of 

apoptosis, which is leading mechanism of anti-inflammatory action at the level of 

the organism at HT. Further analysis of immunomodulatory action of ML BAS is 

perspective for study of mechanisms of induction low-tolerance in the treatment of 

autoimmune and allergic diseases; induction of apoptosis for the treatment of 

oncogenic diseases and for the regulation of immune reactions in transplantation. 
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Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer among women and one of 

the leading causes of death. It’s a morphologically and molecularly 

heterogeneous disease. So, identification of new molecular markers which could 

be used for breast cancer diagnosis and treatment are urgently needed. 

RAD50 is a highly conserved DNA double-strand break repair protein involved 

in DNA repair and plays an essential role in maintaining genomic integrity and 

preventing tumorigenesis. The genomic locus containing RAD50 gene has been 

reported to be deleted in a large subset of breast carcinomas, particularly in the 

basal-like subtype, where a copy of RAD50 is lost in roughly 50% of tumors. So, 
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we suppose that RAD50 gene expression profile may be considered as an 

essential and promising marker of breast cancer. 

In this investigation RAD50 gene expression level in tumors of breast cancer 

patients was studied considering into account patients survival after surgery. 

The study was performed using publicly available The Cancer Genome Atlas 

(TCGA) which encompasses information about human malignancy including 

primary solid breast tumors. The data of 1100 invasive breast cancer patients 

were retrieved using the TCGA cBioPortal interface 

(http://www.cbioportal.org/index.do). The tumor marker data sets for RAD50 gene 

expression were obtained from the following TCGA Genetic Profiles: 

brca_tcga_mrna ("mRNA expression (microarray)"). Clinical data for the TCGA 

breast cancer cases were downloaded as a data matrix and RAD50 gene 

expression level considering into account patients survival has been statistically 

calculated and visualized using Kaplan–Meier plots and log-rank test. 

It was found that the RAD50 gene expression level inverse correlates with 

breast patient’s survival. Patients with low expression level of RAD50 gene (< 0.6) 

have higher survival rate than patients with higher expression level. This result 

indicates the possibility of consideration of RAD50 gene expression level as a 

predictor of survival in patients with breast cancer that needs of more thorough 

examination in future, taking into account other clinical characteristics. 
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Advances in genetics and immunology have changed the look of progressive 

scientists of immune pathology. It is known that the development of recurrent and 

chronic human disease depends on several key individual factors: genetic, 

immunological and neuroendocrine. Phylogenetically the immune system of a 

healthy person recognizes thousands of pathogens. Clinically and science-based 

the most correct term is "immunodeficiency disease" in situations when the body 

is unable to cope with a group of pathogens. Immunodependent disease 

considered a wide range of diverse pathology which pathogenesis based on the 

role of immune mechanisms in the essential recognition of pathogens. However, 

not clearly defined immune defects, with which it would be possible to link the 

development of the disease. Immune based pathology are atopic, autoimmune, 
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infectious diseases, lymphoproliferative and oncology. Today, significantly 

increased the number of patients with the above pathology suffering multi 

infection and who have not received the desired effect of standard therapy. In the 

diagnosis and treatment of immune disease it is extremely important to identify 

the presence of superantigens in the patient's body, such as H. pylori, 

C. albicans, S. aureus, Str. haemolyticus, Asp. niger and helminth invasion. It 

should be remembered that in order to be considered the eradication of 

pathogens in their immunosuppressive properties. According to current data, 

helminths and protozoa, bacterial and fungal agents can cause pronounced 

immunosuppressive effect, in flagrant violation of almost all the main elements of 

the immune system. Thus, new discoveries in clinical immunology gradually blur 

the boundaries between immunodeficiency diseases and so-called immune-

pathology. Today, finally proved the causal role of defects in the innate immune 

system in many diseases, which are traditionally considered not 

immunodependent. We want to share of many years experience in the diagnosis 

and effective treatment of atopic, autoimmune, lymphoproliferative disease in 

difficult to treat patients. 
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Objectives: Elevated NK cytotoxicity (NKc) has been linked with reproductive 

problems in women. Here we evaluate the potential benefit of cupping therapy in 

reproduction-related immune responses. 

Methods: Participants, 23 healthy volunteers with elevated NKc, obtained 

repeated cupping therapy (CT) as follows (0.5-0.4 atm, 40min, 12-15 caps) 3 

times/5days. 

Main outcome measurements: Lymphocyte subsets, NKc and NK activity 

(NKa) (K562 stimulated CD69 expression assay) were measured in blood on day 

0 (before) and days 3, 10 and 17 after last CT manipulation). 

Results: As a result of CT manipulations NK% and NKa were markedly 

reduced on day 10 and days 3 and 10 respectively. We discovered that NKc were 

most sensitive to CT treatment resulting in their decreased counts at 3, 10 and 17 

days post CT. CT result to decrease NKc in majority individuals (87%) Distribution 

of this effect varied. Out of 23 subjects 9 (39.1%) had 2-3 fold decrease of NKc 
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on days 3, 10 and 17; 8 (47.8%) started to show decrease NKc later or faster 

returned to base levels; and only in 3 (13%) subjects displayed no effect of CT on 

NKc. Expectedly, no changes in T-cell subsets (CD3CD4, CD3CD8, HLA-DR, 

CD158a) were observed after CT. 

Conclusion: CT decreased NK cell numbers, their activity, and cytotoxicity. 

Low cost, safety, non-invasive nature and ease of administration make CT 

treatment a promising approach for NKc downregulation. 
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At the last decades researchers take their attention to the consequences of 

the environmental pollution and negative effects on the living organisms in 

ecosystems and biosphere. Long-term and large-scale monitoring studies 

indicate the changes of anthropogenic impact on the water ecosystems, which 

can be chronically stressed by multiple environmental factors. Indicators of 

negative effects allow the direct determination of pollutant impact on living 

organisms in aquatic systems. Histopathological and biochemical analysis of 

various organs and tissues is an important tool of environmental monitoring of 

water pollution which allows assessing of structure changes and lesions that 

caused by environmental toxicants and various negative factors. The responses 

of Scorpion fish Scorpaena porcus, caught in Sevastopol bays characterizing 

different level of chemical pollution, to the unfavorable ecological factors were 

studied. The significant increase of the number of melanomacrophage centers 

(MMCs) in the liver of fish from the most polluted site was shown. Increase of 

oxidized products and chemiluminescence values in the liver extracts of fish from 

the contaminated bay was the result of oxidative stress in the animals. Induction 

of antioxidant enzyme activities in the liver demonstrated the response of 

scorpion fish to pollution. Defense mechanisms activation resists the organism 

against the consequences of oxidative stress and adapt it to the unfavorable 

environmental conditions. The obtained results can be applied for development 

monitoring management and for perspectives of conservation ecology and 

biodiversity in impacted aquatic ecosystems. The analysis of tested biomarkers in 
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fish liver is important tool for the evaluation of fish abilities to protect against 

chemical pollution and keep their life in the pollute environments. In contaminated 

areas the exposure of aquatic organisms to xenobiotics results to interaction 

between these compounds and biological systems which may give elevation to 

biochemical and physiological damage or/and adaptive mechanisms via the 

induction of defense immune and antioxidant systems 
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Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is a group of five genetic disorders of 

the phagocyte nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidase 

complex generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) in response to physiological 

stimuli such as the phagocytosis of microbes. CGD leads to recurrent life- 

threatening opportunistic infections and uncontrolled inflammation, often 

accompanied by granuloma formation. A provisional diagnosis of CGD is made 

by a DHR assay using flow cytometry or by nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) using light 

microscopy. DHR (dihydrorhodamine-1, 2, 3) freely enters the phagocytes and is 

oxidised intracellularly to rhodamine-1, 2, 3 by diffusible H2O2 after phagocyte 

stimulation. In our study we have compared measurement of neutrophils 

(NADPH) oxidase complex activity by two methods - NBT-test and DHR assay in 

in a group of healthy children, children with CGD (3 genetically confirmed 

patients) and the group of children with invasive bacterial infections. We showed 

DHR assay as more sensitive and more convenient method for the measurement 

of neutrophil oxidative burst activity. 
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Interest in the role of inflammation process in the development of cancer is 

extremely increased nowadays. TLRs recognize structurally conserved molecules 

derived from microorganisms and play the key role in the formation of the innate 
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immune system. TLRs activation response includes the expression of the 

proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-10, IL-6, TNF-α. Data suggest both 

versions about pro- and anti-tumorigenic effects of the infection and TLRs 

activation. However, despite the involvement of the immune cells in the protection 

of the organism, macrophages are the most abundant cells in the tumor 

environment. Protumoral polarized macrophages contribute to the suppression of 

T-cell responses, promote angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis of tumor cells. 

It was shown that TLR4/IL-10 signaling and TLR signal transduction mediated 

by lipopolysaccharides activation resulted in epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition 

of several type of cancer. Also, NF-kB is the key effector of TLR signaling and a 

regulator of Snail expression. Snail is identified as a transcription factor that 

represses expression of E-cadherin and induces EMT. TLR2 and TLR 7 

activation promotes the expression of MMPs that act like prometastatic agent. 

Crosslinked activation of TLRs and EGFR results in MAPK signaling pathway 

induction, cell surviving and proliferation. MiR-21 and -29a secreted by tumor 

cells in exosomes can bind to TLR8 (and TLR7) and activate these receptors in 

immune cells, leading to TLR-mediated NFκB activation and secretion of 

prometastatic inflammatory cytokines. 

Likewise, TLRs are responsible for having an effect on the immune cells. 

MMP-2 acts as an activator of TLR2/4 results in modulation DCs function to skew 

T-cells towards a deleterious T helper 2 phenotype. 

In general, recent data suggest an important role of the TLR axis in the 

immune cell signaling that could be of importance in promotion of the tumor 

growth and eventually genesis of metastasis. 

 

Bychkova N.G., Novosad D.I. 

IMMUNOLOGIC FEATURES OF RECURRENT OBSTRUCTIVE BRONCHITIS 

IN CHILDREN WITH PERSISTENT VIRAL AND INTRACELLULAR 

INFECTIONS. 

Bogomolets National Medical University, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

dasha_novosad@ukr.net 

Most authors admit that recurrent obstructive bronchitis (ROB) defines the 

background for the development of bronchial asthma (BA) by its etiological, 

pathogenetic and clinical entity. Moreover, ROB is often the debut of BA that 

gives a reason to consider children with ROB as group at risk for this disease. 

Almost half of children suffering from ROB in early childhood were diagnosed with 

BA in adolescence. There is growing evidence that some persistent infections 
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may contribute to airway hyperresponsiveness and aggravation of ROB or 

development of BA. The purpose of this study was to detect antibodies to 

Chlamydia pneumoniae, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Cytomegalovirus, Epstein-

Barr virus and herpes simplex virus type 1 and 2 in the serum of 47 children with 

ROB. It was found that IgG titer to EBV was positive in 100% of children and IgM 

- 26%. Positive titers of IgG and IgM to Chl. pneumoniae were revealed in 75% of 

children. IgG titer to M. pnemoniae was positive in 69% of children and IgM - 

38%. Additionally, mixed infection with EBV, Chl. pnemoniae, M. pneumoniae 

was found in 56% of children. Positive IgG titers to Cytomegalovirus and herpes 

virus type 1 and 2 were found in 88% of children and IgM - 2%. Mixed infection 

with Cytomegalovirus and Chl. pneumoniae was identified in 78% of children. 

Our data indicate that a significant proportion of children with ROB has 

persistent intracellular and herpes virus infections. Therefore, its prompt detection 

and control can be useful in order to avoid the progress of bronchial 

hyperreactivity and prevent the development of BA in this group of children. 

 

Bychkova N.G., Bychkov O.A., Shvechykova V.P., Taran A.A. 

DYNAMICS OF CELL IMMUNITY PARAMETERS OF PATIENTS WITH 

HYPERTENSION. 

Bogomolets National Medical University, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

oleg_bichkov@yahoo.com 

The purpose of the work. Evaluation of changes in the content of activated 

lymphocyte subpopulation dynamics in the treatment of hypertension. 

Materials and methods. To address this goal the immunological study of 86 

patients with essential hypertension has been conducted. The study included 

patients with hypertension of first and second stages. The control group included 

35 healthy subjects randomized by age and gender. 

As a result of the research we found that patients with hypertension of stage I 

during treatment revealed a probable decrease in the relative number of activated 

CD25+ cells at 23,17% regarding the level of healthy individuals, and the number 

of activated T- and B- lymphocytes with late activation markers (HLA-DR+) to 

23,76% (p<0,05). The relative content of activated lymphocytes expressing the 

adhesion molecule ICAM-1, decreased by 21,94% (p<0,05), but was higher than 

the same period of the control group at 51,67% (p<0,05). The content of activated 

lymphocytes expressing FAS-receptor significantly decreased, but still was higher 

than the rate at 15.87%. 
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Patients with hypertension of stage II during treatment established probable 

decrease in the relative number of activated CD25+ cells at 45,12% to values that 

do not reach the level of healthy subjects at 15,28%. The percentage of HLA-DR+ 

lymphocytes after 6 months also significantly decreased by 30,85% to values that 

exceed the data of the control group at 26,21% (p<0,05). The relative content of 

activated CD54+ lymphocytes significantly decreased by 31,12% to values that 

exceed the corresponding figures in healthy individuals at 66,75% (p<0,05). The 

relative content of activated CD95+ cells significantly decreased by 54,6%, but 

their level is still higher than the control group data at 126,8%. 

Conclusions. Our studies show that the use of inhibitors of angiotensin-

converting factor in the treatment of hypertension causes a decrease in the 

expression of adhesion molecules (ICAM-1 and V-CAM) on immune cells and 

promotes credible reduction of the content in peripheral blood CD54+ 

lymphocytes expressing ICAM-1, number of activated cells, including CD25+ and 

CD95+ lymphocytes. 

 

Sobolieva O., Storchaі D., Lukyanova N. 

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDY OF LACTOFERRIN EXPRESSION IN 

BREAST CASNCER CELL LINES OF DIFFERENT SUBTYPES IN VITRO. 

R.E. Kavetsky Institute of Experimental Pathology, Oncology and Radiobiology, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

sobolieva.2016@mail.ru 

Exploration of iron metabolism disturbances in cancer patients become of high 

interest in recent years. It is known, that iron plays an important role in the 

occurrence and progression of oncological disorders. The concentration of iron 

and proteins involved in the regulation of its metabolism correlates with the 

aggressiveness of a number of tumors, including breast cancer. Among iron-

containing proteins, involved in the breast cancer pathogenesis, lactoferrin is one 

of the understudied.  

The aim of our study was to investigate the expression of lactoferrin features 

of human breast cancer cells. The object of study was breast cancer cell lines - 

T47D, MCF-7, MDA-MB 231, MDA-MB 468. Expression of markers was 

determined using immunohistochemical analysis. Statistical analysis of the results 

was performed using a STATISTISA 6.0. software. It was found that T47D and 

MCF-7 cell lines are characterized by high lactoferrin expression (285 ± 2,1 ± 2,3 

and 251 respectively). We determined that the level of lactoferrin is not 

dependent on the proliferative activity of cells in studied lines. Also, correlation (r 

= -0.49) between lactoferrin expression and receptor status of breast cancer cells 
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was found. Obtained data about association between lactoferrin expression and 

molecular subtypes of breast cancer cells indicate a need for further study on 

clinical material. 

 

Potapenko M.S., Usok V.S., Akulenko I.V., Pozur V.V., Rudyk M.P., 

Voieikova D.O., Skivka L.M., Beregova T.V. 

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THE EFFECT OF THE MULTIPROBIOTIC 

"SYMBITER ACIDOPHILIC" ON PERITONEAL MACROPHAGE METABOLIC 

STATE IN RATS WITH MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE-INDUCED OBESITY. 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine. 

mashamasha4991@gmail.com 

Background: The development of obesity is accompanied by violations of gut 

microbiota composition and properties, and is associated with immune system 

dysfunction. The use of probiotics is considered as a perspective approach for the 

prevention of obesity. Multiprobiotic "Symbiter acidophilic" belongs to a new 

generation of probiotics whose microbial constituents are in mutualistic symbiosis.  

The aim of the work was to investigate the impact of multiprobiotic "Symbiter 

acidophilic" on functional state of peritoneal phagocytes in male and female rats 

with monosodium glutamate-induced obesity (MSGIO).  

Methods: Newborn female and male Wistar rats were injected subcutaneously 

with MSG to induce obesity. Total summed fat pad weights and different 

localization fat pad weights were used as an index of adiposity. Oxygen-

dependent metabolism and phagocytic activity of peritoneal macrophages (PMs) 

was investigated by flow cytometry. NO release was assayed by the Griess 

reaction.  

Results: The development of obesity in female rats was accompanied by 

inhibition of all analyzed PM functions: generation of extracellular reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) - by 24%, the level of NO – by 58%, intensity of phagocytosis - by 

2.3 times, while PMs from male obese rats were characterized by increased 

production of ROS by 166% and nitrite production - by 25%. The intensity of 

phagocytosis was also increased by 7 times. The use of "Symbiter acidophilic" 

led to positive changes in the metabolism of PMs in obese female animals but not 

in male rats. Positive changes in the functional activity of PMs in female obese 

rats that received probiotic were associated with reduced weight indices of 

visceral fat pads. PMs of males that received "Symbiter acidophilic" were 

characterized by inflammatory metabolic profile. An increase of weight of 

subcutaneous adipose depots was observed in these animals. Conclusion: The 
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results indicate the ability of multiprobiotic "Symbiter acidophilic" to exert 

modulatory effect on PMs in obese animals. The directedness of 

immunomodulatory effect of probiotic preparation is characterised by distinct 

effect on MSGIO development in male and female animals. 
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THE MODERN ASPECTS OF STATINE AND IMMUNE THERAPY IN PATIENTS 

WITH CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE, COMBINIED WITH 

METABOLIC SYNDROME. 
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2
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The aim of this study was to examine the immune status of patients with 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and metabolic syndrome (MS) 

during the three month treatment of atorvastatine and during the month treatment 

of polioxydoniy (in patients with the II COPD stage) and polioxydoniy with 

quertsetin. (in patients with the COPD III stage) . 

Patients with COLD, accompanied with MC, have the autoimmune changes, 

such as hyperproduction of inflammatory cytokines, the high level of 

autosensibilization , the increase level of activated lymphocytes subpopulations, 

disturbances in CIK level with the high amount of pathogenic CIK fractions. Such 

disturbances in cell and humoral immunity regularly depends on the stage of 

COLD. The statine therapy was effective but not in the whole scope. The three 

month therapy of atorvastatine in dose 10 mg/daily has the positive effect. It was 

found the decrease on the amount of activated CD25+, CD95+, HLA-DR+ and 

CD54+ lymphocytes subsets, but the were retained higher than in control group. 

The same positive effect of statines was found on the phagocytosis and CIK 

fraction. It was determined that statines has the antiinflamatory effect that 

manifested in the decrease level of interleukin-1β, tumor necrosis factor-α, 

interleukin-6. 

It’s a pity, that the three month statine therapy was not sufficient effective and 

the main immune indexes were differed from the control group one. The immune 

correction therapy was effective especially in patients with the II stage of COPD. 

The addition of polioxydoniy to the complex therapy had the positive immune and 

clinical effect. It was found the decrease on the amount of activated CD25+, 

CD95+, HLA-DR+ and CD54+ lymphocytes subsets. The same positive effect 

was found on the phagocytosis and CIC fraction. It was determined that 
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polioxydoniy has the antiinflamatory effect that manifested in the decrease level 

of interleukin-1β, tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin-6. 

The prescription of polioxydoniy and quertsetin to the patients with III stage of 

COPD, combined with metabolic syndrome, has also positive clinical and immune 

effectives. 
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THE EFFECT OF L-PRP AND PPP ON METABOLIC POLARIZATION OF 

HUMAN MONOCYTES IN VITRO. 
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Background: Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) has recently become the focus of 

intensive interest and discussion, in part because of the expanding understanding 

of platelet function. PRP therapies are important in tissue repair because they 

help create the internal biological environment most conducive to restoration of 

tissue homeostasis by providing a myriad of signaling cytokines and growth 

factors that may improve repair by diverse mechanisms including the regulation of 

inflammation, angiogenesis, and synthesis and remodeling of new tissue. 

The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of various PRP 

formulations on polarization of human monocytes in vitro. 

Methods: Monocytes were isolated from healthy volunteer peripheral blood by 

gradient centrifugation. Two formulations of autologous platelets were prepared 

using the double spin method: PRP with high concentrations of platelets and 

leukocytes (L-PRP) and platelet-poor plasma (PPP). Nitrite level was assayed by 

the Griess reaction. Arginase activity was measured by colorimetric method. ROS 

generation and phagocytosis were estimated by flow cytometry. 

Results: Treatment monocytes with L-PRP and PPP resulted in increase of 

the number of phagocyting cells (3,6 and 4,6 times correspondingly) as compared 

to untreated cell samples. Monocyte phagocytic activity was not affected by L-

PRP and PPP. The level of intracellular ROS in the cells treated with platelet 

formulations was significantly lower than that in control cells: by 87,3% and by 

85,1% for L-PRP and for PPP correspondingly. 

Arginase activity in cells incubated with L-PRP, PPP was 1,6 and 1,4 times 

higher than that in untreated monocytes. NO level in supernatants of these cells 
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was 1,8 and 2,1 times lower (for L-PRP and for PPP correspondingly) than that in 

supernatants of control cells. 

Conclusion: the results of our studies suggest that L-PRP and PPP has an 

ability to polarize immature mononuclear phagocytes to anti-inflammatory 

metabolic profile. 

 

Sokolenko V.L., Sokolenko S.V. 

THE CHANGES OF IMMUNE SYSTEM INDICES IN THE CONDITIONS OF 

STRESS FACTORS INFLUENCE. 
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The aim of our research is to determine the changes of natural resistance in 

the conditions of individual and combined influence of stress factors.  

The examined were divided into two groups: residents of radiation free areas 

(control group) and the inhabitants of the areas of enhanced radiation monitoring. 

We evaluated the impact of additional emotional and physical activity at physical 

training lessons during studying at the University, the role of immunogenetic 

factors of blood in the functioning of immune system, and the length of the 

recovery period. 

We have found that examined from radiation free areas have quite stable 

natural resistance indices, and under conditions of emotional stress demonstrate 

changes that don
,
t go beyond homeostatic norm. Recovery period is within two 

weeks. In residents of territories contaminated with radionuclides, there can be 

observed a redistribution of indices of nonspecific immunity in favor of 

polymorphonuclear neutrophils, a statistically significant decrease of functionally 

mature T-lymphocytes with phenotypes CD3+ and CD4+, immunoregulatory 

index CD4+/CD8+ and the level of natural killer cells with phenotype CD16+. 

Also, an increase of serum immunoglobulin (IgG and IgM) level is observed on 

the background of the absence of strongly pronounced dynamics of antibody-

forming cells. Under conditions of influence of psycho-emotional stress, in this 

group we observe the indicators of specific immune suppression (going beyond 

the limits of physiological homeostatic norm), the most pronounced at certain 

combinations of genetic markers of blood. The duration of the recovery period of 

examined is more than three weeks. Moderate exercising at the lessons of 

physical education and trainings, cause in all patients, regardless of their place of 

residence or genetic components, moderate dynamics of immune system indices, 

compensated during a short period of time.  
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Thus, the main immunosuppressant of stressful nature is the chronic effect of 

low doses of radiation, while sensitivity to this effect is significantly determined by 

genetic factors and emotional stress. 

 

Lapovets L.Ye, Lutsiv N.Z., Akimova V.M., Martianova O.I. 

FEATURES OF IMMUNE REACTIVITY AT EUSTRESS AND DISTRESS IN THE 

DYNAMICS OF THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS. 

Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical University, Lviv, Ukraine.. 
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According to the concept of stress by H. Selye and his followers, disease 

occurs against the background of adaptive reactions (AR), which are divided into 

two groups and different in basic characteristics: favorable types - eustress and 

unfavorable - distress. In patients with type AR unfavorable disease runs harder 

or with the development of complications. Favorable types AR show balance of 

physiological processes in the body and is a sign of a favorable prognosis for the 

patient. 

The aim of the study was to establish the characteristics of immune reactivity 

in patients with acute cholecystitis (AC), depending on the type of AR in the 

dynamics of treatment. 

In patients with AC eustress reaction (reaction of calm activation) is found in 

16% of cases, the reaction of distress - in 38% of cases, the stress response - 

34% and reaction of over-activation - 4%. In the postoperative period eustress 

reactions were recorded in 16% of cases of distress - 44%: stress reaction - 38%, 

reaction of over-acvivation - 4%, the reaction of inadequate adaptation - 2%. 

Analysis of the metabolic state of NG (neutrophilic granulocytes) in patients 

with essential hypertension eustress the reaction showed no change of 

phagocytic index (FI) in the dynamics of treatment. Phagocytic number was 

characterized by insignificant tendency to decrease compared with the value of 

the operation. Serum levels of proinflammatory cytokines decreased significantly 

after surgery conducted: IL-6 6,41±0,7 pg/ml to 4,46±0,34 pg/ml (1,4 times, 

p<0,05), IL-8 - with 18,56±2,12 pg/ml to 5,1±0,42 pg/ml (3,6 times, p<0,05). 

Analysis of distress reactions at the dynamics of treatment revealed no 

significant differences between the functional characteristics of NG. Evaluation of 

serum levels of inflammatory cytokines after treatment is in favor of reducing the 

destructive manifestations of inflammation, less expressive than in patients with a 

favorable type AR: reducing the concentration of IL-8 from 33,87±2,32 pg/ml to 
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15,1±1,4 pg/ml, while increasing the concentration of IL-6 from 11,96±0,8 pg/ml to 

26,37±1,8 pg/ml. 

Thus, the formation reaction of distress in patients with essential hypertension 

in the preoperative period is associated with more pronounced manifestations of 

inflammatory activation of the immune system and only minor positive changes of 

immune reactivity after the surgery, which can be considered as identifying the 

type of AR informative prognostic indicator of AC course. 
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Cancer is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality. Surgical resection of 

primary tumors is a common therapy for cancer, however, mortality from 

metastasis remains high. Clinical and experimental studies have shown that 

surgical stress factors, including tissue trauma, pain, anesthetic drugs and 

opioids, markedly affect the immune system. In recent years COX-2 inhibitors are 

actively studied as a new analgesic drugs which can substitute opioids or reduce 

their dose. 

Aim: to investigate the effect of analgesia with nonselective cyclooxygenase-2 

inhibitor dexketoprofen on the functional activity of immune cells in tumor excision 

murine model.  

Methods. Lewis lung carcinoma cells were transplanted into hind paw of 

C57/black mice. On day 23th tumor was removed. Analgesic drugs were injected 

30 min before and once a day for 3 days after the surgery. Biological material was 

obtained a day before, 1 day and 3 days after the tumor removal. IFN-γ, IL-4, IL-

10 and TGF-β mRNA levels in splenic cells were assessed by quantitative real-

time RT-PCR. Cytotoxic activity of splenocytes was estimated by flow cytometry.  

Results. In splenocytes of mice received opioid analgesia IL-10 mRNA level 

was increased 2.3 times on day one after the surgery compared to preoperative 

level (p<0,05), while in dexketoprofen group this parameter didn’t change. IFN-γ 

gene expression level on day 3 after tumor removal was 40% higher in 

splenocytes of dexketoprofen treated mice as compared with omnopon treated 
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animals (p<0,05). Cytotoxic activity of splenocytes on day 3 after the surgery was 

(62.2±2.4)% in dexketoprofen against (50.2±3.3)% in omnopon group. 

Conclusion: perioperative analgesia with cyclooxygenase inhibitor 

dexketoprofen in contrast to opioid analgesia with omnopon preserves higher 

functional activity of murine immune cells in the experimental model of tumor 

surgery. 
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The main goal of our project is identification and characterization of new 

molecular markers that can be used for optimal development of therapy strategies 

and monitoring of patients’ diseases based on individual characteristics of their 

tumors. This is a challenging issue in the development of personalized medicine. 

For identification and validation of new molecular markers of human 

malignancies multiple advanced technologies in silico, in vitro and in vivo have 

been used. 

SEREX (serological analysis of recombinant cDNA expression libraries) 

technology allowed us to identify 32 potential biomarkers of cancer disease. 

Currently all of these biomarkers have been characterized by a large scale 

allogenic screening made by sera of breast cancer patients of different 

histological type, grade and receptors status. Review of corresponding literature 

resulted that two of them named RAD50 and SMARCA5 can be considered as 

potential predictive markers for cisplatin based therapy. For following validation of 

potential predictive markers including RAD50 and SMARCA5 genome technology 

was used. This approach was based on CRISPR (CRISPR - Clustered Regularly 

Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats) - Cas9 (CRISPR-associated protein-9 

nuclease from Streptococcus pyogenes) system for creating the knockout cell 

lines. 

Moreover for validation of potential predictive biomarkers in vivo conditions we 

develop a technique of xenograft mice. It is represented by immunodeficient mice 

with transplanted grafts of cell lines (pancreatic, breast and squamous cell 
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carcinoma) or primary tumors of cancer patients (PDX – patient derived 

xenogfart). Bioinformatics approach will be used to find the correlation between 

current data, medical parameters of donors and selected therapy response. 
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The investigation of the functional activity of phagocytic cells in peripheral 

blood was held among patients with COPD exacerbation. 

The objective of the work was to investigate the functional activity of 

phagocytic cells in peripheral blood of 136 patients with COPD. 

There was found out the reduction of adhesive properties of 

polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs), inhibition of their absorbance (5,7±0,1) 

compared to the control (6,8±0,3) p<0,001, phagocytic activity (50,2±0,7) at a rate 

of (66,6±2,4), p<0,001 and oxygen-dependent metabolism (55,0±0,8) against 

(64,2±3,1), p<0,01. Absorption capacity of monocytes (MNs) did not differ from 

control indices, but the oxygen-dependent metabolism in these cells was reduced 

(26,1 ± 0,5) at the control of (32,6±2,0) p<0,01. 

Thus, the changes in the functional activity of phagocytic peripheral blood 

cells are characterized by inhibition of absorption capacity of PMNs and the 

reduction in intensity of oxygen-dependent metabolic processes in MNs. 
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THE ROLE OF TUMOR-ASSOCIATED MACROPHAGES IN REALIZATION OF 

ANTITUMOR EFFECT OF DCA AGAINST EHRLICH CARCINOMA.. 
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In 2008 Canadian scientists have demonstrated high antitumor efficacy of 

DCA against many tumor types and its low toxicity for normal tissues. Due to 

such features of DCA, active scientific studies of this agent in oncology have 

been initiated, however presently the data on its antitumor efficacy and 

mechanisms of action are contradicting. 
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Aim: The study of antitumor activity of DCA against solid variant of Ehrlich 

carcinoma and its influence on functional activity of tumor-associated 

macrophages (TAM). 

Methods: Relative quantity of TAM (CD14+ cells infiltrating the tumor), their 

production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and phagocytic activity was 

evaluated by flow cytofluorometry. 

Dosage and regimen: DCA solution was administered per os at a total dose of 

1.3 g/kg each alternative day starting from the 2nd day after tumor cell 

transplantation, 8 administrations in total. 

Results: It has been shown that administration of DCA resulted in tumor 

growth inhibition by 73% (p<0.05). Along with this there have been observed an 

elevation of relative TAM quantity by 280% (p<0.001), enhancement of their 

phagocytic activity by 75% (p<0.05), and increase of ROS production by 270% 

(p<0.001). These results evidenced on significant influence of DCA on function of 

TAM that directly correlated with antitumor effect of the agent. So, hypothetically 

antitumor activity of DCA could be mediated by immune system, in particular, 

by TAM. 

Conclusion: Antitumor activity of DCA is related to its ability to activate 

cytotoxic function of tumor-associated macrophages via increased production of 

reactive oxygen species in these cells. TAM could be considered a perspective 

cellular target for cancer antimetabolic therapy. 
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Chronic alcohol intoxication is accompanied by immune dysfunction: T-cell 

maturation abnormality, inflammation and decrease of resistance to infectious 

diseases. The imbalance of lymphocyte cytokine production in alcohol consumers 

was observed. The secretion of interferon (IFN) is also changed, but the 

mechanisms of its signaling are not clarified yet. The 2′,5′-oligoadenylate-

synthetase (2′,5′-OAS) is one of the key IFN-induced enzymes which mediates its 

antiviral and immunomodulatory action. Zinc deficiency is the outcome of chronic 

alcohol action which impairs immune system functioning. 
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The 2′,5′-OAS activity in spleen lymphocytes of rats subjected to ethanol 

exposure for 28 days was studied. The enzyme activity was shown to decrease 

by 78%, 67% and 42% on 14-th, 21-st and 28-th day of alcohol administration, 

respectively, in comparison to intact animals. The isolated splenocytes were 

incubated with IFN inducer cycloferon in vitro. The induced 2′,5′-OAS activity in 

alcohol treated rats was decreased compared to intact rats. The induced activity 

was minimal at 14-th day of ethanol administration as the activity in non-

stimulated splenocytes. 

Acetic zinc per os treatment at the time of 11th daily ethanol exposure had no 

effect on enzyme activity. The simultaneous treatment of rats with ethanol and 

acetic zinc augmented the 2′,5′-OAS activity by 178% at 21th day and 161% at 

28th day in comparison to rats exposed to ethanol only. The values of activity in 

these cases were comparable to control. The zinc preparation amplified the 

cycloferon-induced enzyme activity; it was most evident at late terms of ethanol 

action (at 28th day). 

The decrease of 2′,5′-OAS activity during the alcohol intoxication is, probably, 

attributed to depression of interferon synthesis or disturbance in functioning of 

2′,5′-oligoadenylate cascade. Ethanol might attenuate the ability of splenocytes to 

produce IFN in response to induction which results in the 2′,5′-OAS activity 

diminishing. Acetic zing is assumed to reduce the deleterious effects of ethanol 

on interferon synthesis in immune cells presumably by zinc deficiency alleviation. 
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The engineering of nanoparticles (NP) is one of the most promising 

approaches in biomedicine. The important field for the development of 

nanotherapeutics is cancer treatment. Among a plethora of nanoproducts 

platinum and gold nanoparticles (PtNP and AuNP) attract much attention and are 

being intensively investigated. PtNP and AuNP exert their antitumor action 

through the direct effect on tumor cells. The aim of the work was to investigate 

the effect of PtNP and AuNP functionalized with C. vulgaris polysaccharides on 

apoptosis and necrosis of monocytes of healthy donors in vitro. 
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Peripheral blood cells from 3 healthy donors and malignant cell line U937 

(human monocytic lymphoma) were used in the experiments. Cell apoptosis and 

necrosis were determined using the test system Annexin V, FITC Apoptosis 

Detection Kit (Dojindo EU GmbH, Munich, Germany). 

This study showed significant cytotoxic effect of PtNP and AuNP on blood 

monocytes, which was reflected in the reduction of viability both monocytes from 

healthy donors (56% of living cells in samples with AuNP functionalized with C. 

vulgaris polysaccharides) and malignant cells from U937 (up to 47% of living cells 

in the same experimental sample). AuNP functionalized with C. vulgaris 

polysaccharides characterized by the highest cytotoxic effect on these cell 

populations. PtNP had less pronecrotic and proapoptotic activity compared to 

AuNP. Effect of AuNP functionalized with C. vulgaris polysaccharides on 

monocytes was expressed in the level of necrosis of 40% An+PI+, whereas in 

U937 cell this type of nanoparticles caused necrotic death of 48% cells. It should 

be noted that C. vulgaris polysaccharides showed moderate pronecrotic action in 

samples with monocytes from healthy donors as well as with U937 cell line, that 

was virtually identical and resulted in approximately 30% An+PI+ cells in the 

samples. 

Thus, PNP and AuNT were able to induce death of normal monocytes and cell 

line U937 by necrosis. Malignant cell line U937 was more sensitive to the 

cytotoxic effect of nanoparticles of both types. C. vulgaris polysaccharides 

enhanced pronecrotic effect of nanoparticles, which after the treatment with 

AuNP. 
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ALTERATION OF RBC MEMBRANES FATTY ACID COMPOSITION DURING 

CHRONIC HSV-1 INFECTION IN MICE. 
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Herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) latent and reactive persistence in the 

host lasts for life and may cause a number of serious constant metabolic 

disorders. It is known, that HSV-1 infection affects the ratio composition of red 

blood cell membrane fatty acids (FAs) in both pregnant women and fetus 

[Ishutina, 2013]. The omega-3 eicosapentaenoic and docosahexaenoic 

polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) provide the significant role in pre- and 

postnatal development. Excess of the key agent of omega-6 PUFAs – arachidonic 

acid – causes an inflammatory response. 
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Because the PUFAs play an important role in metabolic pathways of the living 

organism; in particular, as substrates in the synthesis of biologically active factors 

– eicosanoids which take part in the regulation of cardiovascular system and 

immune response, we have studied on the HSV-1-mice model the changes of 

PUFAs to describe host-virus interaction during chronic HSV-1 infection. 

We collected samples from both intact and chronically HSV-1 infected ICR 

mice. RBCs were separated from blood plasma and then lysed with osmotic 

shock. RBC membrane fatty acids were extracted using modified Folch technique 

[Folch, 1957]. Analysis of fatty acids composition was carried out on system 

Agilent 6890N/5973 inert by gas chromatography with MAS-detection technique. 

The following results represent percentage content of particular FAs among 

total FAs amount. For intact mice palmitoleic – 0,25 %, linoleic acid – 13,34 %, 

eicosenoic – 0,31 %, eicosadienoic – 0,39 %, cis-8,11,14 eicosatrienoic – 1,15 %. 

For HSV-1 infected mice we've observed next changes: cis-8,11,14 eicosatrienoic 

FAs amount decreased by 13 %; palmitoleic, linoleic, eicosenoic and 

eicosadienoic increased by 33 %, 17 %, 28 %, and 45 % respectively. We can 

see changing of the ratio between mono-, di- unsaturated omega-6 FAs and 

omega-3 PUFAs that means disbalance in the synthesis of different antagonistic 

classes of eucosanoids and can be the marker of inflammatory (including HSV-1 

infection) pathological process in the organism. This results suggest the use of 

assessment of PUFAs metabolism during HSV-1 infection and its treatment in the 

further research. 
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Immune cells closely interact with adipocytes within the adipose tissue and 

are involved in obesity-induced inflammation. Their number and activity are 

changed during obesity and differ from those in lean individuals. Administration of 

monosodium glutamate (MSG) causes the injury of the ventromedial 

hypothalamic and arcuate nuclei that leads to the development of obesity due to 

lack of controlled balance between energy absorption and expenditure. The aim 
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of the work was to investigate metabolic polarization and functional activity of 

adipose tissue phagocytes in male and female rats with MSG-induced obesity. 

MSG was administrated subcutaneously to newborn female and male Wistar 

rats to induce obesity. Flow cytometry was used to evaluate intracellular reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) production and phagoсytosis activity in CD14+ stromal 

vascular fraction (SVF) cells of adipose tissue. ROS release by the SVF cells was 

assayed by the nitroblue tetrazolium reduction method. 

Obesity was associated with decrease of SVF cell number in adipose tissue of 

obese female animals whereas the number of SVF cells in obese male rats was 

increased. This was consistent with similar tendency to changes in amount of 

adipose tissue CD14+ phagocytic cells. The level of CD14 expression by those 

cells declined dramatically both in male and female obese animals, except the fat 

infiltrating monocytes from female rats, whose intensity of CD14 expression was 

2.4 times higher compared with control. In contrast to male animals, both 

phagocyte subpopulations from adipose tissue of obese female animals had pro-

inflammatory phenotype, which was characterized by decreased phagocytosis 

activity along with increased intracellular ROS generation and ROS release. We 

did not observe significant changes of adipose tissue functional and metabolic 

activity in MSG obese male rats. 

Thus, MSG-induced obesity in female animals was associated with pro-

inflammatory functional activation of adipose tissue CD14+ phagocytes, while 

local inflammatory reaction in adipose tissue of obese male rats was low-grade, 

as was determined by the number and functional activity of CD14+ resident 

granulocytes and monocytes. 

 

Yakshibaeva Y.R., Gorbik G.V., Fedorchuk O.G. 

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF LLC CELLS WITH DIFFERENT ANGIOGENIC 

POTENTIAL TO NONSENSITIZED MACROPHAGE MEDIATED 

CYTOTOXICITY. 

R.E. Kavetsky Institute of Experimental Pathology, Oncology and Radiobiology, Kyiv, Ukraine. 

yakshibaeva@yahoo.com 

Background: Macrophages play an important role in anticancer resistance. 

They have the capacity to recognize and destroy syngeneic, allogeneic, and 

xenogeneic tumor cells through several different mechanisms, a phenomenon 

referred to as "nonspecific tumoricidal activity". Macrophage cytotoxicity relies on 

the balance between activating stimuli and suppressive microenvironmental 

signals. Tumor heterogeneity may broadly influence the activation of tumor 
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associated macrophages and phagocytes of another locations. Our previous 

results have revealed strongly increased angiogenic potential in subline (LLC/R9) 

of Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) that was generated from the wild type LLC strain 

after nine sequential cis-DDP courses in vivo. 

The aim of this work was to investigate the susceptibility of LLC/R9 cells to 

nonsensitized macrophage-mediated cytotoxicity. 

Methods: Macrophage cytotoxic activity was quantified by a MTT colorimetric 

assay in co-culture experiments. Macrophage oxidative metabolism and 

phagocytosis was examined by flow cytometry. 

Results: CM from high angiogenic tumor cells did not affect peritoneal 

phagocyte metabolic activity. Whereas, CM from wild type cells slightly inhibited 

phagocytosis and oxidative metabolism of macrophages. Sensitivity of high 

angiogenic tumor cells to phagocyte tumoricidal activity depended on E:T ratio, 

and was highly expressed at an E:T ratio of 40:1. At this E:T ratio susceptibility of 

LLC/R9 to macrophage-mediated lysis was moderately lower than that in wild 

type cells. At E:T ratio of 20:1 sensitivity of high angiogenic tumor cells was 

significantly lower than that in LLC. Interestingly, susceptibility of wild type cells to 

nonsensitized macrophage mediated cytotoxicity did not depend on E:T ratio. 

Conclusion: LLC cells with different angiogenic potential have distinct 

susceptibility to the tumoricidal action of nonsensitized macrophages under 

conditions of cell-to-cell contact. One of the supposed reasons of this distinct 

tumor cell sensitivity could be differences in tumor cell metabolome caused their 

chemoresistance development. 
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The amount of dietary monosodium glutamate (MSG) is increasing worldwide. 

MSG induces obesity, hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, insulin resistance and type 

2 diabetes. Obesity is characterized by specific alterations in the human gut 
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microbiota. Probiotic bacteria possess health-promoting properties, including the 

maintenance of the intestinal barrier function and systemic and local modulation 

of the immune system of the host. 

The aim of our study was to investigate the reaction of lymphoid organs and 

functional activity of peritoneal macrophages in rats with glutamate-induced 

obesity treated with multiprobiotic "Symbiter acidophilus". 

Obesity was induced by subcutaneous administration of MSG to newborn 

Wistar rats. Probiotic group received 140 mg/kg of multiprobiotic. The reaction of 

lymphoid organs was determined by counting of weight indices and cellularity of 

lymphoid organs. The oxidative metabolism was measured by the use of NBT 

test. NO was determined via the Griess reaction. Phagocytic activity, intracellular 

ROS generation in peritoneal macrophages were estimated by flow cytometry. 

"Symbiter acidophilus" prevented the development of disorders in lymphoid 

organs associated with the obesity. It testifies anti-inflammatory effect of the 

preparation. Immunomodulating effect of probiotic was characterized by gender 

differences in animals with obesity. The treatment with "Symbiter acidophilic" was 

accompanied by the preclusion of peritoneal phagocyte functional activity 

disorders and mononuclear phagocytes recruitment to the peritoneal cavity of 

female rats. Positive changes in the immune reactivity in the peritoneal cavity 

were associated with decreased fat weight of various localizations in female rats 

who received multiprobiotic. Treatment with "Symbiter acidophilic" was also 

accompanied by the recruitment of mononuclear cells to the peritoneal cavity in 

male rats. However, the metabolic profile of these cells was characterized by 

proinflammatory directedness. The weight index in the group of male rats treated 

with probiotics did not differ from that in obese male rats. 
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It is known that dendritic cells (DCs) play a crucial role in antitumor immunity, 

since they are able to activate main effector cells of antitumor immunity. However, 

impairment of DCs functions in cancer patients is one of the key factors in tumor-

induced suppression of anticancer immune response. 
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We aimed to study phenotypic and functional properties of generated DCs in 

patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). 

20 patients with IIb-IIIA stage NSCLC undergoing DC-based immunotherapy 

in adjuvant mode and 5 healthy people were enrolled into this study. DCs were 

generated from peripheral blood monocytes (PBM) with the addition of growth 

factors (GM-CSF, ІL-4, LPS, IFN-α). DCs phenotypic analysis was performed 

using flow cytometry by surface markers expression: CD83, CD86, and HLA-DR. 

Expression levels of interleukin (IL)-12p40, IL-12p35, TNF-α, IDO and TGF-β 

genes were determined by real-time PCR. 

We found that DCs generated from PBM of cancer patients before 

immunotherapy were characterized by increased expression of TGF-β and IDO 

mRNAs compared with DCs of healthy people, while their phenotypic 

characteristics differed slightly. CD86 and HLA-DR expression levels were not 

less than 65% and CD83 - 35%, what meet the average DCs maturity rate. 

During the immunotherapy changes in polarization properties of the generated 

DCs were observed. In addition, IL-12p40, IL-12p35, TNF-α mRNAs expression 

increased significantly (p<0,05), while IDO mRNA expression (p<0,03) decreased 

in DCs of cancer patients as compared to healthy people. 

We established that DCs generated from PBM of NSCLC patients differ 

significantly by their functional properties from DCs of healthy people: they 

showed tolerance/regulatory activity before immunotherapy. However, during 

immunotherapy their Th1-polarizing cytokines expression increased significantly, 

which are important for inducing effective antitumor immune response mediated 

by Th1 and cytotoxic T lymphocytes. 
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Drug allergy has been remaining an actual medical problem for years. 

Antibiotic allergy has been representing a particular actuality for now, especially 

allergy to penicillin and its analogs, for example, bicillin (bicillin-5) and 

cephalosporines (ceftriaxone). 
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The research objective is the approbation of 4th generation unique domestic 

ELISA test system for serum quantification of penicillin allergen specific IgE 

developed and officially approved in 2012. 

Materials and methods. 52 patients with diffuse dermatoses aged from 20 to 

86 were observed by means of this test system (11 males, 21,2 %; 41 females, 

78,8 %). The analysis of the research results has shown high and extremely high 

specific IgE concentration to detect in 24 of 52 patients (46,2 %), in particular to 

benzyl penicillin in 7 (13,5 %), to bicillin-5 in 11 (21,2 %) and to ceftriaxone in 17 

(32,7 %) observed patients. One drug sensitization was detected in 16 of 24 

patients (66,7 %), two or three drugs polysensitization was noted in 8 of 24 

observed persons (33,3 %). Drug sensitization was defined among patients with 

such diagnoses as drug disease (6 persons, 54,5 %), atopic dermatitis (3 

persons, 50 %), scleroderma (9 persons, 69,2 %), psoriasis (3 persons, 75 %) 

and rosacea, mycosis and alimentary allergy equally (1 person, 33,3 %). 

Conclusions. The first domestic ELISA test system for serum quantification of 

penicillin allergen specific IgE created and processed in dermatological practice is 

characterized as highly sensitive, specific, reproductive, fast performing (3 h 30 

min), safe for patients and high-precision. 
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The BAL study was conducted among 68 patients with COPD. The objective 

of the work was to study the functional state of alveolar macrophages and 

polymorphonuclear neutrophils of the bronchoalveolar lavage. 

There was found out a reduction in viability of alveolar macrophages (AMs) - 

(60,6±0,8)% at a rate of (74,1±1,6)%, p<0,001; adhesive properties (56,4±2,0)% 

at a rate of (71,8±3,5)%, p <0,001; their phagocytic activity did not differ 

significantly from control levels and the phagocytal number was credibly reduced: 

(6,4±0,1) standard units at a rate of (8,1±0,2) standard units, p <0,001, indicating 

a decrease in absorption capacity of these cells. Increased reactivity of AMs 

patients in tetrazolium nitroblue test (TNB test) (61,7±2,2)% at (19,6±1,4)% in the 

control, p <0,001, was accompanied by lowering of the production of superoxide 
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anion, which was reflected in a possible decline of cytochemical index - 

(0,9±0,04) standard units at a rate of (3,1±0,07) standard units, p<0,001. The 

absorptive activity of polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs) in BAL didn’t differ 

significantly from the control indices and the phagocytal number was credibly 

higher (5,3±0,1) standard units than the norm (2,4±0,3) standard units, p <0,001, 

indicating the activation of phagocytic cells capacity, but the adhesive properties 

of these cells were reducing while the progression of the disease. The analysis of 

the cellular composition of BAL was characterized by a decrease in the number of 

AMs and increasing in PMNs content (35,7±2,1)% at the rate (control group - 

1,3±0,5; p <0,001), making it possible to estimate the degree of inflammatory 

process. 
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In the existing diphtheria vaccines over 90 years as adjuvant aluminum is 

applied. By modern researches it is experimentally proved that it is a neurotoxin, 

and aluminum adjuvants bear in themselves the potential of development of 

autoimmune diseases namely syndrome ASIA, Autoimmune (Auto-inflammatory) 

Syndrome Induced by Adjuvants, long inflammation of a brain and the 

accompanying neurologic complications. It is obvious that the risk of side effects 

of use of aluminum-contained adjuvants in vaccines didn't receive a strict 

scientific assessment from medical and scientific community. For this reason 

search of adjuvant, natural and safe for a human body, has to become the 

perspective direction of advanced vaccines. 

Designing of specific prophylactic diphtheria preparations which prevent 

colonizations of pharyngeal epithelial host’s cells by microbial cells of a pathogen, 

would become an effective drug in restriction of circulation of C. diphtheriaе 

among the population and new approach to development of diphtheria vaccines. 

The executed researches are based on the anti-adhesive strategy offered for 

the prevention of various bacterial infections and deals with а search of adjuvant 

among a pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) of C.diphtheriae 

superficial antigenes which would become not only "the starting mechanism" for 

activation of the T-cellular immunity, but also stimulated synthesis of 

antidiphtherial anti-toxic antibodies. 
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Complexes of native superficial antigenes of diphtheria pathogen by means of 

action of physical factors (electromagnetic radiation and ultrasound) are obtained. 

Their anti-adhesive properties in the relation to C. diphtheriaе and adjuvant 

effects concerning a diphtheria toxoid are shown. 

The way of obtaining diphtheria bacterial antigen preparations was adapted to 

conditions of OJS "Farmstandart-Biolek" production. The technology of process of 

production of experimental complex candidate-vaccines with a bacterial 

component by means of action of physical factors is proved. 
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Biosensor technologies based on the phenomenon of surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) represent a promising approach for study of biomolecular 

interaction. Their application permits to analyse the process of binding of 

molecules in real time by computer. The spread of viral infections that affect 

human health continues to grow. According to WHO, the diseases that are 

caused by the herpes simplex virus (HSV), take second place (15.8%) after 

influenza as a cause of death from viral infections. Therefore, finding of new 

available and highly accessible diagnostic methods is very important. 

The aim of this work was to investigate the suitability of SPR analysis for 

detection of specific antibodies to HSV-1 in the human blood serum. The proteins 

of HSV1 (strain US) were used as antigens. The device for detection of antigen-

antibody interactions was an optoelectronic two-channel computer controlled 

spectrometer "Plasmon-6", using the SPR phenomenon in the Krechman optical 

configuration. It was developed at the Lashkarev Institute of Semiconductor 

Physics of NASU. Screening of human blood serums was performed using the 

test system "HSV-1 IgG ELISA" (GenWay, USA). 

Immobilization of viral proteins on sensor surface was performed using 0.2% 

solution of Dextran 17 000 (Sigma, USA). It was found direct dependence 

between amount of immobilized HSV-1 antigen and SPR response. The 

immobilization 8x10-5 mg/mm2 of viral proteins on the surface of the chip was 

optimal for detection of antibodies to HSV-1. The limits of positive and negative 

response for SPR analysis was determined by using panel of negative to HSV-1 

blood sera of donors. Using obtained biochips, a comparative analysis of 71 
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human blood sera with different contents of specific antibodies to HSV-1 was 

performed by ELISA and SPR analysis. It was shown that SPR data were agreed 

with ELISA results in 84% of samples. The baseline of diagnostic suitability of 

biochips for detection of antibodies to HSV-1 were: sensitivity - 98%, specificity - 

60%. The results show prospects for further research on optimization and 

standardization of developed biochips for their use in diagnostics of herpes 

infection. 
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Test your knowledge, skills students on module control of immunology - a 

statement of the results of teaching and learning of future doctors. In addition to 

traditional oral control, inspection, assessment of knowledge and skills in recent 

time increasingly using test control of knowledge. It allows you to improve the 

system of assessment of student learning, to unify it. 

Along with the positive aspects of use of tests for future doctors should be 

remembered and the development of logical thinking, analysis of a concrete 

situation, choosing the right method of diagnosing infectious diseases, explaining 

the results of microbiological studies, individual approach to the assessment of 

student learning. 

To improve the conduct of the final module control immunology we developed 

situational practically oriented tasks that cover issues of the course, studying the 

medical students. Created tasks have the same number of questions a student 

must answer and get some points. 

The student not only selects the correct answer, as is usually the case with 

test control, but also explains his choice. Content includes practical problems the 

situation illustrated objectives, schemes and demonstration serological tests. 

Students should determine the type of immune response, specific and nonspecific 

factors protect the body, to choose serological tests for the diagnosis, interpret 

the results of serological investigation, and appoint agents for Immunization and 

immunotherapy of infectious disease. Written answers to practically oriented case 

studies provide higher objective assessment, contributing to the development of 

logical thinking, commitment. Students in solving situational problems more 

careful delve deeper into the subject matter, thinking about solutions to the 

problem. 

As a result of final module control using situational problems, we concluded 

that they contribute to the effective, thorough assimilation of knowledge, skills, 

future doctors. It is important to form a meaningful response, logically prove 

provisions theme and apply learned knowledge. 
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Microbiology, Virology and Immunology is one of the most important basic 

subjects in medical education and is called for ensuring the formation of students 

basic knowledge. To develop knowledge and skills in this subject it is possible to 

use not only traditional teaching methods but also interactive methods such as 

training. 

Training is a form of learning that pays great attention to the development of 

the students' creative, self-dependent thinking, stimulates cognitive activity, forms 

the creative abilities and skills of non-standard solving of certain problems, 

improves professional communication skills. Modern world requires specialist who 

can think and take decisions independently. To achieve this teacher should give 

preference for organizational and stimulating function but not informational and 

controlling one. This form of work requires from teacher more time for 

preparation, attraction of audio and video materials, laboratory research 

schemes, different cases, planning of all stages of a lesson, a clear distribution of 

roles between all participants. The main forms of work that can be used during 

the training are: informational message, mini-lecture, brainstorming, role game, 

small group work, group discussion (roundtable discussion, expert group 

meeting). However, teachers' role cannot be reduced due to the fact that this kind 

of work requires high professional, organizational, communication and other 

skills. 
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